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PREFACE

This report was prepared for the NET Team by CFFTP. It has been funded
by CFFTP and prepared entirely by CFFTP and its contractors from
reference data provided by NET.

The views expressed and the recommendations made are those of the
authors. Comments on the draft report provided by the reviewers from the
European fusion community have been addressed and accommodated. However,
the resultant document does not purport to represent the views of the NET
Team, or of the associated laboratories involved in the review of this
report. The main objective of the study was to provide an independent
outside view of the NET tritium facilities, the various technology
options, their availability and suitability for the present state of the
rapidly evolving and changing NET design.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 Introduction

This report is the result of a study carried out by the Canadian Fusion
Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP) of Ontario Hydro for the MET (Next
European Torus) Team. The study deals with the design of the various
tritium processing facilities that will be required for the NET design.
The reference data for the design of the NET Tritium Systems was provided
by the MET Team.

1.2 Objectives of the Study

The main objective of this study is to provide an independent outside
view of the NET Tritium Systems, the technology options for the various
tritium handling facilities, their availability and suitability to the
present state of the rapidly evolving and changing NET design.

In view of the overall objectives of the NET, which are described in
subsection 2.1, the primary purpose of the Tritium Control Systems is to
provide a supporting or a service role. The NET Tritium Systems were
selected to avoid reliance on proof-of-principle technologies. For
example. 36 modules or approximately 90 percent of the blanket are
designated to breed a large part of the tritium consumed by the NET
device. Approximately four modules or 10 percent are designated for
experimental service work on advanced blanket concepts. These, depending
on their concepts, may require tritium systems different from the ones
chosen for the other 36 reference base load modules. The selection
rationale for the NET Tritium Systems relies on the use of high
availability extraction systems to service a low availability reactor.
This permits the use of optimized systems by leveling the tritium
extraction duty between operating and non-operating modes.

Since NET will operate for several years with an overall availability
factor as low as 5 to 10 percent (only in the last year will it reach
25 percent), the choice of the tritium systems is based on the simplicity
of operation.

Consistent with the above objectives of the NET, this study aims to
provide technology that is reactor relevant, feasible and commercially
available. It integrates the overall system for the various tritium
duties of the NET. The conclusions and recommendations of this study
will provide a step toward detailed design and assessment giving a
initial focus that should help the selection of the best technology for
this part of the NET.

1.3 Accomplishments

A major objective of this study is the development of a reference design
for the NET Tritium Systems in sufficient detail to prepare order of
magnitude capital cost estimates for the various tritium processing
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facilities. The level of effort allowed a reasonable comparison of the
technical and economic factors for the different process options.

Other significant achievements of this study were:

(a) Identification of new ways of handling some problems, for
example:

(1) Recovery of tritium from the helium purge of the
lithium-ceramic blanket using a novel Adsorption and
Catalytic Exchange Process.

(2) A new way of combining fuel component separation and
coolant water detritiation using cryogeric distillation.

(3) The use of parasitic refrigeration for the cryogenic
isotope separation.

(4) Tritium extraction from effluent gas streams at their
respective sources.

(5) Attempt to eliminate the need for Air Cleanup Systems.

(b) Identification of uncertainties, for example: composition of
plasma exhaust, required helium purge rate of Li-Pb for tritium
recovery, uncertainty in requirements for decontaminating
Dlanket sectors, etc.

(c) Review of ways to limit tritium permeation into steam by
swamping with hydrogen ar.i to provide quantitative estimates for
this permeation.

U'he cooperation of the members of the associated laboratories in
reviewing the draft report has yielded a better understanding of the main
issues for the design of these systems. This cooperation may be an
important step towards forming a consensus and may possibly influence the
near term direction of the supporting development programs.

1.4 Future Direction in the Development of Tritium Systems Design

The following technology goals are proposed for considerations:

(a) Examine the implications and acceptability of eliminating air
cleanup systems from the Net reference design.

(b) Eliminate conventional glove boxes, replacing them with fully
remotely operating valves and processing equipment installed in
pressure vessel style secondary containments.

(c) Explore the feasibility of combining cryopumping of plasma
exhaust with some fuel purification functions.
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(d) Attempt to avoid separating tritium from deuterium during the
treatment of the plasma exhaust stream. This could result in a
significant simplification in the fueling and isotope separation
systems.

(e) Attempt to avoid tritium oxidation.

1.5 Description of NET Tritium Systems

The proposed NET Tritium Systems consist of the following components for
which the appropriate front running technologies are identified.

1.5.1 Tritium Extraction from Base Load Tritium Production Blankets

There are at least two viable blanket alternative concepts being
considered and both fave been included in the reference design.

The reference base load blanket is, at present design conditions,
designated to produce approximately 80 percent of the tritium burned
during the operating phase or approximately 73 g/day (3.04 g/h), to
separate it from the breeder, to purify it if necessary, and to deliver
it to the Fuel Preparation and Delivery System with surplus production
sent to the Storage System. Since the operation will occur for only 10
to 25 percent of each year, near-continuous tritium extraction can be
provided at an appropriately smaller rate; however, as agreed with NET,
the system described in this report is sized for the full rate of
extraction. The System will keep the tritium concentration in the
blanket as low as practicable. The isotopic purity of the recovered
tritium will be greater than 99.9 mole percent, which is sufficient for
no further isotopic separation to be necessary. The system will have its
own purification subsystem, if required, to protect the getters.

Note that the design of the NET Tritium Systems, in this report, is based
on a tritium breeding ratio of 0.8, which was assumed at the time of the
NET Tritium Systems design freeze. The subsequent lowering of the
tritium breeding ratio to 0.3 to 0.4 has not been considered.

1.5.2 LIPb Blanket Concept

The liquid LiPb tritium breeder blanket is water cooled.

The tritium extraction system for the liquid LiPb breeder blanket concept
consists of two steps. In the first step, the liquid breeder is
circulated through an external extractor where tritium is transferred to
a circulating helium carrier gas stream. In the second step, the
relatively small helium flow rate permits the extraction of tritium by
oxidation, recovery of condensate DTO and subsequent decomposition of DTO.

The recommended process technology for the first step is the
countercurrent contacting of the liquid LIPb with the helium gas in sieve
tray towers or packed towers. Due to the low helium flow rates, the
small scale of DTO decomposition required and the simplicity of
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operation, the U-bed method is recommended for Step-2. A conceptual flow
diagram for tritium extraction from the LiPb breeder is shown in
Figure 5.1.7. The U-bed process is a commercially available technology.

1.5.3 Solid Li-Ceramic Blanket Concept

The solid Li-ceramic tritium breeder blanket is helium cooled. Tritium
extraction from the solid blanket is achieved by transfer of tritium to a
helium purge gas stream which is separated from the much larger helium
molant stream at the point of contact with the breeder pins at the lower
extremity of the blanket. The tritiated purge stream is collected at the
exit from the upper portion of the blanket and is fed into the tritium
recovery system. Due to the relatively large helium flow rate, the
recovery of tritium involves oxidation to the oxide form, catalytic
exchange of tritium oxide with moisture on molecular sieve type driers
and electrolytic decomposition of the recovered tritiated condensate.
The tritium free purge gas stream is returned to the main coolant stream
prior to entry into the steam generator. A schematic block flow diagram
of the tritium extraction system is shown in Figure 5.2.3.

The recommended process system for the recovery of tritium from large
helium flows consist of the following main components:

(a) Hydrogen swamping of the blanket to minimize permeation of
tritium into the coolant/steam.

(b) Catalytic Pt/Pd recombiner capable of achieving 99.9 percent
conversion at 200-300°C, with hydrogen swamping.

(c) Three molecular sieve 5A drier columns of a new CANDU-type drier
to facilitate continuous adsorption and regeneration.

(d) An evaporator for the addition of water vapour for isotopic
exchange and displacement of tritium from the molecular sieve
during regeneration.

(e) A pressure relief circuit to depressurize the columns for
regeneration and a compressor to reinject helium into the
blanket.

(f) An electrolytic unit for the decomposition of the tritiated
wat^r recovered from the molecular sieve driers.

A schematic flow diagram of the proposed system is shewn in
Figure 5.2.8. Most of the process equipment mentioned are already in use
on an industrial scale. However, electrolytic cells need to be developed
for operation on this scale at these high tritium levels.

1.5.4 Tritiated Hater Processing (TWP)

Aqueous tritiated streams occur in the various systems of the NET. The
major stream is the coolant water stream contaminated due to possible
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tritium permeation. Other contaminated streams include decontamination
in not cells, spills, leaks, etc. The TWP system will collect these
streams, purify the water (e.g. remove suspended and dissolved
impurities) and convert it into two streams. One stream will consist of
a gaseous mixture of elemental hydrogen Isotopes (HT, H2. T2) which
will be sent to the Isotope Separation System (ISS) for tritium
recovery. The second stream will be a detritiated water stream suitable
for recycle or release ko the environment.

The recommended process for the conversion of tritiated water into a
mixture of hydrogen isotopes is the simply, proven and commercially
available electrolysis of water. The reference design is shown in
Figure 5.3.1.

1.5.5 Plasma Exhaust Purification System (PEP)

This system is designed to remove impurities such as helium, ammonia,
methane etc. from the plasma exhaust containing the unburnt fuel.
Approximately 99.9 mol percent hydrogen isotopes will be sent to the
Isotope Separation System. The PEP also decomposes the tritiated
impurities, recovers the liberated hydrogen isotopes and sends them to
the Isotope Separation System.

The recommended process option involves the separation of hydrogen
isotopes from impurities by permeation through Pd-alloy diffusion cells
operating at 300°C and 101 kfa. The hydrogen isotopes on the permeate
side are cooled in a gas/gas heat exchanger prior to further processing
in the Isotope Separation System. A vacuum pump maintains the pressure
on the permeate side at 1 kPa.

Downstream of the diffuser, the impurity stream is oxidized using a
precious metal catalytic oxidizer. In order to convert methane and
ammonia, the oxidizer is operated at 800 K. Stoichiometrically excess
oxygen is added upstream of the catalytic oxidation beds to promote
conversion. The moisture in this stream is removed on cold traps held at
about 160 K. The cold trap method is suitable because of the low
flowrate of the bleed stream. It is preferable to molecular sieve dryers
because it results in a low residual inventory of tritium. The water
collected from the cold traps will be decomposed by electrolysis.

A schematic flow diagram of the process is shown in Figure 5.4.6.

Pd-alloy diffusers are used on an industrial scale for hydrogen gas
purification.

1.5.6 Isotope Separation System (ISS)

The Isotope Separation System receives the following gaseous feed streams
comprising a mixture of hydrogen isotopes:

(a) a predominantly T2 stream from the LiPb breeder blanket
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tritium recovery system, or a predominantly H2 stream from the
Li-ceramic breeder blanket tritium recovery system;

(b) a mixed D, T stream from the Plasma Exhaust Purification System;
and

(c) a predominantly H2 stream from the Tritiated Water Processing
System.

The function of the ISS is to separate the hyarogen isotopes and deliver
the following product streams: ,

(1) a relatively pure H2 stream suitable for swamping,
recombination or discharge to the environment;

(2) a D2 stream of greater than 99.9 percent purity for the
Fuel Preparation and Delivery System and/or the Fuel
Storage System;

(3) a T2 stream of greater than 99 percent purity for the
Fuel Storage and/or the Fuel Preparation and Delivery
System;

(4) a D. T stream containing less than 0.1 percent H for the
Fuel Storage System;

(5) an H2, HD and Helium stream suitable for rejection to the
environment.

Cryogenic Distillation is the recommended process for the ISS, since it
is a proven process on an industrial scale. A schematic flow diagram of
the process is shown in Figure 5.5.3.

The H/T stream <c) mentioned above will be treated in the cryogenic
distillation cascade, CD1. Streams (a) and (b) mentioned above, and the
tritium-rich product from CD1 will be combined and treated in a separate
cascade, CD2. The two cascades are integrated. The CD1 cascade produces
an overhead stream containing about 4 x 10"^ mole fraction of HT, which
is equivalent to a release of 0.6 Ci/day to the environment. The CD2
cascade produces separate D2 and T2 product streams each having
99 percent purity.

1.5.7 Fuel Storage System

The Fuel Storage System supplies the required H2. D2 and T2 to the
Fuel Preparation and Delivery System during the initial operating phases
(Phase I and II) of the MET, with no tritium breeding. During the final
operating phase (Phase III), the bred tritium and the deuterium recovered
by the ISS will be sent directly to the Fuel Preparation and Delivery
System. The FSS will also store the isotopes (D2, T2 and DT) sent
from the Isotope Separation System separately.
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The liquid phase storage option is considered to be the most suitable
option for a commercial reactor with a high capacity factor. However,
for Phase II and III of the NET, when the reactor will operate for eleven
years at an average availability factor of approximately 7 percent, the
Metallic Matrix option is recommended.

The metallic storage beds design consists of double-jacketed vessels
containing 2 metallic getter in the form of a sponge, powder or
turnings. Tlie gettering material must have good thermal stability and
reversing properties. There are several potentially suitable gettering
materials, such as uranium, magnesium, titanium and alloys such as the
LaNi5-xAlx series. Two to three 100 percent storage beds are
required for each isotopic product stream. Each getter bed should be
designed to operate at no more than 50 percent of stoichiometry, to allow
adsorption/desorption within a reasonable time. At least one spare bed
has to be provided to allow reliable service, accommodate removal of
decay helium and possible blanketing effects of iner;- gas contaminants.

1.5.8 Air Detrltlatlon System (ADS)

The need for air detritiation systems for modern fusion devices is being
increasingly challenged. There are industrial tritium handling
facilities, such as the MOUND laboratory operated by Monsanto and fusion
devices (JET) which are designed to operate without the need for
conventional ADS If tritium is always kspt under vacuum or in a dual
envelope, it could be reasoned that any equipment failure would not
result in tritium excursion into the building atmosphere. Such an ADS
free design would rely on the secondary envelope which could be designed
as a pressure vessel. As in other similar modern designs, the use of
remote operation of the process and elimination of any other need for a
glove box type of operation would further improve equipment safety. Any
tritium release, regardless o£ its size, would be captured within the
secondary envelope and subsequently removed with a much smaller and less
expensive secondary containment cleanup system (TRIA). However, this NET
systems study offers a sample of the conventional ADS with some
non-tritium extraction functions, which in the ultimate design can be
taken over by the conventional heating, ventilation and air conditioning
systems (HVAC).

Air Detritiation Systems (ADS) for fusion reactors generally comprise a
catalytic recombiner for the oxidation of HT, and molecular sieve driers
for the remo"gl of HTO from air by two processes: (i) adsorption; and
(b) isotopic HTO/H2O exchange between water vapour and water absorbed on
molecular sieve. The second is an optional process, commonly called
isotopic swamping. Applied where this is appropriate, this process
greatly increases the drier detritiation factor. The air detritiation
system must reduce airborne tritium emissions and occupational tritium
exposure below the regulatory limits. ADS design parameters, however,
are usually determined by much stricter site targets for the control of
tritium release and exposure. In addition to providing a reassuring
design margin over the regulatory requirements, the site targets must
also conform with the policy of reducing tritium dose rates to As Low As
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Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). An ADS assessment therefore must provide
a balanced view of radiological and economic considerations. The NET ADS
were designed to satisfy at least the following building air quality
control functions:

(a) Control the potential impact resulting from chronic tritium
releases into the building during: normal operation,
unscheduled maintenance condition, and scheduled maintenance
condition.

(b) Control humidity of the building.

(c) Control acute releases.

Two sets of independent ADS Units, 20,000 m3/h each would be used for
ADS service. These could work interchangeably in chronic release control
service or together in emergency or shutdown service. Each service unit
comprises one recombiner and three drier columns.

The proposed design for the NET incorporates the latest drier technology,
which led to simplification of the process systems, cost reduction and
enhancement of reliability. The design uses, where needed (such as for
the ventilation ADS), the concept of insitu isotopic exchange on a single
molecular sieve column to increase the detritiation factor to above 10^.

1.5.9 Tritium Removal From Inert Atmospheres (TRIA)

Inert gases, such as argon or helium, are used in glove boxes and
secondary containments (e.g. jackets around process vessels). One
1700 m3/h independent TRIA unit will be dedicated to servicing the
decontamination ovens. The secondary containment effluent may contain
elemental tritium, tritium oxide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and
tritiated organics which are known to exist in the presence of tritium
and stainless steels-. Where necessary, the TRIA System will provide
sufficient gas flow to remove the heat generated by the processes
occurring inside small secondary containments or glove boxes. The TRIA
System will perform the following functions:

Maintain air and moisture below 1 ppm; maintain the tritium level in
these atmospheres below 1000 mCi/nr; provide a decontamination factor
of 1000 per pass for a tritium inlet concentration of 1 ppm in the
elemental form.

The combination of catalytic oxidation and adsorption is the recommended
process since it is efficient, flexible and incorporates existing
technology. However, it has a major disadvantage in necessitating the
conversion of tritium into the more hazardous oxide form.

The purge gas from the inert atmospheres is initially filtered, to remove
airborne particulates up to four microns. It then enters a blower, which
provides the driving force through the TRIA System. Next, a charcoal
trap removes hydrocarbon contaminants. After the trap, hydrogen is
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measured in the gas stream. Oxygen is added, in excess of the
stoichiometric amount required for recombination. The stream then passes
to the recombiner preheater, which is activated by the blower outlet
hydrogen concentration. Water formed in the recombiner is condensed by
the recombiner condenser and drained to the tritiated water storage
tank. The purge gas continues to the molecular sieve dryers, where the
dew point is reduced, and then to the oxygen removal beds, where residual
oxygen is removed.

1.5.10 Trltiattid Waste Processing and Management (TWPM)

Tritium bearing wastes in the gaseous, liquid and solid form will be
generated during the operation and maintenance of the NET fusion fuel
cycle. To minimize tritium emissions to the environment, these streams
must all undergo appropriate detritiation processing.

In most cases, the proposed NET tritium systems design integrates uh°
treatment of process waste streams with the processes where they are
produced. The waste streams are treated to a level, where they can be
released to the environment or they can be packaged for off-site disposal.

Individual cases are tabulated below:

Waste Stream

(a) impurities from the
plasma exhaust

(b) helium from the plasma

(c) steam generator blowdown

(d) condensate from air cleanup

(e) hydrogen from cryogenic
distillation

(f) blanket structures

System with which the Treatment
is Integrated

Plasma Exhaust Purification
(PEP)

PEP

permeation from the coolant is
controlled to a releaseable level

Tritiated Water Processing (TWP)

Isotope Separation System (ISS)

bake-out in the decontamination
ovens

(g)

(h)

air from building atmospheres Air Detritiation System (ADS)

inert gases from secondary
containment

Tritium Removal from Inert
Atmospheres (TRIA)

The TWPM System will also treat other minor solid, liquid and gaseous
waste streams from various systems using conventional technologies used
in fission applications.
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1.6 Tritium Inventory and Cost Estimates

1.6.1 Tritium Inventory Estimates

These estimates are calculated for the recommended process options for
the various systems and are shown in Table 6.1

The Inventory In the Plasma Exhaust Buffer tank and Fuel storage System
is shown as 1800 g for each day of NET feed requirement. Thus, the
inventory in these systems is dependent on the NET operating philosophy.

1.6.2 Cost Estimates

A detailed breakdown of cost estimates for individual systems is given In
the appropriate subsections of Section 5.0. Table 6.2 presents a summary
of equipment cost estimates derived from Section 5. These are
order-of-magnitude estimates only and do not include engineering,
installation, commissioning or interest charges.

1.7 Addendum to the Report

This report has been prepared based on certain NET reference parameters
(breeding ratio, blanket design parameters, etc.) which have subsequently
changed due to evolving NET designs. Therefore, an addendum to this
report. Incorporating the new NET reference parameters, will be prepared
and submitted to the NET Team at a later date. This addendum will
address the following subjects:

(a) Purification System for DT fuel containing a large fraction of
carbon/hydrocarbon compounds:

(b) Integrated Light Water Detritiation and Isotope Separation
System based on DW-TWUP-CD processes for detritiation of LiPb
coolant meeting the same targets on tritium permeation as in
this report and 50 kg/h of waste water and isotopic separation
of DT fuel and blanket tritium:

(c) ACE-CD System for the Recovery of Tritium from the helium
coolant passing through an Li-ceramic and frun the coolant purge
gas. This will consider operation with both oxidizing and
reducing conditions;

(d) Air Detritiation System for the NET based on CANDU developments
and in-situ isotope exchange.

We expect to complete this addendum within about two months after the
completion of this report.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Tlrts report evaluates process concepts for the Fuel and Tritium Control
Systems of the Next European Torus (NET). Various process options for
each tritium system are described and evaluated In the context of the
NET, with the intent of providing a focus for discussion by process
alternatives and overall system integration. In some systems, where more
than one process option will fulfil the design requirements, option
selection is based on other criteria, such as minimization of radioactive
waste, lower perceived radiological risk, etc.

In the absence of defined tritium release limits for the NET, an attempt
has been made to indicate what release levels are reasonably achievable.
Eventual NET designs may have to be adjusted slightly to conform to the
regulatory requirements in existence during detailed design.

This report does not address areas such as plasma exhaust evacuation,
fuel injection, overall tritium accountability, radiological monitoring
and personnel protection.

2.1 Objectives of the

The Next European Torus (NET) is the main fusion device, which is planned
to fit into the European strategy towards fusion energy demonstration, by
following the Joint European Torus (JET) and providing the basis for
designing a Demonstration Reactor (DEMO). The objectives of the NET are
defined by elements, such as the design requirements of DEMO, present
knowledge and anticipated rate of progress, resources required, and
maintenance of effectiveness in the European Fusion Programme. The NET
device shall, in fact, meet the following somewhat conflicting
requirements:

(a) Be technically advanced compared to JET and possibly be the only
intermediate step between JET and DEMO.

(b) Have a sound scientific and technological basis so as to ensure
a high probability of success.

(c) Take into account the main results of JET and the other tokamaks.

(d) Be scheduled to maintain the momentum in the European Fusion
Programme.

To meet the o;.ove requirements, the construction of the NET can only be
launched in the early 1990's, when the necessary data base becomes
available. Although the final objectives of the NET shall be based on a
cost - risk - benefit analysis, it appears particularly appropriate to
select for the preliminary design, options which include reactor relevant
technologies.
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In summary, the objective of the NET is the demonstration of the
feasibility of fusion energy production, in a plant which integrates the
essential technologies of a commercial reactor.

The NET, although being an experimental device, shall be capable of
addressing the critical feasibility issues of a fusion reactor.
Therefore, the NET shall adopt, as far as possible, reactor relevant
design and technological solutions and have the capability of performing
engineering tests. These tests mainly concern the components located
inside the vacuum boundary (i.e. the first wall and the blanket) for
which the NET can provide the appropriate operating conditions and
environment. Thus, the technological objectives of the NET can be
summarized as follows:

(a) Selection and qualification of the design concepts, wh.ich also
meet the basic performance requirements of DEMO.

(b) Integrated testing of the components in a real fusion reactor
envi ronment.

(c) Demonstration of the maintainability and overall plant
availability at levels relevant to DEMO.

(d) Demonstration of the safe and environmentally acceptable
operation of a fusion reactor-like plant.

(e) Testing of tritium and energy extraction, under reactor relevant
conditions.

Achieving these objectives would demonstrate the technical feasibility of
a DEMO and allow the prediction of its performance. However,
uncertainties would remain on the long term reliability and integrity of
the components subject to intense neutron irradiation.

2.2 Operation of the NET

To evaluate the required operating schedule and the availability needed
to accomplish the objectives of the NET, an analysis has been made of the
testing programme of a blanket sector, which is anticipated to pose the
most severe requirements. This analysis showed, that continuous
operation (100 percent availability) of up to ten days will be needed, to
assess the main blanket performance at a specific operating condition.
In some cases, the measurement will have to be repeated at a different
operating condition (e.g. temperature). This implies, that an integral
operating time of about 100 days, corresponding to 3 x 10^ pulses and a
neutron fluence of about 0.3 Mtfy/m2, is adequate to qualify a blanket
concept for its medium term performance. At least two blanket concepts
can be tested in parallel and in addition, a second design iteration and
a complete test campaign is possible. An overall operating time of
300 days will offer a sufficient margin to achieve the objectives of the
NET. The operating scenario of the NET, summarized in Table 3.2
(page 8), requires thirteen calendar years and is subdivided into three
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phaf-es. The main objectives and activities of the three phases are
outlined in Section 3.2.

Since the final blanket design is not known, the tritium systems design
only include the reference blanket concepts. However, any other test
blanket design requiring tritium extraction technologies consistent with
the reference concepts can be accommodated.

2.3 Extrapolation from NET to DEMO

At present, a detailed formulation of DE«O characteristics is not
possible and not necessary, in order to estimate the degree of
extrapolation between the NET and DEMO. For this reason, NET considers
It sufficient to characterize DEMO as follows:

(a) the same physics scaling, as for the NET;

(b) a breeding ratio larger than one and net electricity production;

(c) a pulse length in the range of several thousand seconds;

(d) replacement of the first wall twice in the life of the reactor
(assumed to be equivalent to 10 full power years).

Several factors have to be taken into account jn the extrapolation from
the NET to DEMO technologies (e.g. size, performance, operating
conditions, reliability and endurance).

2.4 Time Schedule for the NET

The time schedule for the NET is constrained by the R&D planning, both in
physics and in technology.

Present planning indicates, that in 1989 the large tokamaks now in
operation (i.e. JET, TFTR, JT-60) will have reached their full
performance and probably the optimum plasma performance in H-D plasmas.
Further results will be available from the presently operating tokamaks,
as well as from the first phase of operation of the devices now under
construction. At about the same time, the technology programme will have
compiled sufficient data to ensure the feasibility and to predict, with
confidence, the performance of the basic machine.

In the period 1990-1993 further physics data will accrue from D-T
operation in JET and from the specialized European tokamaks. (Asdex-Up,
Compass, FTU, Tore Supra), which will assist in the detailed design
selection process. Similarly, in the same period, the fusion technology
programme will have completed the testing of prototype components of the
basic machine and the industry will have gained know-how on the
fabrication methods of the main NET components. In 1993, the project
shall be mature enough to make a decision on the construction phase.
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The considerable length of time devoted to design (1986-1993) will allow
a detailed definition of the plant, preparation of accurate manufacturing
specifications, and Identification of the components, which are on the
critical path (e.g. the magnet structure). Under these conditions, it
should be possible to complete the construction, assembly and
commissioning in seven years, so that the first plasma can be produced in
the year 2000.

2.5 The NET Tritium Systems

In vi-2w of the overall objectives of the NET, the primary purpose of the
Tritium Control Systems is to provide a supporting or a service role.
Although a detailed list of the technologies is not yet available, it is
judged, that for NET the Tritium Systems need not rely on
proof-of-principle technologies. At present, adequate provision is made
to test new and improved systems. However, most of the service will rely
on conservatively chosen proven technologies. For example, 36 modules or
approximately 90 percent of the blanket are designated to breed most of
the tritium consumed by the NET device. Approximately four modules or
10 percent are designated for experimental service work on advanced
blanket concepts. These, depending on their concepts, may require
tritium systems different from the ones chosen for the other 36 reference
modules. The selection rationale for the NET Tritium Systems relies on
the use of high availability extraction systems t< service a low
availability reactor. This permits the use of optimized systems by
levelling the tritium extraction duty between operating and non-operating
modes.

Since the NET will operate for several years with an overall availability
factor as low as 5 to 10 percent (only in the last year will It reach
25 percent), the choice of the tritium systems is based on the simplicity
of operation.
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3.0 TERMS OF REFERENCE

3.1 The NET Device

The NET, although being an experimental device, shall be capable of
addressing the critical feasibility Issues of a fusion reactor.
Therefore, the NET shall adopt, as far as possible, reactor relevant
design and technological solutions and have the capability of performing
engineering tests. These tests mainly concern the components located
inside the vacuum boundary (i.e. the first wall and the blanket), for
which the NET can provide the appropriate operating conditions.

Recent NET design activities have been aimed at producing consistent
reference parameter sets and identifying the design alternatives
compatible with the NET objectives. The parameter set, addressed in this
study and designated as "NET 3", is given in Table 3.1.

The tritium-related design issues considered for "NET 3" also apply in
general to the NET-DEMO design.

3.2 Operation Program

The operating phases proposed for the NET (were briefly discussed in
Section 2.2 and) are listed in Table 3.2. The main objectives of each
phase are summarized below:

(a) First Phase

Main objective: Overall commissioning and plasma operation with H and D.

Following the completion of the device, there will be a phase of
operation, which will include overall commissioning and operation with
hydrogen and deuterium. At the end of this phase, the technical
performance of the basic machine with a plasma will be assessed
(e.g. magnetics, heating, control systems, vacuum, diagnostics).

(b) Second Phase

Main objective: Operation with D-T and the achievement of long burn pulses.

During this phase, the main physics objectives of the device will be
attained, i.e. D-T operation with reproducible burn pulses of several
hundred seconds. The basic machine, i.e. the magnet structure, the first
wall, divertor and the auxiliary systems (e.g. power supplies, heating
systems, plasma fuelling systems, burn control systems) will undergo
significant testing. Moreover, the short term performance of the blanket
sectors and the related circuits will be tested. This includes neutronic
measurements, temperature and stress distribution, tritium breeding,
effects on the first wall of disruptions and particle bombardment, fuel
cycle, remote maintenance operations and safety analysis.
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(c) Third Phase

Main objective: Performance testing of the NET components and systems,
as well as the medium term endurance test of the
prototype blanket sectors

Tests related to the blanket tritium breeding and recovery, tritium
inventory, material-coolant compatibility and maintenance procedures for
the large internal components, will be performed. Furthermore,
performance tests of the blanket, at different operating conditions of
increasing relevance to high-grade power production, will also be
conducted. Significant information on failure modes, their distribution
and frequency, due mainly to possible shortcomings in manufacturing
and/or design will be acquired. Towards the end of this phase, the
operation should reach a relatively high average availability (from 12 to
25 percent), for a significant length of time (say up to one year). This
last period may be preceded by a refurbishing of the first wall and the
blanket, which may include an extension of the coverage of the breeding
blanket.

In the specification for the NET, only the average values of availability
are indicated. This Is applied over the entire duration of the
experiment, which contains operating and non-operating periods. During
this time, the device will be modified, if necessary. The actual
availability during the operating periods will be much higher (75 to
90 percent) and will be compatible with commercial applications.

3.3 Tritium Operation

The operation of the NET with D-T is foreseen to occur in Phase II of the
program. The initial D-T operation will use externally supplied
tritium. During Phase III, reliance will be placed on the breeding
blanket to provide a part of the tritium fuel.

The tritium parameters for NET-3 are shown in Table 3.3. The peak fusion
power for this device is 747 HW. At 100 percent availability, the
tritium consumption will be 91.2 g/d. Assuming a five percent burn-up,
the tritium fuelling requirement is 1824 g/d.

The NET operation will require about 26 kg of tritium. The design of the
NET Tritium Systems, in this report, is based on a tritium breeding ratio
of 0.8, which was assumed at the time of the NET Tritium Systems design
freeze. The subsequent lowering of the tritium breeding ratio to 0.3 to
0.4 has not been considered.
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TABLE 3.1

MAIN PARAMETERS OF A NET STUDY POINT [2]

Plasma Current (HA) 10
Plasma Minor Radius (m) 1.65
Plasma Major Radius (m) 6.5
Neutron Wall Load (MW/m2) 1

Inboard shield Thickness (m) 0.68
Inboard Blanket Thickness (m) 0.35
Outboard Shield Thickness (m) 0.54
Outboard Blanket rhickness (m) 0.65

TABLE 3.2

OPERATION

PHASE

AV. AVAILABILITY (*)(%)

DURATION (CALENDAR YEARS)

FLUENCE (MWy/m2) (**)

INTEGRAL BURN TIME (DAYS)

NO. OF PULSES (x 104)

BREEDING RATIO REQUIRED (***)

PHASES OF NET

I

1

2

-

-

1

_

II

3

4

0.1

45

4

Ill

12

7

0.7

260

5

0.8

(*) Within these average values, the machine would operate for
significant periods of time at a considerably higher availability

(**) Based on an average wall loading of 1 MW/m2

(***) The design of the NET Tritium Systems, in this report, is based
on a tritium breeding ratio of 0.8, which vias assumed at the
time of the NET Tritium Systems design freeze. The subsequent
lowering of the tritium breeding ratio to 0.3 to 0.4 has not
been considered.
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TABLE 3.3

TRITIUM PARAMETERS FOR 3 [3]

Peak Fusion Power

Tritium Systems Duty Cycle

at 100% Availability
T Consumption
D Consumption

With 5% Burn-up
T Fuelled
D Fuelled

Total Fuelled

T Exhausted
D Exhausted

Total Exhausted

747 MW

0.8

91.2 g/d
60.8 g/d

1824 g/d (12.7 moles/h)
1217 q/d (12.7 moles/h)
3041 g/d (25.4 moles/h)

1733 g/d (12.0 moles/h)
1156 q/d (12.0 moles/h)
2889 g/d (24.0 moles/h)
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4.0 OVERALL MASS BALANCE

The fuel handling and tritium control systems for the NET consist of the
following major systems:

(a) Fuel Preparation, Storage and Delivery Systems;
(b) Breeder Blanket Tritium Recovery System;
(c) Plasma Exhaust Purification System;
(d) Tritiated Water Processing System;
(e) Isotope Separation System;
(f) Air Detritiation System; and
(g) Solid Waste Disposal System

Figure 4.1 shows the conceptual flow diagram of the overall fueling
system for the NET. The mass balance data for the various streams
identified in Figure 4.1 is shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 forms tr.-«* design basis of this study. The parameters are
derived from the NKT 3A Concept which was the main reference point as of
March 1985.

A brief description of the overall fuel system is given below.

The NET plasma unit is supplied with the reguired amount of the deuterium
and tritium fuel from the Fuel Storage, Preparation and Delivery Systems
(Stream No. 1). A five percent fuel burn-up is assumed in the plasma for
a peak power production of 747 MW. The exhaust from the plasma
containing the unburnt fuel, helium and other impurities, is removed and
purified in the Plasma Exhaust Purification System (Stream No. 2). The
recovered fuel is sent to the Isotope Separation System.

Tritium, equivalent to the amount burnt in the plasma, is bred in the
breeder blanket. It is removed from the blanket by means of a
circulating helium gas stream. The Blanket Tritium Recovery System
recovers the tritium from the helium gas (Stream No. 3) and directs the
recovered tritium to the Isotope Separation System (Stream No. 19). The
helium gas is recirculated to the breeder blanket (Stream No. 6).

Tritiated coolant water (Streams No. 13 and 5) as well as small amounts
of other contaminated waste water is treated in the Tritiated Water
Processing System. The treated coolant water is returned to the coolant
circuit (Stream No. 26) and the decontaminated waste water is rejected to
the environment. The recovered hydrogen isotopes are sent to the Isotope
Separation System (Stream No. 8).

Contaminated air from the reactor and other active areas is treated in
the Air Detritiation System prior to recirculation or rejection to the
environment. The recovered tritiated water is sent to the Tritiated
Water Processing System (Stream No. 12).
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Contaminated Solid Wastes are suitably treated in the Solid Waste
Disposal System prior to disposal.

The Isotope Separation System receives the feed gas streams from the
Plasma Exhaust Purification System (Stream No. 4), Breeder Blanket
Tritium Recovery System (Stream No, 19) and the Tritiated Water
Processing System (Stream N c 8), and processes them to separate the
constituent hydrogen isotopes. The separated isotopes are stored
individually in the Fuel Storage System (Stream No. 20), or sent to the
Fuel Preparation and Delivery System (Stream No. 10, 11). A Fuel Make-up
System provides the Fuel Storage System with the required amount of
make-up fuel (Stream No. 21).
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FIGURE 4.1 - A

NFT-FUELING SYSTEMS FLOW DIAGRAM (Li/Pb LIQUID BLANKET)

Fuel Prep,

and Delivery

-f j Torus

Breeder Steam

Blanket H (i3) 1-̂  Generator •
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TABLE 4 . 1 - A

FLOW DATA SHEET FOR NET-3 WITH L i / P b LIQUID BLANKET

3trMS) #

HTO Jcq/h
0 4/1)
H «/h
T <J/h
Htl l ia g/h
>r«scur* JcPa
TiMnratur* "C

1

50.7
-

76.1)
~

IO.-"
-269

2*

_
48.2

5.0
72.2
5.2

101
30

3**

_
-
-

3.04

101
275

<

48.2
5.0

72.2
5 .2

101
30

5

416
-
-

0.04-0.17
-

101
30

6*«

_

-
-
-
-

101
270

7*

_
-
-
-
-

101
30

a

-
52444

0.04-0.17
-

101
30

9

_

0 . 2
52449
<2Cl/d

-
101

30
CN.O <10 g/h • * L l / P b Flow 6 • J /h

Strvat t

H-O kq/h
1) a/h
K a/h
T a/h
Mlia a/h
Pressure kPa
Tes»rature *C

10

48.0
-
-
-

101
-250

11

-
-

75.24
-

101
-250

12

42
-
-
-
-

101
30

13

1.36xlO7

-
-
-
-

1* 15 16 IS

5
-
-
_
-

101
30

Strra *

HTO ta/h
3 a/h
4 a/h
T q/tl
fellw a/h
?r»«ure kPa
Tewvraeure "C

19

_

-
-

3.04

101
30

20

-
-

0.04
-

101
-250

21

_

2.73
-

0.76
-

101
30

22

-
-

<100Cl/d

-
-

23

_

2.73
-

0.76
•

101
-250

24

_

-
-

3-10a/a
-
-
-

25 26

416
-
-
-
-

101
30

27
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FIGURE 4.1-B

NET-FUELING SYSTEMS FLOW DIAGRAM (Li-CERAMIC SOLID BLANKET)
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TABLE 4.1-B

FLOW DATA SHEET FOR NET-3 WITH Li-CERAMIC SOLID BLANKET

att—m t

ihO ka/h
D a/h
K a/h
T a/h
toilua a/h
fttssure JcPa
Tawvracur* 'c

I

50.7
-

76.0

10"?
-269

2*

_

48.2
5.0

72.2
5.2

101
30

3«*

-
-

3.04
37.4kq/s
3000

450

4

_

48.2
5.0

72.2
5.2

101
30

5

416
-
-

0.04-0.17
-

101
30

6 "

-
-
-

8000
37.4kq/s

270

7*

_

-
-
-
-

101
30

3

-
52444

0.04-0.J7
-

101
30

9

_

0.2
52449
<2CS/d

-
101
30

• C.H.O <10 q/h

StrHB #

H70 ka/h
9 a/h
n a/h
T a/h
tollus a/h
?r«««ur« kP»
Tcawratur* "C

10

48.0
-
-
-

101
-250

n

-
-

75.24
-

101
-250

12

42
-
-
-
-

101
30

13

-
-
-

650ka/s
SOOO

450

14 IS 16 17 ie

-
-
-
_

101
30

StrHB *

H7O ka/h
) q/h
i q/h
r q/h
Mllia a/h
>r«ssut* kPa
T«e»r« tur . «C

1 9 "

_

-
1014
3.04

101
30

20

-
-

0.04
-

101
-250 .

21

2.73
-

0.76
-

101
30

22

-
-

<100Cl/d
-
-
-

23

_

2.73
-

0.76
-

101
-250

24

-
-

3-10a/a
-
-
-

25

-

-
650ka/5
8000

350

26

416
-
-
-
-

101
30

27

-
-
-

37.4kq/s
SOOO

350
Based on 9.35 kaol/s Itollw purification flow. 10 ppa H2 Injection.
Alt«rr.stlve Is 0.935 kaol/s H*llia purification flow. 1000 pf» H2 Injection.
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5.0 FUEL AND TRITIUM CONTROL SYSTEMS

5.1 TRITIUM REMOVAL FROM THE LIQUID LI)7 Pbg3 BREEDER BLANKET

The reference base load blanket, at present design conditions, is
designated to produce approximately 80 percent of the tritium burned
during the operating phase or approximately 73 g/day (3.04 g/h). Since
the operating phase is only 10 to 25 percent of each year, the tritium
extraction duty can be distributed into the periods between tests. This
would permit using smaller extraction systems than needed for a device
with an industrial availability factor, which is usually in the range of
80 percent. In the absence of a detailed yearly test program the
reference design will discuss a unit sized for full production rate. The
final cost estimate will indicate the cost savings depending on the
amount of extraction shortfall during the operating period.

The reference tritium extraction system is to remove 73 g/d of tritium
bred in the liquid Li 1 7 Pbs3 eutectic, which will be at about 400°C.
The system will separate it from the breeder, purify it in the Plasma
Exhaust Purification (PEP) System if necessary, and deliver it to the
Fuel Preparation and Delivery System. The surplus production will be
delivered into the Storage System.

The System will maintain the tritium concentration in the blanket as low
as practicable.

The purity of the recovered tritium will be greater than 99.9 mole
percent. It is expected, that the isotopic purity of the product will be
sufficient for no further Isotopic separation to be necessary. The
system will have its own purification subsystem. If required, to protect
the getters.

5.1.1 Reference Blanket Concept

The reference blanket concept used in this study is the one described by
Vieider et al^l and is shown in Figure 5.1.1. The Li/Pb eutectic
alloy was selected as a liquid breeder rather than pure Li for safety
reasons. The other advantages of using Li/Pb are:

(a) low tritium solubility;

(b) low reactivity with water;

(c) low melting point of 235°C;

(d) chemical stability towards austenitic alloys below 350°C.
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FIGURE 5 . 1 . 1 .
WATER COOLED BLANKET FOR NET WITH LIQUID Li IT Pb83 BREEDER.
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Water cooling was selected for the liquid Li/Pb blanket because of
thermal hydraulic and neutronic advantages over helium. Some of the main
parameters for the Li/Pb blanket are shown in Table 5.1.1. For the
coolant tubes martensitic steel appears to be the best choice. The
liquid Li 17 Pbg3 breeder will be circulated through an external
tritium extractor at a rate sufficient to achieve a complete turn-over of
the breeder inventory at least ten times a dayt^l. This will
facilitate tritium extraction and hence minimize tritium permeation into
the coolant water.

TABLE 5.1.1

1.

(a)
(b)
(c)

2.

(a)
(b)

3.

(a)
(b)
(c)

5.1.2

MAIN PARAMETERS FOR THE

Coolant: H?0

Inlet Pressure (MPa)
Inlet Temperature (°C)
Outlet Temperature (°c)

Temperature Ranges

First Wall (FW)
Breeder

Total Number

Blanket Segments
Breeding Modules
Coolant Tubes

Process Options

NET LIQUID Lij7 Pbfn Blanket [6]

8
240
280

300°C - 500°C
250°C - 450°C

64
724

3200

The process of removing tritium from the Li/Pb blanket can be divided
into two steps:

Step 1 Transfer of tritium from the Li/Pb eutectic into a recirculating
helium carrier gas stream.

Step 2 Removal of tritium from the helium carrier gas.

5.1.2.1 Options for Step 1 - Transfer from the Liquid Li/Pb into Helium

The recovery of tritium from liquid Li/Pb breeder material has been
investigated by Pierini et alCT and also by Szef] amongst others.
Pierini et al have also investigated hydrogen solubility, the absorption
rates and the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in the liquid alloy at
different temperatures and at different pressures of hydrogen^].

To maintain a low degree of permeation of tritium to the coolant, the
partial pressure of tritium above the blanket must be kept as low as
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possible. This, not only requires high helium carrier gas rates, but
also an efficient extraction system, which can yield tritium partial
pressures well below 10"^ Pa at its outlet.

Pierini has investigated the use of spray and bubble towers for tritium
transfer to helium. He concluded that a bubble tower design would result
in lower helium flow requirements than a spray tower. For increased
extraction efficiency, a counter-current extraction system similar to the
type normally used in the chemical industry has been proposed by
Szef8}. It is judged, that for an optimum extraction efficiency, a
counter-current system, such as a packed tower or a sieve tray tower
would be most effective for the Step 1 tritium removal. Sze has also
proposed the addition of hydrogen to the helium carrier gas, both to
reduce the permeation of tritium to the coolant and to reduce carrier gas
flow requirements. The presence of hydrogen is expected to reduce the
permeation rate by effectively changing its dependence from the square
root of the partial pressure of tritium [P<J2] t o linear dependance on
the partial pressure of HT [PHTI• F o r t n e same tritium production
rate, the mole fraction of HT in the Li/Pb would be much higher than the
mole fraction of T2 (PHT 1 S m u c n larger than P-^- Therefore, the
helium carrier gas rate could be further reduced. This effect has yet to
be confirmed experimentally.

The following table indicates the comparative sizes of the extractor for
the NET blanket:

Parameter

Li/Pb flow

Tower diameter
length

Carrier Gas (He)

T in carrier gas:
outlet

[m3/h]

[m]
[Hi]

[kg/h]

[appml

Bubble Tower

6

0.9-1.6*
1.8

4

400

Spray Tower

6

1-1.4*
8

4

400

Multistaqe

•5

1.1
1.5

4

400
inlet [appm] 1 1

* Range results from various alternatives considered.
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Pierini's schematic for the Li/Pb bubble tower is given in Figure 5.1.2.
The circulating helium carrier gas flow was calculated on the basis of
the design tritium extraction rate.

There Is uncertainty as to the accuracy of the helium circulation rate.
In Step 2 processes, therefore, a helium circulation rate of 25 L/s
(about 3 times higher than that shown in Figure 5.1.2) is used in this
report.

5.1.2.2 Options for Step 2 - Removal of Tritium from Helium

As shown in Figure 5.1.3 and Table S.I.2. process options for the
tritiuro-from-helium recovery can be divided into two major groups:

Group 1 - Direct Recovery of T2 from Helium (Options 1 to 3 in
Fig 5.1.3)

These are relatively simple methods for the recovery of tritium from the
recirculating helium carrier gas. They are:

Option 1A: Hetal Getters (Zr/fll Type)
Option IB: Hetal Getters (Maienschein Fluidized Bed)
Option 2: Uranium Beds (U-Beds)
Option 3: Palladium Membranes

FIGURE 5.1.2.

PARAMETERS FOR TRITIUM RECOVERY FROM HELIUM CARRIER
GAS FOR PIERINI'S LI17 Pb83 BUBBLE TOWER TRITIUM EXTRACTOR

OOMWjESSOB

COMPRESSOR

PARAMETERS ftlVEH BV PI6BIMI

T i CDNCENTRAT1OM AT © a 40O ppm

T* CONCENTRATION AT (?) = 1 ppm

PRESSURE AT (5) ' 10O kRa
BLANKET T i PRODUCTION « 73 9/d
CALCULATED He FLOW • 0 3S29 mal/s

• 7 906 t /a C&TP).
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FIGURE 5 . 1 . 3 .

OPTIONS FOR THE RECOVERY OF TRITIUM FROM THE NET L i / P b BLANKET

1
Blanket

l i Pb

Li Pb * T2
pTZ Extractor

Metal getters (Zr/fli) j

U-bed at 50-100 C

Meinschein 1321 .large
getter tower or fluidisec

getter bed.

Pd Permeator

Catalytic
DHidotion

200 C

Cold trap
160 K

T2o U- beds
50 -150 C

Cryo-
Trap 87 K

T20

He

He

He

He

He

Electrolysis

Cold trap
160 K

T20

He •

T 20

misc. metho
CO reduction
Mg/Zn beds

uepour
electrolysis

He

Cold trap
160 K

Hi - Tritium
LPCE

He

He

He

He*

[Sj T20

1 '—1
Mol . Sieue
driers

02O

DTO 7->O

RCE
LPCE
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Option
No.

1A

IB

2

3

4

He flow
L/s

8 -

500 -

8 -

0 -

considered
(STP)

50

5,000

50

50

50 - 500
Limiting factor is
H2O + T?O flow.

TABLE 5.1.2

OPTIONS FOR THE RECOVERY OF TRITIUM FROM
THE NET Li/Pb BLANKET

Comments

20 - 500

10 - 500

100 - 1,000

500 - 5,000

Simple method for low He flow.

New and difficult to develop^lol.

Selected option for low He flow.

Complex and less economic.

Simple method for low T2 flow.
For NET, 'J-consumption 20 kg/week
neglecting H2O.

Leger method for INTOR Li-ceramic
blanket; could be simplified for
Li/Pb blanket-11'.

Mg bed used at Savannah River, but
operation is difficult. Other
methods are more complex (e.g.
reduction with CO) or not
sufficiently developed (e.g.
vapour electrolysis).

More expensive. Potential option
in combination with FCU.

Mini-ACE Process for high He
flowrates; unlikely that these
rates are required for Li/Pb
blanket.
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Group 2 - Recovery of Tritium via Oxidation to TgQ (Options 4 to 8 In
Fig. 5.1.3)

All the options in Group 2, i.e. Options 4-8. require the catalytic
oxidation of T2 to T2O at about 200°C. Subsequent processes for
the recovery of this T2O and the decomposition of recovered T2O to
T2 distinguish the options from each other:

T?0 Recovery and T?0 to T? Conversion Methods

Option 4: Cold Trap and U-Beds
Option 5: Leger Cold Trap and Electrolysis
Option 6: Cold Trap and Reduction with CO. Decomposition with Mg, and

other metals
Option 7: Cold Trap and Liquid Phase Catalytic Exchange (LPCE)
Option 8: Molecular Sieve Dryers with D2O swamping and LPCE.

A simple cold trap at 160K is common to Options 4, 6 and 7. A more
efficient cold trap operating at 87K was proposed by Leger and
Plouzer.nec [11] for the INTOR Li-Ceramic blanket. This forms the basis
of Option 5. However, for the NET Li/Pb blanket it may not be as
suitable, since the T2 partial pressure in helium is expected to be
much higher than for the Li-Ceramic INTOR blanket case (helium
circulation rate is much lower for the Li/Pb blanket).

Of the above options, the U-bed option (No. 4) presents a simple method
for the vapour phase decomposition of T2O. Uranium consumption rates
would be high - 10 kg U/wk at an average oxide level of UOj for the
recovery of each 35 gT/d (6 mol T2O /d). However, owing to their
simplicity, the U-beds are expected to retain their current popularity
for the small-scale decomposition of water vapour.

Options 5 to 8 in Figure 5.1.3 are considered for larger purification
flows.

For helium flow rates of about 20-200 L/s, the Leger and Plouzennec [11]
method is the leading option. This process is dependent on the
successful demonstration of electrolysis at high temperatures and T2
concentrations and operations for the transfer of liquid T2O.

For helium flow rates greater than about 200 L/s, the Hi-Trit LPCE method
is a promising option. Justification of the LPCE method is also
dependent on a successful demonstration of the electrolysis process. The
LPCE process becomes more attractive, if the electrolysis and the liquid
transfer operations are deemed to require a substantial dilution with
H2O for safety purposes.
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Option 8 becomes attractive at flow rates of about 1 m-Vs. It is
unlikely, that such high flow rates would be required for the Li/Pb
blanket.

5.1.3 Description of Step 2 Options

This section presents a description of Options 1 to 4. which are
considered to be the more promising direct tritium recovery process
options indicated for Step 2.

Option 1A: SAES Zr/Al Gas Purifiers

The majority of the metal getter devices[12-18] are designed for
in-vacuo applications and do not work well in the presence of helium.
Special "Zr/Al Inert Gas Purifiers" are available from SAES for the
purification of helium and other inert gasesC19].

Several models are available, tanging from the small model 101/700 for a
gas flow up to 2.5 L/min, Lo the large Model 101/15000 for a gas flow of
167 L/min. Both models operate above atmospheric pressure, up to about
500 kPa.

The getter material is St-101 powder (84 percent Zr-AH) placed inside
two coaxial cylinders of porous stainless steel. The gas flow passes
through the walls of the cylinder and the St-101 powder inside.

To reduce the impurity concentration to 1 ppm, the recommended operating
temperatures are 700°C and 500°C for the small and the large
unit, respectively. The larger unit pj^vides a longer gas residence time
and for this reason, it attains the same -eaction efficiency at a lower
temperature. For lower conversion efficiencies (recirculating-type
operations), the temperature can be reduced to about 400°C.

The purifier removes H2- H2O, O2. $2' c o and C 0 2 - rt ls

understood, that methane will not be removed, even though the supplier
claims that methane and other volatile hydrocarbons are removed at a
100-times slower rate than CO (SORB-AC Catalog). The sorption capacity
of Model 101/15000 (12 kg St-101) calculated from the supplier's gas flow
data is as follows:

Capacity of Gas Purifier Model 101/15000

Purifier Capacity Capacity per kg St-101
Gas (L at STP) (Pa.in3)

CO-N2 40 330
H2-H2O-O2 200 1670
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From Figure 5.1.4, the capacities for H2 and D2 are approximately
equal. Assuming, that the capacity for T2 is about the same, the
capacity of the getter is 8.9 mol T2 (54 g T).

As shown in Figure 5.1.4, the equilibrium pressure at the maximum
H2/D2 loading of 1670 Pa.m3/kg is about 2 Pa at SSCPC, compared
to the specified tritium partial pressure of 0.1 Pa for a getter bed
outlet concentration of 1 ppm (Figure 5.1.2). However, the equilibrium
pressure at 500°C is lower by a factor of 10.

SAES Gas Purifiers with St-707 alloy (70 percent Zr, 24.6 percent V,
5 percent Fe) are also available for operation at lower temperatures.
However, Figure 5.1.4 shows that the getter capacity of this alloy would
be very low at an equilibrium pressure of 0.1 Pa.

(a) Getter Installation for NET

For SAES Model 15000 the flow is 2.8 L/s (167 L/min). For the helium
circulation rate of 25 L/s, a minimum of nine getters would be required
on-line. At a recovery rate of 73 g T/d, each getter would be on-line
for (54 x 9/73) 6.6 days, before requiring regeneration. Including the
overdesign margin, about tan units would be on-line and six on
regeneration or standby.

(b) Getter Regeneration

Figure 5.1.5 shows an absorption cycle at 400°C (A to B) and a
regeneration cycle at 700°C (C to D) for a getter with 385 g of
St-101. For this unit, the regeneration removes 4760 torr-L of T2
(12.4 torr-L/g). For 12000 g of St-101 in Model 15000, the equivalent
desorbtion is 54 g T. Figure 5.1.5 gives the initial (go) and the
final (gf) loading of T2.

A differential T2 mass balance equation during regeneration gives the
following solutiont18^:

t = « <_i_ - -L.) (10-M-4 " ™00/T>) + 4.6 V iog 22
F 9f % F 9f

where, t = pumping time, s
F = pumping speed, L/s
M = mass of St-101 (12000 g)
T = regeneration temperature (973 K)
V = pump/circuit volume (20 L)
go and "«• = initial and final DT loading (go = 1 torr-L/g.

gf = 13.4 torr-L/g), (Figure 5.1.5)
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FIGURE 5.1.4

EQUILIBRIUM PRESSURE
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If a pumping rate of 100 L/s is chosen, the regeneration time is 19 h at
700°C. Regeneration at 800°C reduces the time to 4.1 h. Damage
can result, if the temperature limit of 850°C is exceeded. In
addition, the regeneration vacuum pump is rather large. As can be seen
from Figure 5.1.5, the regeneration pump must reduce the pressure to
0.13 Pa (10~3 torr).

The main drawback of the getter system stems from a requirement to
regenerate the getter frequently at rather difficult regenerating
conditions.

Option IB: Potential Application of Metal Getters for the
Recovery of Tritium From a Large Helium Stream

Metal getter apparatus, reviewed in the preceeding section, limits the
application of metal getters to helium flows of up to about 50 L/s. For
this flow about 40 SAES getter units would be required. Since gettering
will be carried out at a moderate temperature (a helium cooler may be
required), the effect of any Li/Pb vapour on getter capability is not a
concern.

Getter pumps and large panels of the TFTR-type£i6'2°l are for vacuum
applications and are not suitable for purification of a large helium flow.

The metal getter option depends largely on the development of equipment
for processing a large gas flow. One possibility is a large tower
designed by Maienschein^O], as shown in Figure 5.1.8 (external flows
are the author's additions). The getter would be removed by suction or
other suitable means for regeneration in an electric furnace. This has
the added risk of spreading pyrophoric metal dust everywhere. A partial
pressure of approximately 0.06 Pa should be attainable with getters, such
as Cerium, thus giving about 90 percent T2 extraction under fast Clow
conditions and inlet T2 pressure of 1 Pa. Given the brittle nature of
metal hydrides fluidized getter bed operation is unlikely.

The main problems are:

Separate regeneration of the getter at a high temperature;
Breakdown of the getter;
Separation of dust from the heliuir, flow;
The need to build and demonstrate a prototype system.

The development of equipment for the high flow fluidized metal getter bed
would be a long-term project.

For the above reasons, this option is not recommended for NET.

Option 2: Uranium Beds

As shown in Figure 5.1.6, the UT3 dissociation pressure is
4.6 x 10~5 kPa (3.5 x 10~4 torr) at 75°C. The U-bed would
therefore meet the required minimum pressure specification of 0.1 Pa with
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absorption at 75°C and regeneration at 4Q0°C. The lower regeneration
temperature solves the tritium permeation problem. Other impurities,
such as H2O and 03. would also be removed. Since their tritium level
is low, the disposal of spent pyrophoric UO2 should not be a serious
problem. The general arrangement of the U-beds is illustrated in
Figure 5.1.7. One unit with four (J-beds each containing about 6 kg per
U-bed would be required for 73 g T/d with one on-line, one on
regeneration and two on standby. The circuit would include a feed tank
and facilities for recirculation during start-up, or if the product is
off-quality.

Option 3: Palladium Permeating Membranes

Palladium alloy membranes, while being shown to be suitable for Plasma
Exhaust Purification in Section 5.4, are also suitable candidates for
removal of tritium from the helium carrier gas of the Li/Pb blanket. The
driving pressure for permeation at 400 appm tritium in the purge gas is
40 Pa at the inlet and 0.1 Pa at the outlet. For adequate recovery,
therefore, the pressure on the permeated side has to be evacuated well
below 0.1 Pa. For a tritium breeding rate of 73 g/d a permeator with
surface area of 0.5 m^ would be required. This would represent
approximately 170 diffuser tubes in parallel, each 60 cm in length,
0.16 cm outside diameter and 0.144 cm inside diameter. In addition, the
helium flow rate of 25 L/s would have to be accommodated in terms of
reasonable pressure drop and flow characteristics. Therefore, while Pd -
alloy tubes appear to be suitable in principle, the complexity of a
practical diffuser system is judged to be less economical for industrial
size devices and probably less reliable for this application considering
the present state of technology and NET design commitment target.

Option 4: Application of U-beds for the Decomposition
of Water Vapour and the Recovery of Tritium
Selected Option for NET

The U-beds are unique in that they remove both the elemental tritium
molecules (HT, DT, T2) and water vapour (HTO, DTO, T2O) from an inert
gas such as helium:

U + 2DT0 -» UO2 + 2DT

This reaction can be performed at a relatively low temperature, ranging
from the ambient to about 150°C. Both the free DT and the DT from the
above reaction are removed by the U-bed at a high efficiency in this
temperature range.

This U-bed property has been utilized at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratory (CRNL). for the removal of DT and DTO in a batch operation.
Two U-beds in series (for example at 150° and 50°C) would allow
continuous operation.
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FIGURE 5 . 1 . 6
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FIGURE 5.1.8.

MOVING BED GETTERING SYSTEM FOR
TRITIUM RECOVERY FROM LARGE HELIUM FLOWS

In effect, the U-bed can be considered to perform the same function as a
five component system comprising of: (1) a catalytic recombiner for the
oxidation of DT to DTO, (2) a cold trap/adsorber for the recovery of DTO,
(3) a regeneracion and DTO collection facility, (4) a water electrolyser
for the decomposition of DTO, and (5) a metal hydride bed for the storage
of DT, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.9-

Figure 5.1.9 also shows the TSTA cleanup train associated with the
cryogenic adsorber, which includes a U-bed solely for DTO decomposition,
as in vapour phase electrolysis. To prevent the retention of DT by the
U-bed, a relatively high temperature of 480°C is used at TSTA.

The two main reasons for the simplicity of the CRNL method (Figure 5.1.9)
are: (1) the tritiated methane is not removed, which in a small fusion
facility can be diverted to the Tritium Waste Treatment for oxidation and
recovery of water, and (2) the consumption rate of uranium In small
fusion facilities is acceptably low. For the NET Li/Pb blanket, the
consumption rate of uranium would be 20 kg/wk for T2O recovery,
assuming no light water inleakage. Therefore, the application of the
simpler U-bed method is dependent on the scale of operation.

Due to the simplicity of the U-bed method, it is expected that the U-beds
will retain their popularity for the small-scale decomposition of
tritiated water vapour in lieu of electrolysis or reduction with
C0E21.22].
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FIGURE 5.1.9
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A.G. Ritchie has evaluated some published work on the kinetics and
mechanism of the uranium-water vapour reaction^] > According to
Ritchie, the overall reaction rate is dependent on the reaction rate of
water vapour with a thin surface layer of uranium oxide and the square
root of the water vapour pressure.
The linear rate constant Kj is given by:

(PH2O)
0 -5

Kj ° is a linear rate constant which is independent of water vapour
pressure: mgU/(cn)2.h.torrO-5).

PH2O is the water vapour pressure, torr. The units of K^ are
^ h ) . The Arrhenius plot for Kj ° Is shown in Figure 5.1.10.

A trial t<?st was conducted by Holtslander and Yaraskovitchf24! with a
small bed containing 55 g of uranium. The volume of the loop was
2.8 litres and the circulation rate was 0.5 L/min (25°C, atmospheric
pressure). The test showed that the water vapour decreased from
1.16 percent to 0.25 percent in 10 minutes. The time calculated using
K2 ° from Figure 5.1.10 is 9.8 minutes. A similar calculation using
Kj ° at 127°C shows that the water vapour is reduced to
0.194 percent after 10 minutes, as compared to 0.25 percent for
25°C. Hence, the improvement at 127°C is relatively modest and
there is no strong incentive to operate at a higher temperature.

FIGURE 5.1.10.

ARRHENIUS PLOT FOR THE LINEAR RATE CONSTANT INDEPENDENT
OF WATER VAPOUR PRESSURE, (taken from referenced).
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5.2 TRITIUM REMOVAL FROM THE SOLID LITHIUM-CERAMIC BREEDER BLANKET

The System will remove up to 73 g/d of tritium, bred in the Li-ceramic
breeder blanket, from the helium purge gas which will be at 8 MPa and
about 650°C. It will also remove small quantities of tritium, which
permeates into the helium coolant gas. The helium coolant gas will be at
8 MPa and about 425°C. The recovered tritium will be transferred to the
Fuel Preparation and Delivery System. If purification is required, it
can be routed through the Plasma Exhaust Purification (PEP) System.

5.2.1 Reference Blanket Concept

The reference blanket concept used in this study is the one described by
Vieider et a l ^ ] . A helium cooled blanket with Li-ceramic breeder and
a lead (Pb) neutron multiplier is shown in Figure 5.2.1. A similar
blanket with a beryllium neutron multiplier is shown in Figure 5.2.2.
The blanket parameters are shown in Table 5.2.1.

Since the NET blanket design is still in an evolutionary stage, the
reference design used in this report is slightly different from the one
described by Vieider et al£6]. The following changes were made on the
basis of a later paper by Dinner et alt3^:

Breeder/Purge Gas Temperature

Vieider et alE6] 350-600°
Dinner et al ^ 600-700"

The increase in temperature considerably increases the permeation rate of
tritium. The estimated rate is also much higher than that given by
Dalle Donne and Dorner£26] for ]Ower temperatures. It should be
pointed out, that other fusion studies (MINIMARS) limit the breeder
temperature to 525°C. In addition, the ASME Code Section VIII
effectively limits the service temperature of stainless steels to about
550°C by only publishing the max!mum allowable stress values up to this
temperature. The following data was given by Dalle Donne and

^G] on the breeder tubes and the steam generator:

Surface Area Wall Thickness
(in2) (mm)

Breeder Tubes (cladding) 8000 0.5

Steam Generator 10000 1.86
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FIGURE 5 . 2 . 1 .
NET He COOLED BLANKET WITH Li - CERAMIC AND Pb - N - MULTIPLIER.
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FIGURE 5 , 2 . 2 .
NET He - COOLED BLANKET WITH Li - CERAMIC AND Be MULTIPLIER.
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TABLE 5.2.1

NET Li-CERAMIC BLANKET PARAMETERS USED IN THIS REPORT

Blanket Tritium Production

Breeder Material

Helium Coolant - Flow
Pressure
Temperature
Av. Temperature
Av. Density

Breeder/Purge Gas Temperature
Density at 900 X, 8 MPa
Density at 300 K, 8 MPa

Breeder Tubes (Cladding) - Material
Surface area
Wall Thickness
Temperature at Average
Permeation Flux

Steam Generator Material
Surface Area
Wall Thickness
Water Temperature
Temperature at Average
Permeation Flux

73 gT/d

Li Ceramic

120 m3/s (162.78 tanol/s)
8 MPa
350-450°C
427°C
5.426 kg/m3

600-700°C
4.236 kg/m3

12.37 kg/m3

316 SS
80C0 m 2

0.5 mm

316 SS
10000 m 2

1.86 mm
350°C
357°C

5.2.2 Tritium Permeation Rates

The process options for the removal of tritium from the breeder blanket
are affected by the tritium permeation rate. The two major factors,
which increase the tritium permeation rate, are:

(1)

(2)

an increase in the breeder temperature from 350-600°C to
600-700°C.

wall thickness of the breeder tubes (0.5 mm).
these tubes are called the breeder cladding.

In this report

In order to perform the permeation calculations in the breeder blanket
and the steam generator, it is necessary to estimate the tube wall
temperatures in the breeder and the steam generators.
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(a) Cladding Wall Temperature in the Breeder

The temperatures in the breeder blanket are:

Temperature at the Inlet Temperature at the Outlet

!c !c

Breeder 600 700
Helium Coolant 350 450

The heat transfer coefficient on the coolant side is expected to be much
higher than within the breeder tubes, where the ceramic has a low thermal
conductivity. The wall temperature is estimated to rise from 425°C to
525°C and is estimated to be closer to the coolant temperature than the
breeder temperature.

(b) Wall Temperature in the Steam Generator

The temperatures in the steam generator are:

Temperature at the Inlet Temperature at the Outlet

!c fc

Helium 450 350
Steam 250 (water inlet temp) 350
[Counter-Current]

The heat transfer coefficient on the steam side is much Mgher than on
the helium side, due to the change of phase on the steam side.
Therefore, the tube wall temperature is expected to be closer to the
steam temperature than the helium temperature. The wall temperature is
estimated to rise from 350°C to 364OC.

It is assumed, that the water temperature in the steam generator is close
to 350°C.

5.2.2.1 Modelling of Tri-ium Permeation

The steady state removal of tritium from the Breeder Blanket System has
been modelled using a computer program developed for this purpose. The
program has been used to evaluate the permeation rates through the
breeder tubes and through the steam generator tubes into the coolant.

(a) Separate Purge and Coolant streams

The computer model is based on the flowsheet in Figure 5.2.3, for the
option of separate purge and coolant flows through the blanket.
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FIGURE 5.2.3

FLOWPATHS IN VIEIDER BLANKET WITH A SEPARATE PURGE CIRCUIT
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In Figure 5.2.3, the nomenclature is defined as follows:

F = bulk flowrate. mol.s"*
<* = fraction of total flow passing through the purification

system
Rb = production rate of T 2 in blanket, mol.s"^
R = removal rate of T 2 via purification system, mol.s~l
Pb = permeation rate of T 2 through the breeder cladding into the

He coolant stream, mol.s"^
Psg = permeation rate of T 2 through steam generator tubing into

the water coolant, mol.s"*
X1.....X5 = mole fraction of T 2 in stream 1 to 5

To model this system at steady state, a very simple algorithm has been
developed:

(1) Assume F, <* and the characteristics of the breeder blanket and
steam generator tubing are given.

(2) Hake an initial guess for X3 and designate it as X3 °. For
simplicity, assume X3 ° = 0.

(3) Solve for P5 using an inlet tritium concentration to the
blanket as X3 °, and solving the blanket tritium permeability
equations.

(4) Set Xx = X3 + (Rb - Pb)/(«c F).

(5) Set X2 = X3 + Pb/[(1-OF].

(6) Set X4 = 0 and R = « FX:

(7) Set X5 = (1-<*>X2.

(8) Calculate P s g using an inlet tritium concentration of tritium
to the steam generated as X5, and solving the blanket tritium
permeability equation.

(9) Set X3 = X5 - (Psg/F)

(10) If IX3 - X3 °|/X3 < Tolerance, then the solution has
converged. Otherwise, set X3 ° = X3 and go to Step 3.

Using simple back substitution as above, the above algorithm converges in
about 300 iterations to 1 part in 106. To enhance convergence, a
Wegstein acceleration technique has been applied, and this reduces the
number of iterations to less than 10.
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(b) Combined Purge and Coolant Streams

It is unlikely, that a leak-tight joint can be made between the breeder
cladding and the purge gas collection tubes. Therefore, this report
investigates the possibilities of combining the purge and coolant gas
streams, and removing tritium from the coolant at a high rate.

The computer model is based on the flowsheet on Figure 5.2.4, for the
option of no separate purge and coolant flows through the blanket.

The nomenclature for the flowsheet is the same as in the previous section.

The algorithm used for solving this flowsheet is identical to the one in
the previous section, except that Step 3 is eliminated and Steps 4 and 5
become

4a. X: = X3 + (Rb/F)
4b. X2 = Xi

(c) Solution of the Permeation Equation for the Breeder Tubing
and the Steam Generator Tubing

The calculation of the permeation of tritium through the breeder tubing
and the steam generator tubing is derived in this section. Figure 5.2.5
schematically depicts a differential tube segment, through the wall of
which tritium is permeating.

Tn Figure 5.2.5,

Z = relative position down the tube (dimensionless)
0 = bulk flowrate, mol.s"1

A = total tubing surface area, m^
pm = T2 permeation rate, mol.s^.nT^

R = total T2 production rate, mol.s~l

A mass balance for T2 over the differential element gives:

Q*Zo ~ eXZo+flZ - AZ A Pm (Zo) + R AZ = 0

Taking the limit A -> 0, one gets the differential equation:

dX/dZ = (R - A Pm)/Q

For the steam generator tubing, there is no tritium production and R = 0.
To integrate the differential equation (from Z = 0 to Z = 1), the
permeation rate Pra must be solved based on a correlation derived from
experimental data. In this study, we have used the Bell and Redman
equation^27]:
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FIGURE 5.2.5

SCHEMATIC OF DIFFERENTIAL TUBE SEGMENT FOR PERMEATION CALCULATIONS
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this equation becomes:

2/T ( P X )0 •5/t

on 3(S T P) .m in -1

t = tube wall thickness, m
X = T2 mole fraction
P = system pressure. Pa
T = wall temperature, K

The above equation has been integrated numerically using the Hamming
Predictor-Corrector method with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method used
for starting. A step size of A = 0.1 was found to provide adequate
accuracy.
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(d) Permeation Estimates

The effect of varying the following parameters on the permeation of
tritium into the steam in the steam generators has been assessed:

(a) In-situ oxidation in the breeder of 95 percent of the T2 to
T2O.

(b) Separate purge and coolant circuits as opposed to a combined
purge/coolant flow.

(c) Hydrogen swamping from 10 ppm to 1000 ppm.

(d) Purification flow varying from 0.935 tanol/s to 50 x 0.935 kmol/s.

(e) Breeder cladding thickness of 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm.

The results of this assessment are shown in Table 5.2.2. They indicate,
that in-situ oxidation of tritium is not completely effective in keeping
permeation to tolerable levels in the steam generators. The most
effective means of reducing permeation is by injecting hydrogen into the
helium. In this case, the permeation rate of tritium becomes

p _ o PHT
m " (PH2>0-5 C1/d

where, B = constant

The permeation of tritium is linearly proportional to the partial
pressure of HT and is inversely proportional to the square root of the
hydrogen partial pressure. This effect is predicted by theory, and has
also been experimentally confirmed by Holland and Longhurst^o].
Hydrogen swamping is highly effective when separate purge and coolant
circuits are used. This happens because the swamping effect is
compounded, both In the blanket tubes and in the steam generators. In
the case of the combined purge/coolant flow, swamping has no effect in
the blanket, since the purge/coolant flow is at the same tritium
concentration after leaving the blanket. For the breeder wall thickness
of 0.5 mm, combined purge/coolant purification flowrate of about
47 kmol/s (Case 18) with iOOO ppm »2 injection is needed to obtain a
permeation in the steam generators of less than 10 Ci/d. This compares
with Case 8, for separate purge/coolant flows, where a similar permeation
rate is achieved with a purification flowrate of only 0.935 tanol/s (which
is 50 times lower). Therefore, clearly, permeation in the steam
generators can be minimized by having a reducing atmosphere with H2
swamping and using separate purge and coolant circuits in the breeder
blanket. No credit is taken in this analysis for permeation barriers.
Discussions with the MET teamf4] indicated that the effectiveness of
permeation barriers would be unreliable. If permeation barriers are
considered, the estimates in Table 5.2.2 can be reduced accordingly.
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Comparing Cases 3 and 8, It can be seen that the purification flow can be
reduced ten-fold from 9.35 kmol/s to 0.935 kmol/s by Increasing hydrogen
Injection from 10 ppm to 1000 ppm. Reduction of this flow results in a
much smaller blanket tritium recovery system and reduces capital cost.
As a trade-off, however, the consumption of hydrogen increases from
181 Nm3/day to 1810 Nm3/day.

The breeder tube (cladding) thickness of 0.5 mm may be too low tc have
sufficient structural strength for the 5.3 m long breeder pins.
Therefore, the effect of increasing the cladding wall thickness to 1 mm
on the permeation rate has also been investigated. As shown in
Table 5.2.2, the increase in the breeder wall thickness from 0.5 mm to
1 mm effectively reduces the permeation rate by a factor of two.

A.

Case

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8

B.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Tritium

SEPARATE PURGE

Purification
flow

kmol/s
of Helium

9.35
9.35
9.35
9.35
9.35

0.935
0.935
0.935

COMBINED PURGE

9.35
9.35
9.35
9.35
9.35

5x9.35
5x9.35
5x9.35
5x9.35
5x9.35

TABLE 5.2.2
Permeation 1Rates into Steam Generator

! AND COOLANT CIRCUIT

% of T2
Oxidized
In-Situ

0
95
0
0
0

0
0
0

ppm H2
Iniection

0
0
10
100

1000

10
100

1000

AND COOLANT CIRCUIT

0
95
0
0
0
0
95
0
0
0

0
0
10
100

1000
0
0
10
100

1000

Breeder
Wall

Thickness
mm

0.5 (1)
0.5 (1)
0.5 (1)
0.5 (1)
0.5 (1)

0.5 (1)
0.5 (1)
0.5 (1)

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Steam
Generation
Permeation

Ci/d

2369
896
6.55
0.65
0.065

725
67
6.55

6783
2112
514
163
51.4
2753
612
85
26.7
8.4

(1774)
(701)
(3.26)
(0.32)
(0.03)

(341)
(33)
(3.3)

Note: 9.35 kmol/s is equivalent to 6.9 m3/s at average coolant
conditions (Table 5.2.1) of 427°C and 8 HPa.
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FIGURE 5.2.6

GENERAL SCHEME FOR THE RECOVERY
OF TRITIUM FROM THE NET Li-CERAMIC BLANKET
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5.2.3 Process Options

The process options discussed In this report apply to the removal of
tritium from the basic Vielder blanket concept. A general scheme for the
recovery of tritium from the solid Li-ceramic blanket (with Pb neutron
multiplier) is shown in Figure 5.2.6. A part of the blanket coolant flow
enters the Li-ceramic breeder tubes at an open end and leaves as the
tritium-carrying purge gas stream via a connection to the purification
system.

This blanket design avoids the need of providing purge flow connections
at the Inlet end of the breeder tube, which is required for a separate
purge circuit. Another important benefit, as stated by Vieider, is that
"this scheme results in a pressure balancing of the breeder pins thus
avoiding creep collapse under external overpressure"t^J, jt also
allows good quality control during the installation and the removal of
the blanket components for maintenance. The concept is similar to that
of the CANDU fuel bundles and the pressure tubes.

(a) A Prerequisite for Process Selection:
The Tritium Recovery Process Must Operate at a High Pressure

Tritium permeation calculations use the Ideal Gas Law relation n = p/P,
where n = mol fraction of T2 In helium, p = partial pressure of T2.
and P = total system pressure.

With the partial pressure specification set by permeation considerations,
the purification system must process the same volumetric flow of gas
independent of pressure, while the mass flow increases in nearly direct
proportion to the system pressure.

Therefore, the mole fraction of tritium in the helium coolant is
determined by the partial pressure specification and the system pressure
(n = p/P), and remains unchanged until T2/T2O is removed. A
reduction of pressure for the recovery of tritium would present a
two-fold problem of: (1) reduced partial pressure of tritium, and
(2) handling larger volumes of gas:

For helium gas with p = 1 Pa and P = 8 HPa, a reduction of
pressure to 0.1 HPa in the recovery system reduces p to
0.0125 Pa and increases the gas volume by a factor of 80,
neglecting temperature changes.

As for most tritiated vapour recovery methods (condensation, adsorption,
hydriding), the recovered water fraction depends on the inlet partial
pressure of water vapour. It is apparent, that for blanket concepts
which extract tritium at a high pressure, as in NET, the recovery system
must also operate at the same pressure, in order to avoid penalties of an
increased vessel volume and reduced process efficiency.
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(b) Process Alternatives:

(b-i) Cryogenic Adsorption and Freezer Methods

These methods reduce the T2 partial pressure to very low values (10~3
to 10"^ Pa) and were selected for tritium recovery in several
studiesCli>29'3°l for a purge circuit at 0.1 MPa.

These methods are not considered suitable for NET application for the
following reasons.

The INTOR cold trap system^*} is not simple (it uses 12 cold trap
segments at 1 MPa), as it must meet the inherently difficult demands of
the solid breeder system. It must process a large helium flow
(1-2 m3/s) and recover tritium at low concentrations (0.1-1 Pa).
Therefore, the cryogenic cold trap method must provide a large gas/cold
surface contact area. For a separate circuit at 0.1 MPa, this problem
can be alleviated, by increasing the pressure and reducing the gas volume
by a factor of 10, as in the INTOR design. For an 8 MPa system, such as
the NET system, however, further pressure increase for the cold trap
volume reduction is not practical. There are also other high-pressure
related problems including the higher heat transfer requirements, due to
about 80 times larger mass flows relative to 0.1 MPa. The liquid
nitrogen side of the cold trap is normally at atmospheric pressure and
requires a special solution with the gas side at 8 MPa.

A similar conclusion was reached by Reimann et al£31], in an extensive
study of tritium recovery methods for helium-cooled blankets under NET-2
conditions. At the required low partial pressure of T2 and a high
system pressure, Reimann concludes, that the cold surfaces become so
large that this concept no longer makes any sense (Page 28 of
Reference 31).

(b-2) Metal Getter

Equipment for the recovery of tritium from a large helium flow has not
yet been developed. An assumption, that tritium will be produced in
essentially the elemental or the oxide form cannot be
substantiated£26]. Therefore, the basic choices for the recovery of
tritium are: (1) oxidation and recovery of T2O/HTO, and (2) reduction
and recovery of T2/HT. Metal getters, particularly u-beds, present a
third possibility of simultaneous removal of T2/HT by the hydriding
process, and of T2O/HTO by decomposition to T2/HT and (JO2.

The metal getter processes have limited application due to the
state-of-the-art of the available process equipment. The current forced
flow U-bed and metal getter designs are for relatively small flows in
comparison to the required flow of 2-10 m^/s. For example, the largest
Zr/Al gas purifier, SAES Model 15OOoCi9J, processes 167 L/min of helium
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at a pressure of 150 kPa across the purifier. For a flow of 6.9 m3/s,
2480 such gas purifiers would be required. The metal getter option
requires the development of suitable equipment for processing a larger
gas flow.

(b-3) Palladium Alloy Membranes

Palladium alloy membranes, while shown to be suitable for Plasma Exhaust
Purification (Section 5.4) are not suited for tritium recovery from the
Li-ceramic blanket. The driving pressure for permeation for the blanket
recovery system is very low. It is about 0.12 Pa for a helium
purification flow of 9.35 kmol/s and a helium pressure of 8 MPa. This
means that for adequate recovery, the permeated side has to be kept at
about 1Q~3 pa. Thus, it is impractical to maintain the required
differential pressure of 8 MPa across the thin (0.08 mm) Palladium alloy
membranes. Also, the surface area required for permeation is about
6 m^. While flow considerations for helium require a large cross
sectional area (i.e., short and wide tubes), the ideal permeator geometry
requires long and narrow tubes.

(b-4) HT/T? Oxidation and HTO/H?O Recovery

The HT/T2 oxidation and T2O/HTO recovery alternative is favoured by
the relative ease of catalytic T2/HT oxidation compared to the
reduction of T2O/HTO by Ti, U-bed, Sandia-type Mg-bed£323,
Zn-bedt33], CO reduction[21], or vapour-phase electrolysis!34}.

Even though the catalytic T2/HT oxidation is relatively simple, the
solution still requires a suitable method for the recovery of water
vapour. The cryoge. ic freezer/adsorption methods are not well-suited for
large flows and high pressures, as noted earlier.

Water vapour is recovered at the required efficiency by industrial
molecular sieve dryers, at rates which are much higher than the required
"high" rate for the NET blanket. ReimannE3*3 also found the results
with molecular sieves much more promising, even though the estimated
residual tritium inventory on the molecular sieves was about 7 kg at a
T2 partial pressure of 0.1 Pa using cryogenically-dried gas for
regeneration. Reimann adds, that the ability to desorb tritium well
should be proven.

Solution to Adsorption Problems

A very dry regeneration air (produced by cryogenic or sacrificial drier
methods) is considered impractical for this application, as well as for
the air detritiation systems.

Instead, the adsorption problems noted by Reimann are solved by the
following two methods:

(1) Isotopic DTO/D2O (or HTO/H2O) exchange between water vapour
and water adsorbed on a molecular sieve to reduce tritium
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(2)

inventory, increase regeneration efficiency, and increase the
adsorption detritlation factor. The third function of the
isotopic exchange is well known as "isotopic swamping". The
reverse process of displacing DTO with D-?O vapour (or HTO with
H2O vapour) is about as fast and efficient as can be seen from
Ono'st"] data in Figure 5.2.7, and the equations derived to
represent Ono's tritium elution rates. The test with molecular
sieve 5A for example, showed that the molecular sieve tritium
inventory can be reduced by a factor of 40 in 60 minutes at a
temperature of only 22°C with Ono's wet-gas regeneration
method. The total drier blowdown, heating, steam-out and
cooling cycle time is 12 hours, and the residual tritium
inventory on the sieve is 2 g at the end of regeneration.

It should be noted, that this step of the process has been
demonstrated at the laboratory scale. Scale-up to industrial
size equipment needs to be demonstrated.

The isotopic exchange on a molecular sieve still requires one
problem to be solved; the extraction of tritium from the
recovered water, for a two-fold function of: (1) forwarding
tritium to the cryogenic unit for upgrading, and (2) recycling
the detrltiated water to the driers to sustain the isotopic
exchange process with no losses. Extraction of tritium from the
recovered water can be achieved either by using Direct
Electrolysis (DE), or by using Liquid Phase Catalytic Exchange
(LPCE) process.

FIGURE 5.2.7.
TEST DATA ON THE ELUTION OF TRITIUM FROM MOLECULAR SIEVES [35].

(A) Residual tritium inventory
on molecular sieves.

(B) Tritium concentration in
effluent gas.

(•!•)

Column temperature and vapour pressure:

0 12°C, 1190 Pa; o 22°C, 1680 Pa;
x 22°C, 900 Pa.

Column temperature 22°C,
vapour pressure:

o 1680 Pa; ° 1200 Pa; x 915 Pa
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A low separation factor for the stripping of tritium from light water
also necessitates the use of expensive D2O and D2 as the circulating
carriers of tritium In the Adsorption and Catalytic Exchange (ACE)
System. The D2 injection will require the addition of an electrolytic
unit to the ACE System.

5.2.4 Description of the Selected Process

(a) Description of the Tritium Recovery System

The proposed system for the higher purification flow of 9.35 tanol/s
(6.9 m3/s> is shown in Figure 5.2.8.

FIGURE 5.2.8

TRITIUM RECOVERY FROM Li-CERAMIC BLANKET WITH 10 PPM H2 INJECTION
7.S ppm 02

BaenmhlnT-1 i

9.35 KlJOlfl a UPt

10 ppm H2

Rmcnmhlnmr-9

I

I
IS ppm H2

02 Inaction

H2, HT To ISS

H * 1014 gjh
T s 3.04 gin

/ 1.750 CI/kQ
436 kgid

Evaporator

Most of the process equipment shown in Figure 5.2.8 is already in use on
an industrial scale. For the case of the ten-fold reduction in flow of
0.935 kmol/s. the equipment size and capital cost will be correspondingly
smaller. The main system components are as follows:

(1, Catalytic Pt/Pd recombiner with 1.8 m^ of precious metal
catalyst at 200-300°C. It is expected, that 99.9 percent
conversion at this temperature will be easily attained due to
hydrogen swamping.
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(2) Three molecular sieve 5A drier columns of a new CANDU-type drier
installed at NPD in 1982. This drier type Is noteworthy for
simplicity, programmable fully automatic operation, and an
exceptionally high reliability (100 percent availability factor
since commissioning in 1982 December)f36^. Each column will
be in continuous operation for 60 hours on adsorption and 12
hours on regeneration (drier utilization factor = 60/72 x 100 =
83.3 percent). At a rated capacity of 4250 m3/h per column,
the driers provide an effective flow of 10625 m3/h at the
drier conditions (8 MPa, 20°C) thus processing 24815 m3/h
(6.9 m3/s) of helium coolant at an average temperature of
427°C. It is expected, that the main helium compressor will
provide the driving force for these driers and adsorption fans
will not be required. With isotopic swamping due to recombined
hydrogen, it is expected, that the driers will efficiently
remove the tritiura oxide.

(3) An evaporator for the addition of H2O vapour for isotopic
exchange, and for the regeneration to assist the displacement of
tritium from the molecular sieve by HTO/H2O isotopic exchange.

(4) A pressure relief circuit to depressurize the columns for
regeneration. Approximately 500 m3 (STP) of helium will be
reinjected to the inlet side of the adsorbing columns with a
compressor (~8 m3/min STP).

(5) High concentration electrolysis ceils for electrolyzing the
tritiated water (1,750 Ci/kg) from regeneration. The H2/HT
stream is sent to the ISS and the oxygen is injected into the
recombiner. The tritium concentration in the electrolysis cells
will be about 21,000 Ci/kg.

The estimated catalyst volume is 1.8 m3. The drier molecular sieve
(5A Pellets) weight is 1230 kg per column. Moisture adsorption
efficiency is 99.1 percent (outlet dewpoint -66°C). Detritiation
efficiency is 99.9 percent.

An order-of-magnitude estimate of the equipment cost is shown in
Table 5.2-7 for the system based on 1000 ppm and 10 ppm H2 injection.

Because of hydrogen isotope swamping in the blanket, the recovered
tritium oxide will be associated with substantial amounts of H2O
(1,718 kg/day for 0.935 tanol/s flow, 436 kg/day for 9.35 kmol/s flow of
helium).
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TABLE 5.2.7

EQUIPMENT COSTS OF ACE: TRITIUM RECOVERY SYSTEM
FOR LI-CERAMIC BLANKET

(Figure 5.2.8)

1. Driers and Process Control

2. Recomblners

3. Heat Exchangers

4. Expansion of Cryogenic Distillation
Uni t/Compressor

5. Special Enclosure - Provisions for
Routine Remote Maintenance

6. Electrolysis Cell

9.35 lotiol/s
(10 ppm H2
injection)

Currency
ECU * (1985)

5.93M

1.94M

1.38M

2.48M

2.07M

0.60M

0.935 kmol/s
(1000 ppm H2
injection)

Currency
ECU (1985)

1.50M

.50M

.35M

2.80H

2.07M

1.80M

15.00M 9.60M

*ECU = European Currency Unit
1US$ =1.38 ECU (1985)
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5.3 TRITIATED WATER PROCESSING (TWP) SYSTEM

The Tritiated Water Processing System will carry out the following
functions:

(a) Collect and process tritiated water from the following sources:

(1) a bleed stream from the blanket water coolant into which
tritium has permeated (10,000 L/d at 1 to 4 Ci/L);

(2) condensate from the Air Detritiation System (ADS) (6.7 to
30 g/s); and

(3) tritiated water from other miscellaneous sources
(Decontamination in hot cells, spills, heat exchanger
leaks, etc.).

(b) Treat the water to remove particulates (e.g. filtration) and
dissolved impurities (e.g. ion exchange).

(c) Produce the following streams:

(1) a product gas stream comprising a mixture of elemental
hydrogen isotopes (e.g. HT, H2- T2). The gas at
ambient temperature and free from hydrocarbons and/or
carbon oxides will be sent to the Isotope Separation System
(ISS) for tritium recovery; and

(2) a waste stream (detritiated water or gas) suitable for
recycle or release to the environment.

The total tritiated waste water collection is summarized below. This
estimate is based on CANDU experience. If the containment for tritium
areas is not well sealed, the downgrading rates may be substantially
higher.

5.3.1 Process Options

The process for treating the tritiated water and preparing a product gas
stream consisting of a mixture of hydrogen isotopes can be divided into
three steps:

Step 1: Enrichment of HTO/H2O/DTO

Step 2: Phase Conversion of HTO/H2O/DTO to HT/DT/H2

Step 3: Enrichment of HT/DT

The objectives of each of the above steps can be achieved by several
processes. These process alternatives are outlined in Tables 5.3.1,
5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
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ESTIMATED TRITIATED WASTE WATER RECOVERg RATE

Source (kg H?O/d) (Ci/d) (Ci/kq)

1. Air Detritiation Systems

2. Hot Cells/ Decontamination*

3. Component Drainage/Maintenance

4. Water Spills, Heat Exchanger

Leak Collection

5. Glove Boxes, Ovens

6. Drainage of Ion Exchange
Columns, Filters

7. Sampling and Misc. Operations

TOTAL 1323 400 0.30

* Assuming that some of the decontamination solutions are processed
into a solid waste form for disposal.

1013

120

40

60

10

40

40

60

150

70

15

45

10

50

0.06

1.25

1.75

0.25

4.5

0.25

1.25
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No. Process

TABLE 5.3.1 PROCESSES FOR THE ENRICHMENT OF HTO/H2O/DTO

Comments

1. Combined Electrolysis-Catalytic
Exchange (CECE >

2. Electrolytic Cascade

3. Bithermal Catalytic Exchange
HTO + H2S H2O + HTS

4. Vacuum Distillation of Tritiated
Water

5. Combination of Liquid Phase
Catalytic Exchange (LPCE)/Vapour
Phase Catalytic Exchange (VPCE)
and Bith&rmal Catalytic Exchange

6. Tritium Washing and Upgrading
Process (TWUP)

Main candidate process for the
enrichment of HTO; reduces the H2
distillation unit to a small size

Uneconomical: high power consumption

Safety problems: makes
subsequent isotope separation
(H2/T2) more complicated

Requires large columns

Relatively complex

Transfers Tritium from HTO
DTO, enriches it and produces
a D2. DT stream for ISS

No. Process

TABLE 5.3.2
OF

PROCESSES FOR THE PHASE CONVERSION
HTO/H2O/DTO TO HT/DT/H?

Comments

1. Direct Electrolysis of the Tritiated
H2O (DE)

2. Chemical Decomposition of Tritiated
H2O
(a) Industrial Steam/Iron and Water

Gas Processes
(b) Decomposition of H2O with Hg or
Fe without regeneration of the oxide

Good candidate for the phase
conversion step

Unsafe: Product is
contaminated
Uneconomical

3. Vapour Phase Catalytic Exchange (VPCE) Used at Grenoble and will be
HTO + H2 HT + H2O used at the Darlington Tritium

Removal Facility (DTRF)

4. Liquid Phase Catalytic Exchange (LPCE) Uses a wet-proof catalyst
HTO + H2 HT + H2O developed by the Atomic Energy of

Canada Ltd. (AECL)

5. Infrared Laser Multiple Photon
Dissociation (ILMPD)

Mol. excitation of DTO and
scavenging of the T radical:
Process is not developed yet.
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TABLE 5.3.3 PROCESSES FOR THE ENRICHMENT OF DT/HT

No. Process Comments

1. Cryogenic Distillation (CD)

2. Gas Diffusion

3. Gas Chromatography and Pressure/
Temperature Swing Adsorption

4. Dual Temperature Exchange Process
(e.g. NH3/H2>

5. Infrared Laser Multiple Photon
Dissociation (ILMPD): Molecular
excitation of tritiated
trichloromethane or trifluoromethane
and removal of photo product TCL

Preferred process, not only for
enrichment, but also for isotope
separation

Not proven on an industrial scale

Uneconomical and not developed
sufficiently for large-scale
application

Uneconomic and safety problems
for tritium extraction

Process is not developed on
an industrial scale

It is not practical to describe in detail, all the processes listed in
these Tables, Processes described in Table 5.3.3, under gas enrichment,
will be considered separately, as part of the Isotope Separation System
(ISS). Other processes, which are listed as uneconomical and/or having
safety related problems do not warrant further consideration.

The processes, which will be considered in detail, are as follows:

(1) Direct Electrolysis (DE) + Cryogenic Distillation (CD).

(2) Catalytic Exchange of H2O/HTO against H2/HT:

(a) Liquid Phase Catalytic Exchange (LPCE) + Cryogenic
Distillation (CD)

(b) Vapour Phase Catalytic Exchange (VPCE) + Cryogenic
Distillation (CD).

(3) Combined Electrolysis Catalytic Exchange (CECE) + Cryogenic
Distillation (CD).

(4) Tritium Washing and Upgrading Process (TWUP) + Cryogenic
Distillation (CD).
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5.3.2 Description of the Process Options

(1) Direct Electrolysis (DE) + Cryogenic Distillation (CD)

A schematic diagram of the process is shown in Figure 5.3.1.

Electrolysis of water is a well established industrial process used for
hydrogen production. Different types of electrolysis cells are
available, few of which are suitable for service with tritiated water.

The basic types of electrolysis cells and their merits and demerits are
summarized below:

(a) Unipolar (Tank type)

Advantages

(1) simple construction;
(2) common electrolyte;
(3) ease of maintaining the electrolyte concentration;
(4) no electrical contact surfaces within the cell;
(5) low material cost per unit cell area;
(6) smaller gasket length, less leakage;
(7) high reliability.

Disadvantages

(1) the cell operates at atmospheric pressure. Hence, it requires
gas holders and gas compressors for H2/HT and O2 transfer.

(b) Bipolar Electrolvzer (Filter Press Type)

Advantages

(1) no external busbars required to connect the individual cells;
(2) lower currents and higher voltages are required, simplifying the

power conditioning and control;
(3) operation at high pressures is possible. Hence, gas holders and

gas compressors may not be needed.

Disadvantages

(1) more complicated design;
(2) more expensive;
(3) larger gasket length, more leakage.
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(c) Solid Polymer Electrolyte (SPE) Cell

Advantages

(1) no corrosive liquids;
(2) compact design;

(3) can be operated at high pressures.

Disadvantage

(1) only available for small-scale applications.
(2) radiation damage of the polymer may not be acceptable for

tritium design.
Both the bipolar and SPE electrolysis cells have been previously
evaluated by Ontario Hydro for tritiated water service for the Darlington
Tritium Removal Facility (DTRF). Both have been turned down for reasons
listed under disadvantages. Ontario Hydro and AECL are jointly developing
an electrolysis cell suitable for tritiated water service. The
requirements of this cell are as follows:

(a) minimum gasket length, low leakage;
(b) pressurized operation, hence gas holders and compressors are not

required;
(c) simplicity of design;
(d) low maintenance requirements;
(e) high current density;
(f) low tritium holdup;
(g) material compatibility for tritium service.

The above cell is being developed at the Moranda Research Centre. The
test cell has an amperage of 7.2 kA and a specific inventory of 2 to
2.4 litres/kA. The cell internals are contained in a tank with a single
circumferential gasket. The cell is presently undergoing testing. It
has performed continuously for approximately six months at a steady
voltage of 2.1 volts, with excellent H2 and O2 purities. Leakage
measurements will be performed in the near future.

Direct Electrolysis of tritiated water has an advantage over Catalytic
Exchange, in that the molar flow of hydrogen isotopes to the cryogenic
unit is equal to, and not greater than the feedwater flow to the
electrolysis unit. Additionally, the tritium concentration in the
hydrogen gas is equal to, and not lower than the concentration in the
feedwater. Hence, for the same separation, the cryogenic unit associated
with an electrolysis front-end is significantly smaller and has a
relatively lower capital cost and power requirement than a catalytic
exchange (LPCE or VPCE) front-end.
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(2) Catalytic Exchange of HgO/HTO Against H2/HT

Catalytic exchange of tritium between water and the hydrogen gas can be
performed either in the Vapour Phase (VPCE) or in the Liquid Phase
(LPCE). VPCE has been used at the Grenoble tritium removal facility in
France and has also been selected as the front-end process for Ontario
Hydro's Darlington Tritium Removal Facility. The LPCE process, which
uses a proprietary wet-proof catalyst developed by AECL, will be used in
a smaller tritium removal plant to be built at the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories (CRNL) in Ontario.

All of the above facilities transfer tritium from tritiated heavy water
(DTO) into deuterium gas (D2)• The same process can be applied to the
HTO/HT/H2 system. The transfer of tritium into the gas phase is more
difficult for the HTO/H2 system than for the DTO/D2 system. Tritium
being the heavier isotope prefers to stay in the liquid phase, as opposed
to being transferred into the gas stream. Additionally, the gas to
liquid flow ratio is approximately 4:1 for HTO/H2 transfer in the VPCE
process, as compared to 2:1 for DTO/D2 transfer. This means that the
cryogenic unit for HTO/H2 transfer (using the VPCE front-end) is
roughly twice the size of the unit for DTO/D2 transfer, for equivalent
flowrates and tritium concentrations.

(a)- Vapour Phase Catalytic Exchange (VPCE) + Cryogenic
Distillation (CD)

The process is shown schematically in Figure 5.3.2. The front-end of the
process, which will be associated with the TWP System, consists of a
number of discrete stages. Each stage comprises an evaporator, a
superheater, a catalyst bed and a condenser. The tritiated water is
evaporated, superheated to 200°C, mixed with H2/HT gas and then passed
over a catalyst bed. The following reaction takes place in the catalyst
bed:

HTO (gas) + H2 (9as> H2°

For the vapour-phase reaction, the equilibrium constant (K) is as follows:

K = 0.309 at 150°C
K = 0.366 at 200°C

After the catalytic reaction, the steam is condensed and the water flows
on to the next stage. Flow of steam and H2 is co-current within a
stage, but counter-current overall over the front-end. Essentially, pure
hydrogen gas enters the VPCE at the bottom of the final stage and
exchanges tritium from the steam, as it flows towards the first stage.
The tritiated H2/HT gas from the first stage, then serves as feed to
the Cryogenic Distillation IMt. The CD unit separates the hydrogen
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isotopes into a 99 percent T2 product stream and an almost pure H2
stream, which is recycled back to the final stage of the VPCE. The VPCE
front-end requires a comparatively larger CD unit, because of the low
tritium concentration feedstream produced and also because of the large
G/L (H2 gas flow/HTO liquid flow) ratio required to obtain the desired
catalytic exchange.

(b) Liquid Phase Catalytic Exchange (LPCE) + Cryogenic
Distillation CD

The process is shown schematically in Figure 5.3.3. The LPCE operates at
a temperature below 100°C. Hence, the evaporation and the condensation
of the water is not required. This, also eliminates the need for having
a number of discrete stages. The catalytic exchange can be accomplished
in a single continuous column. However, the LPCE has the disadvantage,
that the equilibrium, at lower temperatures, favours tritium staying in
the water, as given by:

HTO (liquid) + H 2 (gas) H2O (liquid) + HT (gas)

The equilibrium constant (K) for stripping is as follows:

K = 0.189 at 60"C
K = 0.215 at 80°C

The K values are smaller than for the VPCE process. Hence, not only a
large G/L ratio is required, but also a lower concentration of tritium in
the H2/HT feedstream to the CD unit is realized. Hence, the CD unit
for the LPCE process will be even larger than for the VPCE process.

(3) Combined Electrolysis Catalytic Exchange (CECE) *• Cryogenic
Distillation (CD)

The process is shown schematically in Figure 5.3.4. The catalytic
exchange is in the liquid phase similar to the LPCE process. The
reaction is given by:

HT (gas) + H2O (liquid) HTO (liquid) + H 2 (gas)

K = 7 at 25°C

The equilibrium favours the transfer of tritium from the gas phase to the
liquid phase.

As shown in Figure 5.3.4, a stream of tritiated water is fed to a column
packed with a hydrophobic catalyst. This stream mixes with a downflowing
reflux stream of tritium free H2O. The liquid stream contacts the
upflowing H2/HT stream emerging from the electrolyzer. The tritium is
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FIGURE 5.3.1

DIRECT ELECTROLYSIS AND CRYOGENIC DISTILLATION
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FIGURE 5.3.4

COMBINED ELECTROLySIS. CATALYTIC
EXCHANGE AND CRYOGENIC DISTILLATION
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transferred from the gas phase to the liquid phase. Thus the water
stream flowing into the electrolysis cells Is enriched in tritium. Part
of the enriched H2/HT stream emerging from the electrolyzer is sent to
the CD unit, while the remaining flows upward through the catalytic bed.
The detritiated H2 stream from the catalytic column, as well as the one
from the CD unit, are recombined and the resulting H^O serves as the
downflow reflux for the catalytic column.

The main advantage of the CECE process is the reduced size of the CD
unit, because the H2/HT feedstream from the electrolyzer is fairly
enriched in tritium. The disadvantages are the need for a larger
electrolyzer due to the reflux H2O stream, a much taller catalytic
column and the hazard of having a more enriched electrolyte than the
initial feedstream in the electrolyzer. The tritium inventory in the
CECE system is fairly high and also, it is in the more hazardous oxide
form.

A pilot scale CECE unit using the AECL wefcproof catalyst has operated at
the Hound Laboratory (Ohio), since 1979. However, full scale extended
operation has not yet been demonstrated. Tests on the catalyst activity
levels and useful life are continuing at AECL.

(4) Tritium Washing and Upgrading Process (TWUP)

This process is a modification of the CECE and has been recently proposed
by A. Dombra of AECL-CRNL, as a front-end process for low tritium
concentrations in water. The process is shown schematically in
Figures 5.3.5. The tritium transfer may be represented as follows:

Light Water Feed

H2O + HT = H2 + HTO, CECE, LPCE, VPCE and TWUP at top of column.

K = 7.00 at 25°C
K = 2.14 at 200°C

D2O + DT = D2 + DTO. TWUP at bottom of column.

K = 1.66 at 25"C

H2O - HDO - HTO -> H 2 - HD - HT, Electrolysis

Effective transfer K = 1.00

It may be noted, that both the LPCE and VPCE are strippers of DT.
Another common feature is that the catalytic exchange reaction for both
processes (and also for CECE and TWUP) occurs in the gas phase, that is.
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between D2O-DHO-DTO vapour and gaseous 02-HD-DT. Since VPCE is
patented by Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique, and LPCE is patented by
AECL, it is apparent, that a simple process diagram hides the important
process differences.

At a first glance, TWJP looks much the same as CECE. Both processes have
a number of common features and an Important difference; namely, the
protium/deuterium profile. Some of the main characteristics of TWUP are
as follows:

(1) Characteristic No. 1 - Long Protium/Deuterium
Profile with No Mass Transfer

TWUP maintains light water at the top of the column, heavy water at the
bottom, and HDO at about the middle of the column. This
protium-deuterium profile is sustained by electrolysis, which converts
the water going down to gas going up the column. Since the cryogenic
distillation unit in this case does not add or remove protiura or
deuterium, and the D/H ratio of feed water and gas at the top of the
column is much the same (near natural water level), the column is on
total reflux with respect to protium and deuterium.

An ordered bed catalyse at 25°C provides the required NTU's for
D/(D+H) = -500 ppm at the top, to D/(D+H) = 98-99% at the bottom, with
a relatively short bed of 4.5 m.

A CECE would also establish the same H/D profile, after about three years
of continuous operation with light water feed. The TWUP shortens this
time to about one hour, by the addition of an appropriate mixture (about
70 %) of D/(D+H), as shown in Figure 5.3.5, At start-up, the stored
liquid is pumped back to the column. Also, the recombiner is used at the
start to provide a reflux until the concentration profile is established.

(2) Characteristic No. 2 - Tritium Gas-Liquid
Equilibrium is Determined by Protium/Deuterlum Profile

For an aqueous tritium enrichment of up to about 1000 Ci/kg (693 ppm DTO)
the effect of tritium on protium-deuterium equilibrium is still
negligible (H2O-HDO-D2O and H2-HD-D2 concentrations). On the
other hand, the ratio HT/DT in the gas phase, and the ratio HTO/DTO in
the liquid phase, are determined by the relative concentrations of
protium and deuterium:

HI
DT

HTO
DTO U-Uyy L(D 2O)

;

This effect is expressed by the ratio x = D/(D+H) in the liquid phase.
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As a result of a favourable protium-deuterium profile. TWUP extracts
82-84% of tritium at the top of the column (a = 7.0 at 25°C), while
producing tritium-enriched D2-DT gas at the bottom.

(3) Characteristic No. 3 - Tritium Mass Tranfer is
Sustained by a Second Process - Cryogenic Distillation

Gas feed to the cryogenic distillation and the return flow (Figure 5.3.5)
are nearly equal, as the cryogenic unit extracts only tritium. The gas
returning to the column has a lower concentration of tritium than the
liquid leaving the column.

This displacement of the equilibrium initiates mass transfer in the
catalytic exchange column. TWUP, therefore, is sustained by two
processes: electrolysis and cryogenic distillation.

(4) Characteristic No. 4 - Convenient Process
Control with Cryogenic Gas Feed Flow

Tritium enrichment In the main column, and, to a lesser extent, tritium
extraction at the top of the column is determined by:

(a) bed height (NTU)

(b) D/(D+H) profile which determines the separation factor

x (HTO) + (DTO)
a y (HT) + (DT)

(c) rate of tritium extraction by the cryogenic unit, P.

P = exn Gg, for example, in units of Ci/h.

where e = cryogenic tritium extraction
xn = bottom tritium concentration, Ci/mol
Gg = cryogenic gas feed, mol/h

The first two factors, NTU and D/(D+H), can be varied, if required, by
the gas/liquid flow and particularly the temperature. The cryogenic gas
flow and extraction howevei appear to offer the most convenient and
sensitive method for controlling the column tritium enrichment and other
parameters. The method is similar to that for control of tritium
enrichment in the first cryogenic stage by gas flow rates to the second
stage.
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(5) Characteristic No. 5 - Wash Column

The equilibrium can be represented by a straight line, as the tritium
concentrations are low and the effect of D/(D+H) is constant. A low
slope of the equilibrium line (m = I/a = 0.14 at 25°C) allows a large
ratio of G/L = 3. Column performance can be estimated from simple
equations:

h =

(6)

(y - y*)1 -

(Y -
In

(Y "

- (y -

• Y*)l

•Y*)2

U
NTU, where U =v
Characteristic

V*}2

linear

No. 6

velocity, m/s.

- Electrolysis to Feed Ratio

The ratio is 1.2 - 1.25 for water which can be recycled to the system,
and 1.5 for waste water disposed of as H2 or 03.

5.3.3 Pre-Enrichment of Tritlated Water

Pre-enrichment of tritiated water in the TWP can be beneficial, because
it can reduce the size of the cryogenic distillation system in the ISS by
reducing the required separative duty. In this manner. Distillation of
Water (DW) can be used for enrichment with either DE, LPCE, VPCE or
TWUP. With DE and TWUP, pre-enrichment also reduces the size of the
electrolysis unit and the electrolysis power requirement.

Process Combinations

Three processes are available to interlink the tritiated water streams
with the cryogenic distillation process. These are electrolysis, water
distillation and catalytic exchange.

Although liquid phase and vapour phase catalytic exchange are each able
to transfer tritium from water to elemental hydrogen, application of
these processes requires sufficiently large concentration changes. The
countercurrent nature of the liquid phase exchange process is
advantageous. If vapour phase exchange were used, three to eight stages
appear to be needed. This disadvantage in cost and complexity appears to
outweigh the poorer separation factor (about 5 at 80°C) in liquid phase
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than at the higher temperatures of the vapour phase process (2.14 at
200°C). Detailed combinations involving vapour phase exchange are not
presented. Liquid phase catalytic exchange (LPCE) is beneficially
operated at quite a high temperature, since both the equilibrium and the
kinetics are improved.

For the NET, two streams of water are being processed for tritium
removal. The larger is recycled but the smaller (55 kg/h of the 472 kg/h
total) represents inleakage to the system and must be reduced to a low
enough concentration for discharge to waste. Reasonably iow
concentrations (water at 0.0001 Ci/kg) can be produced from the stripper
section of the cryogenic system. For lower concentrations, a combination
of electrolysis and LPCE (the CECE process) is probably the only
effective technology.

Conversion by electrolysis (direct electrolysis) is the simplest process
for transfer of tritium. The entire water feed is electrolysed to
hydrogen gas at the same concentration. However, the contents of the
cell quickly reach an equilibrium concentration, about 12 times higher
than the feed and the effluent concentration, because electrolysis cells
typically produce a twelve-fold enrichment between tritium and protium.

The next simpler process is LPCE. The feed water flows through an
exchange column countercurrent to a flow of hydrogen coming from the top
of the cryogenic column. The smaller feed flow must be replaced by
electrolysis and so a small portion of the tritium-stripped water leaving
the LPCE column is electrolysed to provide the make-up. All processes
must have at least this minimum amount of electrolysis. The disadvantage
of the LPCE process comes from the adverse separation factor (5), which
results in a feed to the cryogenic system that is six to seven times
larger than with the direct electrolysis process.

Although the cost of cryogenic systems is relatively insensitive to si-">
(0.366 power), the LPCE process's cryogenic system costs over twice that
for direct electrolysis giving a relatively unattractive overall cosr.

One way of alleviating this adverse effect on the size and cost of the
cryogenic process is to combine LPCE with a pre-enrichment process.
Distillation of Hater (DW) is seen as a good choice, since it is a
well-established process, operates below atmospheric pressure and is
extremely reliable. While relatively bulky, it can operate with very
little attention.

There is no limit to pre-enrichment of water, but Ontario Hydro's
experience is limited to 70 Ci/kg and we have conservatively chosen that
as a safe limit. (At some concentration above 100 but below 1000 Ci/kg
exposure to tritium as water begins to pose a life-threatening risk in
the case of accidental exposure. The hazardous level depends, obviously.
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on the severity of exposure.) Where higher concentrations are
contemplated, we recommend the use of double containment for the cells,
which we estimate will double the unit cell cost and increase the
difficulty of maintenance.

Using the 70 Ci/kg limit, the DW-LPCE combination can have a
pre-enrichment of 70 for 1 Ci/kg feed. This is then followed by the
LPCE's 7-fold reduction in concentration and hence a cryogenic system
one-tenth that for the electrolysis process. So long as the cryogenic
process provides the waste stream, this is the minimum cryogenic size.
(Actually, the minimum size is 55/472 or 11.6 percent; 10 percent has
been used for simplicity and with trivial effect on scales or costs.)
Make-up for the hydrogen released from the top of the cryogenic system is
provided by electrolysing overhead water from the water distillation
system (at about 0.1 Ci/kg) and feeding the hydrogen to the bottom of the
LPCE column. The concentration of this gas is low enough to have little
effect on the design of the LPCE column compared to using gas from the
cryogenic overheads as the feed.

With feed at 4 Cl/kg. the DW-LPCE has to move four times as much tritium
to the cryogenic system at an unaltered concentration and so the
reduction vis-a-vls the electrolysis reference case is only to 40 percent
for the cryogenic system. The DW-LPCE combination for two cases (feed at
1 Ci/kg and 4 Cl/kg) is shown in Figures 5.3.6 and 5.3.7.

While the DW system has to perform varying degrees of enrichment, we have
ignored the cost conseguences and provided a realistic cost for a DW to
perform the maximum enrichment that is reguired. The reboiler and
condenser duties and the diameter of the packed column are in any case
the dominant factors in the cost though lower enrichment levels would
produce some savings in the cost of the specialized, high-cost packing.

Pre-enrichment by DW is also possible with electrolysis if the feed is
not too concentrated. However, the twelve-fold enrichment in the
electrolysis cell limits pre-enrichment to just under 6 Ci/kg and so the
combination of processes is not attractive with a 4 Ci/kg feed. A case
is presented with 1 Ci/kg feed in Figure 5.3.8.

The last combination of processes proposed for this duty of transfer to
the cryogenic system Is a variant of the CECE process (Combined
Electrolysis and Liquid Phase Catalytic Exchange) combined with water
distillation. This Is designated TWUP-DW (Tritium Washing and Upgrading
Process). The special feature of TWUP is that a pool of heavy water is
trapped in the bottom of the CECE exchange column and its electrolytic
cell. Hence, feed to the cryogenic column contains little protium. The
cell concentration should be not less than 95 percent heavy water. The
small component of HT is returned in the cryogenic overhead from the
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first cryogenic column in a predominantly D2 stream. However, HT has to
remain a very small component, hence the need for high deuterium levels
in the electrolysis cells. The cryogenic stripping requirements for a
TWUP process are not as large as for Electrolysis since there is no need
to reduce tritium to very low concentrations in the return stream from
cryogenic distillation.

The DW system has the effect of pre-enriching the feed water entering the
exchange column and substantially reduces the flows in these columns and
the amount of electrolysis.

This approach offers some simplification in the cryogenic column - there
are only D2 and DT at the bottom of the first cryogenic column. The
disadvantage is that D-T has a much lower separacion factor than has H-T
and so the size of the cryogenic process must be substantially increased,
offsetting partly the reduction achieved by TWUP pre-enrichment.
However, pre-enrichment with TWUP can be very large since the
electrolytic separation factor between T and D is only 2.0 and the gas
leaving the cells can be 35 times richer than the gas produced by direct
electrolysis of 1 Ci/kg water. We have not attempted to evaluate the
beneficial effect on cost of near-exclusion of protium from the feed to
the first cryogenic column.

TWUP, being a CECE-type process, can produce a depleted waste stream to
almost any desired level of detritiation. The upper part of its LPCE
exchange column operates in a protium-rich milieu and the H-T separation
factor is about 7, producing a very powerful stripper and much lower
concentrations than would be practicable from the overheads of the
cryogenic column. However, the quantities are small enough for the NET
application that this feature is probably not compelling.

As with all of the combination processes with pre-enrichment, the
benefits are weakened as the feed concentration rises because of the
70 Ci/kg limit imposed in the electrolytic cells. A much higher
concentration in the electrolysis cells is examined for 4 Ci/kg feed.
The amount of electrolysis is limited to the minimum needed to replace
the 50 kg/h flow that must be rejected. However, since that rejected
stream can be taken from the top of the TWUP (CECE) system, the cryogenic
system can take full benefit of the higher feed concentration coming from
700 Ci/kg in the electrolysis cells.

TWUP-DW cases are summarized for 1 Ci/kg and 4 Ci/kg feeds with
corresponding 70 and 700 Ci/kg electrolytic cell concentrations in
Figures 5.3.9 and 5.3.10.
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Discussion of Costs

Tables 5.3.7 and 5.3.8 show a cost comparison of the several combination
processes. Costs of most of these processes are not different enough to
be In themselves decisive and there are sufficient uncertainties in what
they would be five years from now and in the European context, that the
totals produce an uncertain basis for comparison. However, cost is an
Important factor and the breakdown of costs should allow appropriate
revisions. With the low capacity factor planned for the NET, though we
have assumed that the tritium recovery system would operate rather more
than twice as much as the NET itself, the resultant 14 percent capacity
factor still makes the operating costs comparatively unimportant beside
those for capital.

While direct electrolysis seems a very simple option, the scale is not
trivial and would probably lead to the use of over twenty very large
cells. As already noted, 10 percent of that electrolysis is inevitable
for any of the processes.

The liquid phase catalytic exchange columns are generally very small.
They are comparable in diameter though much shorter than the columns
successfully in operation for some years at the Mound Laboratory in the
United States. Their contribution to overall costs is very small.

The upper limit to the pre-enrichment of water is provided by the maximum
tritium oxide concentration that can be tolerated in a system. For CANDU
detritiation systems, a limit of about 70 Ci/kg is set for systems in a
single containment. Thus the following can be derived:

Pre-Enrichment Factors Usinq DW For
A Concentration Limit of 70 Ci/kg t.g Tritium Oxide

Feed Water
Concentration
Cl/L VPCE LPCE DE^ TtfUP*

0.1
1.0
4.0

•Separation Factor for electrolysis is 2 for DT/DTO and 12 for HT/HTO.

From the above table, it is clear that pre-enrichment by water
distillation may be justified for VPCE and LPCE up to a feed
concentration of 1 Ci/L, but cannot be justified for DE and TWUP at
1 Ci/L or above. Thus, whether pre-enrichment by DW can be used depends
heavily on:

700
70
18

700
70
18

60
6
1.5

120
12
3
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FIGURE 5.3.6

MATER DISTILLATION WITH LIQUID
PHASE CATALYTIC EXCHANGE (DW/LPCE) FEED 1 Ci/kg
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FIGURE 5.3.7
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FIGURE 5.3.8

ELECTROLYSIS AND WATER DISTILLATION: FEED AT 1 Ci/kg
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(a) permeation of tritium to the coolant
(b) desired coolant tritium concentration

For the NET, the predicted permeation rate ranges from 1 g/day to
4 g/day. For a 10,000 L/day processing rate, the coolant concentrations
(feed concentration to TWP) is in the range of 1.0 Ci/L to 4.0 Ci/L.
Therefore, for the NET, the additional complexity of having separate
water distillation towers for the relatively small pre-enrichment
probably cannot be justified. In addition, water distillation would also
require a source of steam, which depending on the location of the NET may
not be available.

Another option is to provide secondary containment around the
electrolysis units of TWUP and DE. In this case, the DW can be used to
enrich up to 70 Ci/kg and the concentration in the electrolyte is
proportionately higher.

5.3.4 Process Selection

The CECE process, out of the various candidate processes, concentrates
tritium in the water (electrolyte) to the highest value. This increases
the radiological hazard due to leakage. However, tills hazard can be
overcome by using secondary containment around the cell. Since more than
one cell will be required and heat dissipation frm the cells will be
necessary, secondary containment becomes costly and complex. Also, the
periodic maintenance and electrolyte replacement will result in increased
radiological exposure to personnel. In the studies carried out by
Ontario Hydro for the Darlington TRF, the cost of the CECE process,
without secondary containment, was not found to be significantly lower
than that for the other processes. Hence, taking the above factors into
account, the CECE process is not recommended for the TWP System at NET.

The extremely high levels of stripping available with the CECE process
are not needed in this application.

The important parameters for the VPCE, LPCE, DE and TWUP processes are
outlined in Table 5.3.4.

It can be seen, that the flowrate to the cryogenic unit for the LPCE is
approximately ten times that for DE. The flowrate for the VPCE is
approximately five times that for DE.

The vapour flow (V) above the feed point in the largest cryogenic column
is related to the condenser load and determines the size and the cost of
the cryogenic distillation unit. It is given by:

V = F (1 - Yw ) ( I ) + F
Y F a - 1
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TABLE 5.3.4

COMPARISON OF THE IMPORTANT PARAMETERS
OF THE VPCE, LPCE, DE AND TWUP PROCESSES

FOR COOLANT DETRITIATION

No. Parameter VPCE LPCE DE TWUP

1. Feedwater flow, kg/day 11224 11311

2. Feedwater concentration, Cl/kg 4.0 4.0

3. Concentration In return water, Cl/kg 0.08 0.11

4. H2/HT flow to the Cryogenic 6237 12569
Distillation Unit, kg/day

5. Tritium concentration to the 7.125 3.45
Cryogenic Distillation Unit, Ci/kmol

11000 13414

4.0 4.0

.001 0.72

1222.1 366.4*

72.0 480

D2/DT

V = vapour flow, kmol/h

F = feed flow to the cryogenic column, tanol/h

Yw = tritium concentration In the outlet stream from the
cryogenic column, Ci/kmol

Yp = tritium concentration in the feedstream to the cryogenic
column, Ci/kmol

r = V/Vinin, usually 1.3

a = relative volatility for H2/HT system
2.11/1.07 = 2.00 for 21.5 K. The activity coefficient for
H2/HT is estimated as 1.07.

Ontario Hydro has derived correlations for the capital cost and the power
consumption of the cryogenic units for hydrogen isotope separation.
These are based on actual equipment ordered and tendered in 1981. The
capital cost is proportional to v°*366 and the power consumption is
proportional to \fl-ol. Tne calculated values are shown in Table 5.3.5.
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TABLE 5.3.5 COMPARISON OF THE INTERNAL CIRCULATION PARAMETERS
OF THE VPCE,

Vapour Flow
tanol/h

V

yO.366

VO.81

LPCE, DE AMD

VPCE

305.3

8.12

102.9

TWUP PROCESSES

LPCE

615.25

10.49

181.6

DE

58

4

29

.4

.43

.96

TWUP

28.6

3.41

15.12

The front-end process costs are not the controlling costs for the process
choice. For DTO/D2 systems, the front-end costs were found to be
comparable for the three options VPCE, LPCE, DE. For HTO/H2
separations, the front-end costs favour electrolysis.
Also, as shown in Table 5.3.5, the capital cost and the power consumption
of the CD unit are significantly lower with a DE and TWUP front-end, than
with a VPCE or an LPCE front-end.

A comparison of DE and TWUP is shown in Table 5.3.6 for the base case of
4g/d tritium permeation into the coolant. The following are some
characteristics to be noted:

(a) TWUP exchanges H with D in a catalytic column and electrolyses
DTO, sending D2/DT to Cryogenic Distillation. DE sends
H2/HT to CD.

(b) The tritium separation factor in the electrolysis cells is 2.0
for DT/DTO and 12.0 for HT/HTO at 80°C.

(c) Electrolysis Is at 2.1 volts. The overvoltage for DTO
electrolysis is assumed to be 3.2 percent as compared with HTO
electrolysis.

(d) Relative volatility a for D2/DT is 1.2 at 24 K; for H2/HT
is 2.0 at 21.5 K.

(e) Electrolysis power requirement for TWUP is approximately
1.22 times that for DE.
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TABLE 5.3.6 COST COMPARISON OF DE AND TWUP PROCESSES IN 1985 ECU*

Electrolysis Power

Electrolysis Cost

Catalytic Column Cost

Concentration in Electrolyte

Cryogenic Distillation Cost

Cryogenic Power

D2O Inventory

020 Cost

TOTAL EQUIPMENT + D2O COST

TOTAL POWER REQUIRED

TWUP

3323 lew

5.9M ECU

1.10M ECU

48 Ci/kg

13.08M ECU

1250 kW

25186 kg

8.81M ECU

28.9M ECU

4573 kW

DE

2640 kw

5.0M ECU

-

48 Ci/kg

17.00M ECU

2229 kW

-

-

22.0M ECU

4869 kW

* ECU = European Currency Unit; 1 US $ = 1.38 ECU (1985).

From Table 5.3.6, it can be seen that for the case of 4g/d permeation,
the costs of a TWUP and a DE system are quite close. For lower
permeation rates and/or lower desired coolant concentrations (below
1 Ci/kg), pre-enrichment using vacuum distillation of water should be
considered with both TWUP and DE. For this study, the DE process which
is a proven technology, is recommended,

5.3.5 Process Description

The TWP System will form the electrolytic front-end, while the cryogenic
distillation unit will form the back-end and be a part of the Isotope
Separation System.

The TWP System can be sub-divided into:

(1) Feedwater Treatment;

(2) Electrolysis;

(3) Gas Purification, Drying and Compression.
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(1) Feedwater Treatment

The tritiated water is collected from the various systems (e.g. water
coolant, air detritlation) in stainless steel (304L) holding tanks. From
there, it is pumped through a train consisting of a carbon bed filter, a
mixed-bed ion-exchanger and a cartridge filter (0.2 micron). The
efficiency of the train is monitored by a conductivity cell. The
feedwater treatment must meet the water quality specification (e.g.
conductivity, pH, suspended solids, ppm of oil) required for the
electrolysis cells.

(2) Electrolysis

Various types of electrolysis cells are available for low level tritiated
water service and these have been described earlier. The electrolysis
cell data is shown in Table 5.3.9

The amount of tritiated water to be electrolyzed is approximately
11,323 kg/day or 472 kg/h. Since each cell has a capacity of 18.7 kg/h,
the number of cells required is 25. One cell will be kept on stand-by,
resulting in a total of 26 cells. The cells will operate in parallel and
the DC current requirement for each cell is approximately 50 kA. The
cell voltage is 2.1 V. Hence, the approximate power requirement for the
electrolysis cells will be 2860 kW.

The tritium concentration in the electrolyte Is calculated using the
separation factor (|3) given In Reference [37]. For an operating
temperature of 80°C, (3 Is approximately 12. P is defined as:

(3 = (H/T) gas
(H/T) electrolyte

For a feed concentration of 4 Ci/kg to the electrolysis cell, the tritium
concentration in the electrolyte is 48 Ci/kg, which is considered to be
acceptable from a safety standpoint.

The H2/HT and the O2 gas streams leaving the electrolysis cells are
collected in their individual manifolds. The purity of the gases leaving
the cells is extremely important from a safety standpoint and very
careful monitoring Is required.

(3) Gas Purification, Compression and Drying

The H2/HT gas emerging from the electrolysis is cooled to 30°C and is
collected in a common manifold. From there it enters the gas
purification system. The gas is further cooled to 10°C in a gas cooler
provided with a demister. It then flows into a suction tank, from which
it is fed to a liquid ring compressor. The outlet of the gas
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cooler is also connected to a gas holder, in order to balance the gas
pressure. The compressed gas passes through a separator and then through
a heater, where It is heated up to 75°C. This temperature is suitable
for the catalytic deoxo unit, where any residual O2 is rcnoved. The
gas is again cooled down to 10°C and is then dried with molecular sieve
beds, before being sent to the cryogenic distillation unit of the Isotope
Separation System.

The O2 gas emerging from the electrolyzers is also cooled to 30°C and
is collected in a common manifold. From there, It is sent to the bottom
of the oxygen scrubbing tower, where water is sprayed from the top. The
scrubbed O2 leaving the top of the tower is cooled to 10°C in a chilled
water gas cooler. The gas cooler is also equipped with a demister. The
outlet from the gas cooler is connected to a gas holder, which assists in
balancing the pressure. The cooled O2 gas is then fed to a suction
tank. From the tank it flows through a liquid ring gas compressor. The
compressed O2 next flows through a separator/demister tank. It is then
heated to approximately 80"C and is passed through a catalytic
dehydrogenation reactor, which removes any HT/H2 contamination. The
O2 gas stream is cooled to 30°C and is then sent to the recombiners.

The purified, compressed and dried H2/HT gas stream and is now ready
for Isotope separation.
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TABLE 5.3.7
COMPARATIVE COSTS FOR 4 Ci/kq

Process Combination

Electrical Power
- Electrolysis MW
- Cryogenic Distillation MW
- Steam kg/h
Electrical Cost (0.1 ECU/kWh)*
Steam (4 ECU/Mg)*
Capital Cost (1985 MECU)
Electrolysis
Water Distillation
Catalytic Exchange
Cryogenic Distillation
Heavy Water Inventory

Total (1985 MECU)

COOLANT CONCENTRATION, 4q/d

LPCE+DW

0.26
0.88
7900
0.14
0.04

0.5
15
0.01
12.2
~

27.9

TWUP+DW

1.84
0.24
7900
0.40
0.04

3.6
15
1
7.5
4.9**

32.0

TWUP+DW
(HC)

0.36
0.05
7900
0.07
0.04

1.7+
15
0.3
6.6
0.2**

23.8

PERMEATION

DE***

2.64
2.22
-
0.59

5.0
-
-

17

22.0

* 14% Capacity Factor
** 3L/kA Inventory, Small Cells
*** 13L/kA Inventory for Large Cells
+ Electrolysis Cells in Double Containment

TABLE 5.3.8
COMPARATIVE COSTS FOR 1 Ci/kq COOLANT CONCENTRATION,

Process Combination

Electrical Power
- Electrolysis MW
- Cryogenic MW
- Steam kg/h
Electrical Cost (0.1 ECU/kWh)
Steam* (4 ECU/Mg)*
Capital Cost
Electrolysis
Water Distillation
Catalytic Exchange
Cryogenic Distillation
Heavy Water Inventory

Total

LPCE+DW

0.26
0.22
7900

* 0.06
0.04

0.5
15
0.01
7.3
—

22.8

TWUP+DW

0.4
0.06
7900
0.1
0.04

0.9
15
0.3
7.1
0.2**

23.5

DE+DW

0.46
0.37
7900
0.10
0.04

0.8
15
-
8.9

24.7

lq/d PERMEATION

DE

2.64
2.22
-
0.59
-

5.0
-
-
17

22.0

LPCE

0.26
15.4
-
1.22
-

0.6
-
1.0

34.7
~

36.3

14% Capacity Factor
Assuming 3L/kA Inventory, for Small Cells
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TABLE 5.3.9

ELECTROLYSIS CELL DATA

Parameter Specification

1

1

0

0

3000

2

11

12

102.

.12 m

.37 m

.843 m

.84 m3

A/m2

.1 V

5 kPa

70°C

18.7 kg HTO/h

Length

Height

Width

Electrolyte Inventory

Operating Current Density

Cell Voltage

No. of Anodes

No. of Cathodes

Operating Pressure

Operating Taraperature

Capacity
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5.4 PLASMA EXHAUST PURIFICATION SYSTEM (PEP)

The PEP must process about 650 L/n (STP) of plasma exhaust. The
Impurities that can be expected in the plasma exhaust are somewhat
uncertain, but the following exhaust composition has been derived based
on overall plasma impurity levels estimated for NET and individual
impurity fractions estimated by the Tritium Systems Test Assembly (TSTA).

Component

H
D
T

Helium
CQ4. NQ3. Q2O*. CO. CO2

Flowrate g/h

5.0
48.2
72.2
5.2

10.0 maximum

Assuming, that the isotopic species exist in equilibrium at 300 K, the
following result is obtained:

Component

H2
HD
HT
D2
DT
T2
He

Impurities C,N,0

Moles/day

8.25
55.60
49.98
131.51
259.77
134.62
31.20
12.00

1%).
1.2
8.1
7.3
19.3
38.(1
19.7
4.6
1.8

L/h at STP

7.7
51.9
46.6
122.7
242.4
125.4
29.1
11.2

Total 682.63 100.0 637.0

An average molecular weight of 20 is assumed for the impurities,
helium, the maximum value of 5.2 g/h is used.

For

The PEP system must remove impurities from the plasma exhaust and produce
a mixed hydrogen isotope stream containing less than 0.1 mol % helium and
less than 1 ppm of other impurities. The PEP system must remove up to
5.2 g/h of helium (29 L/h at STP) and up to 10 g/h of CO, CO2.
tritiated water vapour, tritiated ammonia and methane from the plasma
exhaust stream leaving 99.9 mol % hydrogen isotopes to be sent to the
Isotope Separation System. The PEP System must also decompose the
tritiated impurities and recover the liberated hydrogen isotopes and send
these to the Isotope Separation System.

Q represents H, D or T
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5.4.1 Process Options

Most Plasma Exhaust Purification processes are composed of two steps:

(a) Main Process System which produces a purified DT product (about
25% D2< 50% DT, 25% T2> and a small concentrated impurity
st ream.

(b) Auxiliary Process System uhich recovers tritium from the
impurity stream. The tritium should preferably be recovered to
a high enough degree to, allow discharge of the impurities to the
atmosphere, or else to the waste treatment system.

The potential options which can theoretically be considered for the PEP
are shown in Table 5.4.1.

Table 5.4.2 summarizes the preferred and feasible options for NET out of
list shown in Table 5.4.1.

The tritium flow in the PEP feed is 1733 g/d or 23.7 times the blanket
tritium production rate of 73 g/d. Considering the large flow of
tritium, with relatively little dilution with helium or protium, it is
apparent that process options, such as Option 5 in Table 5.4.1, which use
helium carrier gas, are not suitable for NET.

The process option selection philosophy for MEV is based on selecting the
most appropriate option for the Main Process System and then selecting a
suitable Auxiliary Process System to complement this.

Auxiliary processes recover tritium from the impurity fraction of the
main process, so that the impurities have a low enough tritium
concentration for discharge to waste. The concentration of DT in the
impurity stream depends on the main process. As shown in Table 5.4.3,
the impurity stream from the cryogenic adsorber contains a much larger
fraction of DT than that from the Pd-diffuser.

5.4.1.1 Wain Process Options

(a) Cryogenic Adsorption

The main process is relatively simple and has been installed at
TST A C 3 8 ' 4 " ! . It is the preferred option, if the process is chosen
strictly on the grounds of proven characteristics and safety of
operation. Nearly all the impurities are adsorbed on a molecular sieve
at 77 K, except helium, which leaves the adsorber with DT. Each
molecular sieve bed at TSTA contains 1.6 kg of molecular sieve. Type 5A.
On the basis of molecular sieve regeneration every 12 hours, as at TSTA,
the NET adsorber would contain about 3.5 kg of molecular sieve per bed.
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TABLE 5.4.1

OPTIONS FOR PLASMA EXHAUST PURIFICATION
Process 3ystea

(associated a*ln coaponents
In parenthesis)

(A) m i n Process 3 W I M

1. 'In Vacuo' Zt/Al 3AE3 Getter
cartridge puaps or panels
(heater, cooling water, vacuust
puap fot regeneration)

Zt/il (3t-10I) SUBS "Cas
purifier' IbHUr, pu»p>:
Potential Alternative St-7O7
Alloy

Hot (J-fled Reactor {Mater.
heat exchanger. Zr/Al or
vacuua pissp on vacuua Jacket.
pressure relief)

4. Paliadlua-Alloy Heabrane
Dlffusar (transfer puap. '

5. Cryogenic Adsorption on
<«) aolecular slave (liquid Mj

cooler, pressure relief,
heater, transfer puap)

(b) charcoal (llq >d K2 or

cryogenic freezer, transfer
puap. pressure relief)
potential alternative

(c) crysorptlon puap

6. Cryogenic freezer (He
refrigerant, heat exchange.
ptaB>. pressure relief)

OS) AUXILIABT PKiufaA SyaThwd

7. Tr«nsfer/3to,'Kl» U-Bed
(heater, pusp. pressure relief)

(a) u-bed. (b) Tl-Bed (heater,
pusft. pressure relief)

9. DTO freezer (liquid N2"
fieat?r. pressure relief)

JO. Pt/Pd Catalyst and Molecular
Slave Stvstea (heater, puvp.
heat exchanger, cooler H2
or air addition!

Typical

400
Regen
700

sr-101
700

St-707
400

900

Absorpt
25-250
Regen
400

(a) 200/
40(1

(b) 225
700

160 %

Catalyst
150

Sieve
5-25

Main 3y»te* Functions

(a) Reaoval of lopurltles: reversible hydrldlng
of all hydrogen Isotopes: Irreversible
chcalsorptIon of "active gases" CO. CT>2
H2- O2: slow sorptlon of CH4:
decomposition of DTO releasing CT: He Inert

<b) vacuum control/pueplna: constant pressure
source of OT

Purification of rfe: ceverslblv/lrreverslble
absorptions saae as for l(a) above: optional
regeneration for recovery of OT

U-aetal reaction with c. 0. N cospourds
for»lnq Irrecoverable UC. uoj. UH. UN2-
decovposltlon of. and recovery of DT fro*
DTO. aBBonla and aetnane; He. and DT
passes through

Separates feed Into U ) purified DT
fraction, and (2) lapurlty fracclcn with
1-2% OT; requires safety system to resiove
"2 and further processing of lapurlty
fraction
Adsorption of DTO. asaonla. OO2. 00. aethane.
Oj. »2 ftca or-He. Requires auxiliary
systeas for oases and separation of DT/He

Freezes out the sas* ivputltles as Systen (5)
above; lapurltles freeze In different sections
of the freezer allowing separation during thaw-
out

Collection and storage of purified DT for
transfer to other systess

Reaova) of DT froa He; regeneration to
recover DT. Note: He/DT also separated
outside FCU with coapound cryopuaps or cryogenic
aethods

Recovery of water vapour: slapjer regeneration
than that with aolecular sieve
(a) Reooval qf 03 froa hydrogen a/2 02 *

DT -» DTO) and adsorption of water vapour
(b) Reaoval of DT/D2 froa He. purge qas.

and air streaas. and adsorption of water
vapour

Used or Tested By

(a) * (b)
TFTB [15.16]
Llvemre (131
(b) oniy
TSTX [381
Garchlng [43)

3AES [19.18]

TSTA [39.38.44J

JA6RI [33.41]

(a) and (b)
TSTA [38,39!
TASKA [45]
(c> Varlan [46.47)

T3TA [48] (design)
Hydrogen
Distillation [49]

TSTA [38]
Mnurx: [50)
LWeraore [51]
TFTR (52)

(a) CRN3 [24]
(b) T3TA [38)

TSTA [381
JAERI [53]
(S> TSTA [3«.«»J
(b) JAERI [53] ABCL

and Ontario
Hydro

Catalyst and
HolacuUr 31eve 3vstea
(beeter. puap. heat exchanger,
cooler. alr/Oj addition,
vscuiaj Jacket, pressure relief)

Catalyst
(a) 200

(a) Sane as 101b) above (a) TASKA [45]

12. Decoasosltlon of OTO
(al u-Bed
(b) ai-aed
(c) ng-Bed-
<d) Catalytic Co Reduction
(e) Ilectrolysls of tfater Vapour

(a)
(b)
(c)

<d>
(e)

125
300
40P-
550
200
600

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e>

DTO * U -• UO2 » free DT
DTO * Zn -* ZnO + free DT
DTO • Hg -> Plgo • free DT (He carrier)
DTO * CO •* DT • CO2 (gas reaction)
Solid zlrconlc electrolyte; separates
DT and 03; Ar carrier

(a I TSTA [38]
TASXA [45J

(b> JAEHI [331
(c) SRP [39]
(d) JAJRI [211
<e) JABtl [34)
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TABLE 5.4.2

Summary of the Plasma Exhaust Purification Options

(A) OPTIONS FOR MAIN PROCESS SYSTEMS

1. Cryogenic Adsorption at 77 K 1

- Minimal uncertainty, well
proven at TSTA, requires U-bed
for He separation, large DT
fraction in impurities.

2. Pd-fllloy Membrane Diffusion
- Clean DT fraction, not well
proven under field conditions

3. Hot U-Bed Reactors, 60Q-900°C
Permeation problem, potential
materials problem, disposal of
spent uranium, not promising.

4. Cryogenic Freezer
170 K - water
100 K - ammonia, CO2
50 K - methane
27 K - O2, CO, N2

5. U-Bed at 150"C/Zr Al with He Carrier
Simple CRNL method for small scale
only.

6. Compound Cryopumps
Primarily for He/DT separation.

7. In-Situ Torus Getters (TFTR)
Partial fuel purification

OPTIONS FOR AUXILIARY PROCESS
SYSTEMS

Direct Methods

1.1 U-beds at 60°C
- Simple method, potentially
high U-consumption.

1.2 U-Bed (150°C)/Getter (CRNL)
- Batch method, reduces
O-consumption.

1.3 Cryogenic Freezer (27-170 K)
Not premising for large scale.

1.4 Catalytic Oxidation & 160 K
Cold Trap or Mol. Sieve Dryer

2. Methods for DTO to DT
Conversion

2.1 O-Beds at 180oC (TSTA)
- High tl-consumption with main
process No. 1, but acceptable
with No.2.

2.2 LPCE
Integrated operation with LiPb
blanket T2 recovery.

.,3 Electrolysis
Reguires field demonstration.

2.4 Reduction with CO
Complex and unpromising method.

2.5 Reduction with Mq/Zn
Without oxide regeneration -
dilution with He for safety -
not promising.
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According to Kidnay and H i z a ^ ] , the "pure-component" hydrogen loading
on a molecular sieve at 77 K is approximately 108 cm^ (STP) per gram of
molecular sieve at a hydrogen pressure of 101 kPa (760 torr). This
loading can be reduced during the initial regeneration warm-up by
flushing with a small guantity of t>2 back into the main process stream,
before other impurities are released. The residual DT loading attained
at TSTA[39] ( after the initial warmup, pump-off and D2 flush, is
35 cm3 (STP) [DT/g of molecular sieve]. This agrees with values
measured by Kidnay and Hiza [47] for H2 with CH4, N2 impurities on
zeolites. On this basis, the guantity of DT entering the impurity
fraction for the NET is estimated to be

4 mol DT/regeneration = 8 mol DT/d = 24 gT/d.

Helium can be separated from DT and pumped off from uranium storage
beds. The degree of separation obtained by this method (less than 0.1%
He in DT) is sufficient since downstream cryogenic distillation can
complete the separation.. A more difficult liquid helium condenser for
DT/He separation, as considered for INTOR^*], is not required.

According to Andersont^O] r separation of helium with compound cryopumps
may (unacceptably) prolong the time for pump regeneration. This helium
separation procedure is not required, as the U-beds provide a relatively
simple alternative for the removal of helium.

These considerations show, that the adsorber's inability to separate DT
and He is not an important drawback for this process.

(b) Pd-Alloy Membrane Diffusion

Pd-alloy membrane diffusers are used on an industrial scale for hydrogen
gas purification. At Ontario Hydro's Darlington Tritium Removal
Facility, a commercially available diffuser (Matheson Company) will be
used to produce ultra-pure hydrogen for use in the refrigeration system.

The main advantages of the Pd-alloy diffusers are:

(1) Clean DT fraction
(2) Relatively low DT concentration in impurities
(3) Low tritium inventory.

Some or the disadvantages are:

(1) Potential poisoning/blockage of membrane by oil vapour or carbon
monoxide, which would require an air bake at 400-500°C for
regeneration.

(2) Difficult pressure/bleed control; a large vacuum pump is
required to reduce DT fraction in the impurities to a low level.
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Figure 5.4.1 Illustrates the general structural arrangement of a
tube-type diffuser. The feed gas enters an annular stainless steel tube,
flows to one end of the tube and then flows through the inner chamber of
the diffuser containing the Pd-alloy tube attached to a Ni-tube at the
"permeated DT gas" side of the diffuser. In this chamber the DT diffuses
through the Pd-tube and leaves via the Ni-tube. The impurities with the
residual DT leave the chamber at the "bleed gas" outlet.

FIGURE 5.4.1. FEED FLOW VS MEMBRANE
AREA. General Arrangement of Pd Dlfuser.
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Permeation coefficients for H2 and D2. as determined by
Yoshida et alf33l and for T2 by Fujita et alt^l], are shown in
Figure 5.4.2.

It shows the increase in the permeation coefficient with temperature to
be relatively small in the 200°-500°C range (the coefficient, however,
decreases rapidly below 200°C). For this reason, a "medium" temperature
of 300°C was selected by Yoshidat33! for PEP operations at which the
tritium permeation coefficient for T2 is
1 x 1GT7 m o l . c n r l . m i n - i O 5

The square root relation between permeability and pressure also shows,
that the benefits of an increased pressure are not large, so that for
tritium work, it is advisable to choose safer lower pressures.
Therefore, the recommended feed gas pressure is approximately atmospheric.

Hydrogen permeation through the membrane is caused by the hydrogen
pressure difference Pj> in the bleed stream and Pj in the permeated
gas, as shown in Figure 5.4.1. At the end of the tube, the permeation
rate approaches zero, Pj-, = -P\. Since the permeated gas is nearly
pure hydrogen, the partial hydrogen pressure P} is also nearly equal to
the total pressure at this low pressure side of the diffuser. Therefore,
the pressure P^ in the low pressure side of the diffuser establishes
the concentration of hydroqen (partial pressure P5) in the impurity
bleed stream.

To reduce the concentration of DT in the bleed (P5) to low values, a
large vacuum pump is required for the permeated gas. For a chosen
Pt = 97 JcPa for the feed, and Pj = 1.0 kPa for the permeated DT, the
minimum DT pressure in the bleed is 1.0 kPa. In order to provide a
driving force for mass transfer, a practical DT pressure in the bleed is
about 2 kPa. For a helium and impurity flow of 43.2 mol/d, as shown in
Table 5.4.3, the DT bleed flow is (2 x 43.2)/99 - 0.87 mol/d.

(c) Hot Uranium Reactor

Hot uranium beds are under development at TSTA [58] and KfK [59]. At
TSTA, the hot uranium reactors are designed to operate at 900°C. For
this temperature, a three-wall vessel design was used originally for the
containment of the hot uranium: two walls of stainless steel forming
another vacuum jacket, and an inner third wall of copper to prevent the
formation of eutectic*? with uranium. Very high deuterium/tritium
permeation rates at 900"C were encountered. A new TSTA container design
uses a ceramic material, alumina, for the inner wall. This design
reduced the permeation rate by about 100, but also introduced new
problems of joining and sealing the metal to the ceramic. For this
process, there is a potential for cracks in the wall due to the brittle
nature of ceramics and the large temperature gradients encountered.
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Other problems with the hot U-reactors include heater failures, long
start-up time, potential for ignition with O2 in the feed, and the
disposal of spent uranium. It is hoped that lower temperature operation
(700-800°C) can help solve the problem. However, low temperature
operation has not yet proved adequate for decomposing impurities[58].

(d) Cryogenic Freezer

A cryogenic freezer is potentially an attractive option for the NET,
especially if cryo-pumps are likely to be used for Plasma Exhaust
Pumping. If this were to be the case. Pumping, Purification and Isotope
Separation of the plasma exhaust could be synergistically combinsd in a
single cryogenic system and result in probable simplification and economy
of processing.

Cryo-freezing of the plasma exhaust down to about 30 K can remove all
impurities except helium and protium from the plasma exhaust. Separation
of helium can be performed during Plasma Exhaust Pumping using compound
cryo-pump designs such as the one developed at Los Alamos. Failing this,
a falling-film condenser upstream of the Isotope Separation System would
be required to remove helium.

A cryogenic freezer design considered for TSTA in 1977t48l is
illustrated in Figure 5.4.3. This was a folded plate-and-fin heat
exchanger made of 12 m of tubing. It provides paths for countercurrent
flow of process gas, refrigerant and helium for temperature control. The
estimated normal on duty cycle time was 12-24 hours. Subsequently, TSTA
concluded that the impurity load at TSTA is too large to use the freezer
method (2 freezers required for continuous operation).

The purification of plasma exhaust at nominally atmospheric pressure is
very much dependent on solid/vapour equilibria For the DT/impurity
system. By approximating H2 for DT, use can be made of literature data
on H2/CH4 and H2/CO/N2 systems.

Figure 5.4.4 shows H2/CH4 system. This indicates that purification
below 0.1 ppm requires a freeze-out temperature lower than 45K.

The measurements by Dokoupil^4] of solid-vapour phase equilibria for
the N2-CO-H2 system showed that, because of the close physical
similarity of N2 and co, they form a mixed crystalline solid with a
triple point temperature intermediate between that for pure N2 (63.1 K)
and pure CO (67.2 K). The partial pressure of this mixed solid, in the
presence of hydrogen, lies between the corresponding values for pure N2
and pure CO respectively, even when deviations from ideality are high,
i.e. at the lower temperature and high pressures of hydrogen. For the
present, therefore, we will consider only the simpler two-component
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FIGURE 5.4.3
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N2~^2 system, which represents the worst case from the point of view
of deviations from ideality. The measured phase equilibria are shewn in
Figure 5.4.5, where the high solid deposition rates for a hydrogen flow
rate of 25.000 Mm3/h are also included. The vapour pressure
measurements for pure N2 show that there is little deviation from
ideality at a pressure of 1.3 atm, at least down to 33 K.

Figure 5.4.5 shows that a temperature of about 28 K is required to reduce
the concentration of N2/CO to below 0.1 ppm in the vapour phase.

Another potential problem with the cryogenic freezer option is the
possible solution of DT in the liquid or solid CO or N2 at about 30 K.
Even though DT at this temperature is above Its normal boiling point,
substantial contamination of the liquid phase can occur with this.

For illustration, assuming 1.8 percent CO, N2 and 98.2 percent DT in
feed (based on assumed feed composition), and using Raoult's Law,

where pyi = vapour pressure of component
P = Total pressure
Kj = Vapour-liquid equilibrium ratio

Therefore Kp^ =3.9
Kco = 0.001

Now, where

Nj = mol fraction of component 1 In the feed (N£j<p = 0.982)
X-j = mol fraction of component i in the liquid
L = Fraction of feed that is condensed
V = Fraction of feed that is vapour = 1-L

A material balance shows:

For the above conditions at 30 K, this calculation shows that L = 0.024
and X D T = 0.25. This 25 mol percent of the condensed phase is DT, and
it Is apparent that a cryogenic freezer used for removing impurities such
as CO or N2 will condense substantial fractions of DT along with the
impurities, and thus will also necessitate further treatment of the
impurity fraction.
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FIGURE 5.4.4
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FIGURE 5.4.5
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Estimates for the cryogenic freezer cycle time at normal TSTA conditions
support a need for regeneration every 12 to 24 hours£48>12], T^e
required cryogenic freezer is large and is not a promising option on the
NET reactor scale.

5.4.1.2 Process Selection

Therefore, the main process choice is limited between a cryogenic
adsorber and a Pd-diffuser. Table j.4.3 shows a comparison of these two
processes.

TABLE 5.4.3 Comparison of Pd-Alloy Diffuser and Cryogenic Adsorber.

PEP Feed Composition of the Impurity stream
to rejected by the:

Main Process Cryo- adsorber Pd- Diffuser
(mol/d) (mol/d) (mol/d)

DT(D2-DT-T2) 525.6 8 0.87

HD-HT-H2 113.8

Helium* 31.2 31.2 31.2

All Other Impurities 12.0 12.0 12.0
(HTO. O2. N2, CO,
CO2, methane)

Total 682.6 51.2 44.07

For cryogenic adsorption, it is assumed, that helium is separated
from DT with U-beds and mixed with the impurity fraction for further
detritiation.

The cryogenic adsorber clearly is inferior to the Pd-alloy diffuser,
because it produces an impurity stream with almost 8 times the tritium
content and also needs an auxiliary uranium bed.

On the basis of the discussions presented above, the main process
selected for the PEP System is the Pd-alloy diffuser process.

5.4.2 Design Description

It is well known, that Pd metal alloys exhibit significant permeability
to hydroqen isotopes, but are virtually impermeable to other gases. This
phenomenon has been exploited commercially for many years in the
separation of hydrogen from other gases and in the production of
ultra-pure hydrogen.
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Formation of an alloy of palladium with silver is beneficial for hydrogen
permeation for two reasons. Alloys with greater than 20% silver content
show no embrittlenient or physical damage, after extensive thermal cycling
with hydrogen[57], as compared to pure palladium, which shows extensive
damage. This mechanical stability of the Pd-Ag alloy is achieved,
because the phase transition from <* to the p palladium hydride phase
is suppressed in the alloy. In addition, the Pd-23% Ag alloy shows one
of the highest hydrogen permeabilities amongst the vaiious alloys
tested£57J.

There have been some reports in the literatureC55] of Pd-alloy
diffusers experiencing brittle failures at the welds, caused by thermal
cycling or hydrogen embrittlement. However, extensive operation under
thermal cycling has been recently demonstrated^, 42],

Recently, a palladium diffuser has been tested at TSTA [58]. Analyses of
diffuser gases, using a laser Raman spectrometer, has shown that methane
in the presence of tritium is decomposed to a high degree into its
constituent elements. The results could be advantageous or
disadvantageous for the PEP process, depending on the fate of the
liberated carbon, which is not presently known.

There is also concern that tritium in the Pd-alloy membrane may decay to
helium in-situ and thus cause embrittlement. In an experiment, samples
of Pd-alloy were immersed in tritium at 300°C for nine months. No
degradation, such as might be expected from bubbles of helium, has
appearedt58l.

Potential poisoning of the permeation membrane by CO is also a concern.
This can be avoided by close control of the operating temperature,
maintaining it between 300°C and 325°C and thereby eliminating the
poisoning effect which appears below 300°C. A room temperature oxidizer
upstream of the Pd-alloy diffuse to oxidize CO (without substantially
oxidizing DT) is not felt to be necessary and can be avoided by careful
design.

Figure 5.4.6 shows the flow diagram of the proposed PEP process. If
Yoshida'st33] type of diffuser is used, the required permeation
membrane area is about 4500 cm^, as shown in Figure 5.4.1. The
Pd-a'loy diffusion cells operate at 300°C and 101 kPa. About 150 cells,
each 60 cm in length and 0.16 m outside diameter are required. The
hydrogen isotopes on the permeate side are cooled in a gas/gas heat
exchanger. A vacuum pump is needed to keep the pressure on the permeate
side to 1 kPa. The pumping speed needed for this vacuum pump is about
60 m^/h. This can be achieved by a Roots type blower, with perhaps, a
sliding-vane pump as a backing pump. A tritium compatible Roots type of
mechanical booster pump bas heen developed, and is described by
Budgenf'2]_ <rne p U r e hydrogen isotopes on the permeate side are sent
as feed to the Isotope Separation System.
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The composition of the bleed stream is shown in Table 5.4.3.

It is felt that an oxygen removal step upstream of the Pd-alloy diffuser
is not necessary. The Pd-alloy diffuser surface would act as a
recombination catalyst, and would promote recombination of any oxygen
present in the plasma exhaust to moisture which would stay in the bleed
stream.

Downstream of the diffuser, this stream is oxidized using a precious
metal catalytic oxidizer. In order to convert methane and ammonia, the
oxidizer is operated at 800 K. Stoichiometrically excess oxygen is added
upstream of the catalytic oxidation beds to promote conversion. The
hydrogen isotope concentration in the bleed stream is just under 2 mol%.
Therefore, the heat of combustion will probably be enough to maintain the
oxidation temperature at 800 K. The discharge from the catalytic
oxidation beds is cooled. The moisture in this stream is removed on cold
traps held at about 160 K.

Figure 5.4.6 illustrates the PEP System using cold traps held at about
160 K. It shows, that up to 0.9 mol/day of DTO, containing 26,000 Ci/day
are trapped.

FIGURE 5.4.6

FLOW DIAGRAM OF A PEP SYSTEM BASED ON Pd-ALLOY DIFFUSION
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The cold trap method is suitable because of the low flowrate of the bleed
stream, and is also preferable to molecular sieve dryers because of the
low residual inventory of tritium. Carbon dioxide produced in the
recorabiner would also be captured in the cold trap and would occupy some
of the surface. The cold trap design would have to accommodate the CO2.

It is assumed, that the impurity stream contains 25% C(DT>2.
25% N(DT>i,5 and 50% CO2, CO, N2, NO etc.

The water collected from the cold traps would be decomposed by
electrolysis. Electrolysis of concentrated DTO is under development at
various laboratories and cells may be demonstrated by 1990, at which time
they can be considered for the NET. The quantity of water requiring
electrolysis for the NET is very small, only of the order of 10 mL/h.
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5.5 ISOTOPE SEPARATION SYSTEM (ISS)

The Isotope Separation System receives several mixed gaseous streams
comprising different hydrogen isotopes (HT. H2> DT, DH, etc.). Its
function is to separate the hydrogen isotopes, in order that tritium and
deuterium may be returned to the Plasma.

The ISS will receive the following feed streams:

(a) a predominantly T2 stream at 30°C from the Li Pb liquid
breeder blanket tritium recovery system consist4ng of 3.04 g/h
of tritium (T), or a predominantly H2 stream at 30°C from the
Li-ceramic solid breeder blanket tritium recovery system
consisting of 1014 g/h of protium (H) and 3.04 g/h of tritium
(T);

(b) a mixed D.T stream at 30°C from the Plasma Exhaust Purification
System consisting of:

48.2 g/h of deuterium (D),
72.2 g/h of tritium (T),
5.0 g/h of protium (H);

(c) a predominantly H2 stream at 30°c from the Tritiated Water
Processing System consisting of:

5.09 x 104 g/h of protium (H),
0.167 g/h of tritium (T).

The ISS will separate the hydrogen isotopes and deliver the following
product streams:

(a) a relatively pure H2 stream at 50.9 kg/h suitable for
swamping, recombination or discharge to the environment;

(b) a D2 stream of greater than 99.9 percent purity for the Fuel
Preparation and Delivery System and/or the Fuel Storage System;

(c) a T2 stream of greater than 99 percent purity for the Fuel
Storage and/or the Fuel Preparation and Delivery System;

(d) a D,T stream containing less than 0.1 percent H for the Fuel
Storage System;

(e) an H2, HD and Helium stream suitable for rejection to the
environment.

The D2 and T2 streams for refueling could be mixed. However, it is
expedient and without cost penalty to produce pure fractions which could
be conveniently used for fine tuning the composition of fuel just
upstream of the injectors.
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3.5.1 Process Options

The processes available for the separation of hydrogen isotopes are
listed In Table 5.5.1.

TABLE 5.5.1 PROCESSES FOR THE SEPARATION OF HYDROGEN ISOTOPES

No. Process Comments

1. Cryogenic Distillation

2. Pd-Alloy Permeation

3. Gas Chromatography

4. Temperature Swing Adsorption

5. Pressure Swing Adsorption

6. Infrared Laser Multiple Photon
Dissociation (ILHPD)

7. NH3/H2 and other dual
temperature exchange process

8. Thermal Diffusion

9. Water Distillation

Preferred process for all
front-end options

Not yet developed for large-scale
separation

A batch process, at present only
able to process small quantities
at a time

Not yet developed for large-scale
isotope separation

Not yet proven for large-scale
hydrogen isotope separation

Only laboratory scale experiments
performed to date. Long-term
reliability and scale-up has still
to be demonstrated

Uneconomical and unsafe for tritium
extraction

Restricted to small scale
application only. Not suitable
for NET

Not suitable for high
concentrations such as at NET

The NH3/H2 and other dual temperature exchange processes are
considered unsafe for tritium application, because of the corrosive
chemicals involved, high inventories and relatively severe process
conditions. Hence, these processes will not be considered. A brief
description of the other processes is given below:
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(a) Permeation through Pd-Alloy Membranes

The permeation method for separating hydrogen Isotopes makes use of the
differences in the permeation rates of hydrogen isotopes through
Palladium (Pd) alley membranes. Pd-alloy membranes are very effective in
separating hydrogen "as from other gases to produce ultra-pure hydrogen
gas for commercial purposes. The application to hydrogen isotope
separation is a fairly recent development.

Hydrogen isotope separation requires a multistage system, since the
separation per stage is small. In each stage, roughly one half of the
hydrogen gas present in the feed stream permeates through the membrane
along the pressure gradient. A change In the hydrogen isotopic
composition occurs between the permeated gas and the depleted gas and
this depends on the "separation factor". The separation factor is
defined as the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of two isotopes.
Ideally, the diffusion coefficient Is proportional to m-^2, where m is
the mass of the diffusing isotope. The ideal or elementary separation
factors for the hydrogen isotopes are:

HT = (mT/mH)1/2 =1.13
HD = (mD/mH)1/2 = 1.41
DT = (mT/mD)1/'2 = 1.22

From the above ideal separation factors, it can be seen, that the H atoms
permeate through the membrane 1.73 times faster than the T atoms and 1.41
times faster than the D atoms. Due to the small value of the separation
factors, a multiplication of the separative effect Is required to achieve
a significant separation. This is achieved by arranging the separation
units into a cascade.

As an example, Naito et al.C^O] have estimated, that for a typical
fusion reactor fuel clean-up system, two cascades would be required. The
first, with 47 stages, would remove most of the protium impurity. The
second, with 46 stages, would produce a greater than 99 atomic percent D
product stream and 64 percent T/36 percent D tails stream. More stages
would be required to produce a T2 stream with a purity of greater than
99 percent.

The attractive features of the Pd-alloy membrane diffusion process are
its simplicity and suitability for continuous operation. The drawbacks
of this process are:

(I) necessity for high temperature (400"C) operation;
(II) weakening of the membrane due to thermal cycling;
(iii) poisoning by impurities;
(Iv) need for a large number of stages for effective separation.

Yoshida et al.E333 claim to have overcome the problems of thermal
cycling and hydrogen embrittlement by taking advantage of recent advances
in fabrication technology. Their tests have also indicated, that
membrane poisoning will not pose any problems.
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Overall, the Pd-alloy diffusion process may be regarded as theoretically
promising. However, it has yet to be demonstrated on a large scale with
r.ritium and the potential complexity of the flowhseet may make this
process unacceptable.

(b) Gas Chromatography

Gas chromatography has been proposed by Weichselgartner et al.^l] and
Ontario Hydro has a feasible method for separating hydrogen isotopes.
The method has been demonstrated on a laboratory scale with a dual column
chromatograph, which had a maximum sample size pf 800 ml (STP)/column.
Product purities of up to 99.9 percent were achieved using a cycle time
of 120 minutes. No large scale experiments have been performed to date.

The advantages of gas chromatography are:

(i) high purity of the separated species;
(ii) compact size;
(iii) low cost;
(vi) low tritium inventory.

The disadvantages are:

(i) batchwise process;
(ii) small unit throughput;
(iii) poor scale-up economy, necessitating complex modular approach.

The process has not been demonstrated on an industrial scale. Available
information shows, that this process is suitable for laboratory scale
separations and is not competitive for large scale applications, such as
at NET. Hence, gas chromatography cannot be considered as a viable
process for tritium separation for NET.

(c) Temperature Swing adsorption Process

Temperature and pressure swing adsorption processes are widely used in
industry to separate gas mixtures. Recently, these methods have been
proposed for separating hydrogen isotopes£62.63,64] _ <pne p r o c e s s
involves inducing oscillatory motion of concentration wave fronts within
the adsorption columns, with a drift to one end of the apparatus.

The temperature swing method exploits the difference in the adsorption of
hydrogen isotopes on vanadium hydride. For H-T exchange on vanadium
hydride, it has been found, that the separation factor, a, is given by:

o = 1.9 - 0.0063T (°C)

a = (T/H) solid
(T/H) gas

T/H is the ratio of tritium and protium atoias.

From the above equation it can be seen, that a --- 1.9 at 0°C, but only
1.52 at 60°C.
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FIGURE 5.5.1
IDEALIZED REPRESENTATION
OF A DUAL-TEMPERATURE STAGE

FIGURE 5.5.2
COMPARISON OF IDEAL WITH
REAL:ZABLE DUAL-TEMPERATURE STAGE

Feed gas

T/H Solid phase T/H Selld phase

Figure 5.5.1 shows schematically, how the difference in a can be used
to effect a separation of tritium and protium. For example, suppose a
gas stream with a tritium concentration 'A' enters a cold bed. which has
previously been equilibrated with a feed gas of the same composition, but
at a higher temperature. At the start of such an operation, the cold
vanadium hydride (VH2) will have a tritium concentration 'D', whereas
its equilibrium concentration wil.T be represented by 'E'. In moving from
'D' to 'E', the solid phase will remove tritium from the gas phase,
causing its tritium concentration to fall to 'F'. At breakthrough, when
most of the solid phase is at point 'E1, the process must be terminated,
since no more tritium can be removed from the feed gas. If at this
point, the bed of solid VH2 is heated to the higher feed temperature
and the feed gas is continued, the gas will pick up tritium from the
solid phase and approach point 'G' in concentration. The solid will now
lose tritium and will return to the concentration at point 'D1. The net
effect of this cycle is to separate the gas mixture into a lean gas at a
concentration 'B' and a rich gas at a concentration ' C .

In a real device, the necessity to maintain concentration gradients
restricts the gas and/or the solid phase from achieving equilibrium
concentrations. Figure 5.5.2 depicts the achievable concentrations
versus the corresponding equilibrium ones. The actual separation (C'-B1)
will be less than the ideal separation (C-B).

The effective separation represented by C/A is ocold/ohot, whereas
the effective separation represented by C/B is (acold/ahot)2.
Assuming that the hot and cold beds are operated at 60°C and 0°C
respectively, the effective a is 1.25.

Hence, many dual-temperature stages would be needed in a cascade to
realize significant tritium concentration.
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Hill et alt63! recently conducted tritium experiments with the
temperature swing process using a two-column system. They found that,
although the process behaviour followed the overall trends predicted by
the equilibrium theory, it was significantly modified by kinetic isotope
effects and by finite values of hydrogen adsorption and isotope
exchange. Tritium was adsorbed and released more slowly than hydrogen.
Thus, on a short time scale, the kinetic isotope effect led to
preferential hydrogen uptake, but on a long time scale, it was followed
by the equilibrium effect with preferential tritium uptake.

No studies have been performed to date with the number of stages required
for practical tritium separation. The process requires considerable
development, before it can be considered for industrial applications.

(d) Pressure Swing (or Heatless) Process

The pressure swing process is a continuous cycle adsorption process,
which is used to separate a gas mixture into two streams. One stream,
which contains more of the strongly adsorbed species is called the
"purge" stream. The other, which contains a lesser amount of the
strongly adsorbed species is called the "product" stream. This method is
used, when the composition of the adsorbed gas or the amount of gas
adsorbed by the solid varies with pressure. The principles of the
process are similar to those of the temperature swing process. •

Experimental work, on small-scale hydrogen isotope separation, using this
process has been described by Weaver and Hainrint"], Large-scale
multistage studies have not been performed to date. Hence, this method
cannot be considered for industrial application with tritiated hydrogen.

(e) Infrared Laser Multiple Photon Dissociation Process (ILMPD)

The ILMPD Process is under active investigation, as a method for
recovering tritium from light or heavy water. For tritium recovery from
heavy water, chemical exchange of tritium with deuterated chloroform is
followed by the selective laser dissociation of the tritiated chloroform
and removal of the tritiated photoproduct, TCL. The single stage
separation factor is at least 2700 and may be greater than 50001^.73] _

In the ILMPD Process, irradiation of a molecule with pulsed infrared
radiation at a strongly absorbed wavelength can result in the absorption
of over 30 photons and the subsequent dissociation of the molecule. By
irradiating the gas molecules with a laser beam of a particular
wavelength, for which the deuterated and the protonated molecules are
transparent, primarily tritiated molecules are dissociated. Then, the
simple chemical separation of the dissociation products allows the
recovery of the highly enriched tritium. Trichloromethane has been found
to be best for T/D separation, while trifluoromethane is best for T/H
separation. The carbon dioxide laser is the laser of choice.
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However, the ILMPD process is at an early development stage,
Industrial-scale experiments have not yet been performed and continuous
operation has not been demonstrated. Further R&D work is required to
make It a viable Industrial process.

(f) Cryogenic Distillation (CD)

Cryogenic Distillation for the separation of hydrogen isotopes is an
industrially proven process. Plants for H/D separation are in operation
in India, Switzerland and Germany, while those for H/D/T separation are
in operation in Grenoble (France), at the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(USA) and the Savannah River Laboratory (USA). Plants for H/D/T
Separation are under construction at Ontario Hydro's Darlington Nuclear
Generating Station and at AECL's Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories in
Canada. CD is the process of choice for the NET and it will be described
in detail in the next section.

5.5.2 Process Descrlpcion

A schematic flowsheet of the ISS is shown in Figure 5.5.3. The feed and
the product streams of the ISS are identified on page 104 of Section 5.5.

FIGURE 5.5.3
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The H/T stream from the Tritiated Water Processing System (c) will be
treated in one Cryogenic Distillation cascade, henceforth referred to as
CD1. Streams from the breeder blanket (a) and the Plasma Exhaust
Purification System (b) and the tritium-rich product from CD1 will be
combined and treated in a separate cascade CD2. The two cascades will in
effect be integrated, as shown in Figure 5.5.3.

(a) Treatment of the H/T Stream - CD1

This stream from the TWP System is predominantly an H 2 gas stream:

H 2 = 5.09 x 10
4 g/h

T 2 = 0.167 g/h

The hydrogen stream is assumed to contain the natural abundance amount of
deuterium (approximately 150 ppm by weight). The following equilibrium
at 300 K (30cC) is assumed:

H 2 + T 2 *" 2 HT % r = 2.58

D 2 + T 2 *" 2 DT K D T = 3.82

H 2 + D 2 *~ 2 HD KHD = 3.26

The feed flow rate to the first column of CD1 = (5.09 x 104)/2 + (0.167)/6
= 2.545 x 104 mol/h

Calculations indicate that CD1 has approximately 400 theoretical stages,
distributed between two columns. In designing the distillation cascade,
the two-suffix Hargules equation was used, to represent non-idealities in
the liquid phase, as suggested by Souers^67^. The activity
coefficients in the first column were:

H 2 = 1.0
HT = 1.075
T 2 = 1.22

These coefficients are relatively constant over the entire column height.

The first column in CDl separates the bulk H2 from HT. With a 60 stage
stripping section, the overheads contain about 4 x 10"^ mole fraction
of HT, which is equivalent to a release of 0.6 Ci/day to the
environment. The bottom product of the first column is significantly
enriched in HT and is fed to the second column. The second column can be
constructed either separately or as a reduced-diameter bottom section of
the primary column. A further enrichment, by a factor of about 100,
takes place in this column. The second column segregates D2, DT and
T2, from H2 and HD. The HT is converted to H 2 and T 2 by a
catalytic equilibrator. The second column has a draw-off and a recycle,
as suggested by Kinoshitat68!.
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The overheads from the second column of CD1 are recycled to the first
column. The bottom product from the second column contains all the
tritium, approximately one percent of the total H2 and almost all the
D2. This stream is fed to the first column of CD2. The CD1 cascade
operates at a pressure of 120-130 kPa and a temperature of about 23 K.

(b) Treatment of the D/T Stream - CD2

Two process options are available for this cascade. The first option is
to use a four-column cascade, as is presently in use at the Tritium
Systems Test Assembly (TSTA) of the Los Alamos National Laboratories.
The system has been recently commissioned.

The second option, shown in Figure 5.5.3, has been recently proposed by
Kinoshitat68J.

This option utilizes only two columns, which are larger than those used
in the TSTA. The complete separation of the isotopes is achieved by
having a side draw-off from each column, which is passed through a
catalytic equilibrator and then recycled to the feedstream of the
particular column. The top product stream from the first column is an
H2/HD stream, which is returned to the feedstream of the first column
of CD1. The stripping stages, provided in CD1, are used for the final
detritiation of this stream. The bottom product stream from the first
column of CD2 is fed to the second column of CD2. The second column in
this arrangement produces an overhead D2 stream, which has a 99 percent
purity. The bottom T2 stream also has a 99 percent purity. Both the
D2 and the T 2 streams are sent to the Fuel Storage System. The CD2
cascade operates at a pressure of about 120 kPa and a temperature of
approximately 24 K.

(c) Equipment and Materials

In general, 304L or 316L stainless steel will be used as the material of
construction to ensure adequate ductility at cryogenic temperature and
compatibilty with a tritium/hydrogen environment.

Each column will consist of an overhead condenser, an ordered packing,
and a reboiler. The condenser may either be integral with the column or
a separate plate-fin arrangement. The integral exchanger will involve a
longer column and result in a greater hold-up, due to the number of coils
required to be wrapped around the outside of the condensing section.
Problems could develop, if the solder used to attach the coils were to
separate from the column, reducing the heat transfer between the
refrigerant and the process. A separate exchanger, typically of the
plate-fin type for reduced hold-up and a smaller coldbox, will have the
potential disadvantage of leaks developing in the separator plates.
Leakage of the refrigerant into the process fluid can be avoided by
introducing a vacuum space between the two streams, but this will
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Increase the size of the exchanger and require, that leakage Into the
vacuum space (coldbox vacuum) be considered In the design of the vacuum
Insulation system. Neither option Is considered superior to the other,
but In both cases the need to ensure quality of fabrication is essential.

The packing for all the columns shall typically be made of stainless
steel. It Is critical, especially In the small columns, to ensure that
the construction and installation of the packing be such, that the
performance results are adequate. Problems with keeping straightness and
avoiding channeling become paramount in small, long (> 3 metres)
columns and it is better to accept Increased tritium hold-up, than to
risk poor performance.

The reboiler for the primary column will be either integral or separate,
similar to the condenser, but will have the refrigerant stream
condensing. The refrigerant will subsequently be sent to the condenser,
before returning to the compressor. Reboilers for the secondary columns
will most likely be electrically heated and be integral with the
columns. The sumps themselves may be of stainless steel with enhanced
surfaces for better heat transfer, or they may be machined from copper or
aluminum blocks, and attached to the column with bimetallic transition
pieces.

To provide for the possible loss of refrigeration, an expansion tank will
be included (in the coldbox or free standing) and sized to keep the
warm-up pressure below the design pressure of the system. In addition, a
separate expansion tank and rundown system is usually provided for the
secondary columns, which will be isolable from the primary column. The
second expansion tank will serve the same purpose as the one above, while
the rundown {uranium beds) system will serve to avoid having to dilute
the high tritium column inventories, in case of a maintenance outage.
This design will reduce the start-up time significantly.

Flow between the columns may be effected by the use of pumps of the
bellows or scroll type, which will be located outside the coldbox in a
nitrogen-purged glove box. Alternatively, by providing a liquid leg
between the condenser and the column inlet of sufficient length to offset
the pressure differential between the columns, the use of pumps, which
could be a source of unreliability, may be avoided. Both methods are
equally satisfactory, but the use of pumps allows greater flexibility of
operation.

instrumentation within the coldbox will normally be duplicated. Any
instrument tubing that contains process fluid and exits the secondary
containment will be physically protected, and preferably located in a
purged glovebox. These penetrating lines provide potentially serious
leakage paths, especially during a warm-up, when pressure increases 5 to
10 times over the normal operating pressure 11-1.4 kPa). The
determination of the product purity directly requires the use of a
complicated analyzer system. Alternately, an indirect method, based on
material balances and operating experience may be used. The latter
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should be avoided. In our opinion. As a minimum, some kind of automatic
batch analysis of an intermediate or a product stream would serve to
improve the operational flexibility and effectiveness greatly. The
product draw-off itself may be continuous or batchwise, but in either
case, it would be done slowly over a long period of time to ensure that
concentration profiles within the columns are not disturbed.

Materials used in the distillation cascade will be limited to stainless
steel, aluminum, or copper. Halogenated plastics or elastomers shall ::ot
be used on seals, valve seats or other components in contact with the
tritiated process fluid, and where necessary for tight seals, polyamide
and/or metal valve seats and Helicoflex (or equivalent) type gaskets will
perform adequately. Connections, that cannot be welded shall be made
with Cajon VCR fittings to ensure leak tightness. The use of bimetallic
transition pieces shall be minimized, as these constitute higher
probability leak potentials. Piping shall be designed, so as to
eliminate the use of expansion joints.

(d) Refrigeration

Due to the low operating temperature of the distillation cascade, only
helium and hydrogen will be suitable for providing refrigeration. Helium
has the advantage of being inert, however, It Is a superheated gas at
24 K, whereas hydrogen is close to its boiling point. This lends a
significant thermodynamic advantage to hydrogen, since its latent heat of
vaporization can be efficiently utilized in the reboiler and condensers
of the cascade. In the case of helium, the same duty has to be provided
by sensible heat.

In the case of NET, helium may bfe the preferred choice, since it will be
available on-site to cool the superconducting magnets of the Tokamak.
The incremental cost of using on-site helium is judged to be lower than
the cost of a dedicated hydrogen refrigerator.

The reliability of this subsystem is a critical factor in the performance
of the ISS plant as a whole. Refrigeration upsets and outages can cause
disturbances to the concentration profile that require substantial time
to recover. Warm-ups, cool-downs, and the establishment of concentration
profiles shall be minimized, and the refrigeration system shall be
designed accordingly. It should be noted that the primary cause of
unreliability in the Grenoble tritium removal plant is attributed to the
refrigeration system.

(e) JnsuJation

A vacuum-insulated coldbox is the optimum insulation metl.od for all
cryogenic components. It would avoid the use of bulk powt^r type
insulation, which is substantially less effective for the low
temperatures encountered and which could cause problems, if access to the
coldbox internals were necessary. It would also have to be treated as an
active waste material, if tritium leaked into it.
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If a high vacuum (0.001 Pa, or, 10"'8 atm) could be maintained, there
would usually be no nead for a liquid nitrogen cooled radiation shield
around the distillation equipment. The use of such a shield would add to
the complexity of the coldbox, especially if the columns were large. On
the other hand it would reduce the refrigeration requirements, assist in
the Initial cooldown, and provide additional safety in the case of loss
of power. For a plant the size of the NET, a liquid nitrogen cooled
radiation shield is not practical, unless it is used only for the
secondary columns located in a separate coldbox, or unless the CKCE
alternative with Its smaller columns were to be selected.

Although not a major concern, the vacuum pumps deserve some mention. IE
a leak in the process equipment within the coldbox were to occur, tritium
could conceivably pass through these pumps. Should this be the case,
non-oil containing vacuum pumps would be preferred. Tritium would
otherwise exchange with the hydrogen in the organic component, resulting
in vacuum pump oils having to be treated as active waste. Safety during
maintenance of these pumps would also be a concern. The major
difficulties with non-oil containing vacuum pumps in this application
are: for cryopumps the low capacity for hydrogen, and for turbomolecular
pumps the high cost.

All equipment within the coldbox would be wrapped with multilayer
aluminized mylar superinsulation, to further reduce radiative heat
influx. Equipment supports will be designed to minimize conduction and
will be separated from the equipment with low thermal conductivity
materials, such as teflon. Lately the potential for tritium adsorption
by the multilayer insulation is being considered to be substantial in the
event of tritium release- from the primary into the secondary
containment. This could lead to extensive shutdown delays. If this
becomes a major problem the multilayer insulation could be substituted,
with some penalties, by the radiation shield described above.
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5.6 FUEL STORAGE SgSTEH (FSS)

The fuel stored by the FSS consists of unburnt fuel and bred tritium
recovered by the ISS, as well as new fuel from the Fuel Make-up System.
The isotopic components of the fuel (D2. T2 and DT) will be stored
separately.

The FSE will perform the following functions:

(a) Receive and store D2. H2 and T2 from the Fuel Make-up
System.

(b) Receive and store D2. T2 and DT from the ISS.

(c) Supply the right amount of D2 and H2 to the Fuel Preparation
and Delivery System during Phase I operation.

(d) Supply the right amount of D2 and T2 to the Fuel Preparation
and Delivery System during Phase II operation (no tritium
breeding).

(e> Supply the balance of D2 and T2 required during Phase III
operation, with tritium breeding, recovery and recycle.

The FSS will store enough fuel to allow plasma operation without the
availability of recycled, unburnt or bred fuel for the required period.
The FSS will also have the capability to bleed-off the decay helium
produced during storage.

5.6.1 Fuel Storage and Feedrate Parameters

The parameters given below are only to be used for scoping studies and
rough sizing of the equipment:

(a) The FSS will have sufficient storage capacity to be able to fuel
the reactor at full power without the availability of fuel
recycled from the plasma exhaust.

(b) The steady-state feedrates, as determined by the plasma burn-up
fraction, are:

Tritium (T2): 1.82 kg/d
Deuterium (D2): 1.22 kg/d

(c) The required FSS inventory is estimated to be:

Tritium: 1.82 kg/day of required storage
Deuterium: 1.22 kg/day of required storage
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5.6.2 Process Options

Several process options are available for the storage of D2. T2 and
DT. They are outlined below:

(a) Metallic Matrix Storage.

(b) Gas Phase Storage.

(c) Liquid Phase Storage.

(d) Zeolite Storage.

(e) Glass Microspheres Storage.

The last two options are high temperature/high pressure processes and are
not fully developed. Hence, they will not be considered for the NET.

(a) Metallic Matrix Storage

(1) Storage Beds

The metallic storage beds consist of double-jacketed vessels containing a
metallic getter, in the form of a sponge, powder or turnings. The
gettering material must have good thermal stability and reversing
properties. There are several potentially suitable gettering materials,
such as uranium, magnesium, titanium and alloys such as the
LaNi5~xAlx series. Two to three 100 percent storage beds are
required for each isotopic product stream. About 13 kg of magnesium,
56 kg of LaNi4_i5 Alg.gs or 115 kg of uranium metal are needed to
store 1 kg of deuterium or 1.5 kg of tritium.

As shown in Figure 5.1.6, magnesium and uranium give a hydrogen
dissociation pressure of 1 atmosphere at reasonable temperatures below
400°C.

The aluminum content of Lanthanum-Mickel alloys can also be adjusted to
produce attractive adsorption/desorption characteristics. For bulk
storage of hydrogen isotopes, such as in the FSS, magnesium is attractive
because of its low molecular weight.

Investigation of adsorption/desorption kinetics associated with specific
getter/heater designs is required for bulk storage systems. For removal
of decay helium, a spare getter bed is used to adsorb tritium liberated
by another bed, leaving residual helium to be pumped off. The required
storage capacity for deuterium or tritum is normally divided in the FSS
on more than two beds. Each getter bed should be designed to operate at
no more than 50 percent of stoichiometry, to allow adsorption/desorption
in a reasonable time. At least one spare bed has to be provided to allow
reliable service, accommodate removal of decay helium and accommodate
possible blanketing effects by inert gas contaminants.
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(2) Accumulator Tanks

During steady-state operation, the input to the FSS equals the output.
Storage or retrieval of fuel from the getter beds is not required. The
purpose of the accumulator tanks is to buffer minor variations between
the input and the output. The tanks operate at low or sub-atmospheric
pressure. The tanks can also be used to measure the flowrate by
pressure-volume-temperature techniques.

(3) Secondary Containment System

A secondary argon atmosphere enclosure is provided around all the single
boundary components of the FSS.

(4) Process Drawbacks

Scale-up and response characteristics of large metal storage beds require
further investigation.

(b) Gas Phase Storage

(1) Storage Vessels

Fuel for the reactor can be stored as a gas in double-walled storage
tanks. The pressure in the tanks can be nominally atmospheric, thus
minimizing permeation through the walls.

The double-walled concept also allows for safe leakage detection.
In-service inspections of the inner storage tank will be minimal, since
it is normally under very little stress. Each gas stream (D2. ̂ 2 and

DT) will be stored separately.

(2) Gas Compressors

Metal diaphragm gas compressors may be used to transfer the gaseous fuel,
for storage. The compressors contain multiple diaphragms with interspace
leakage detection. Tritium-containing components will be double-enclosed
with monitored interspace:;.

It is also feasible to use metallic beds to pump the gas. The gas is
absorbed into a metal such as uranium, as a deuteride or tritide. The
metal is then heated to raise the gas to the desired pressure.

(c) Liquid Phase Storage

Two or more 100 percent capacity cryogenic storage tanks will be required
for each gas stream (D2. T2 and DT). For example, the storage tanks
will receive liquid T2 directly from the last cryogenic distillation
column of the ISS. The tanks will be surrounded by a refrigerated liquid
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hydrogen bath and cryo-insulated jacket. The liquid bath surrounding the
vessel provides reserve cooling, in case the refrigeration system is
unavailable.

A suitable number of double-walled expansion tanks will be provided, to
contain the gas generated in case of liquid vaporization, due to a
prolonged loss of refrigeration.

Helium, from the decay of tritium, accumulates in the liquid cover gas
and is removed by a uranium getter bed.

The refrigeration system will provide cooling to compensate for heat loss
through the insulating jacket. During normal operation, the flashing of
the liquid into gas for fuel delivery will provide the required make-up
cooling without refrigeration.

A standby getter bed will be used to empty the tanks, in case all the
back-up systems fail simultaneously.

5.6.3 Process Selection

The liquid phase storage option is considered to be the most suitable
option for a commercial reactor with a high capacity factor. However,
for Phases II and III of the NET, when the reactor will operate for
eleven years at an average availability factor of approximately
7 percent*, the Metallic Matrix option is recommended.

* The overall phase III availability factor is approximately 15 percent.
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5.7. AIR DETRITIATION SYSTEM IADS)

The need for air detritlation systems for modern fusion devices is being
increasingly challenged. There are industrial tritium handling
facilities, such as the MOUND laboratory operated by Monsanto and fusion
devices (JET) which are designed to operate without the need for
conventional ADS. If tritium is always kept under vacuum or in a dual
envelope, it could be reasoned that any equipment failure would not
result in tritium excursion into the building atmosphere. Such an ADS
free design would rely on the secondary envelope which could be designed
as a pressure vessel. As in other similar modern designs, the use remote
operation of the process and elimination of any other need for a glove
bo:: type of operation, would further improve equipment safety. Any
tritium release, regardless of its size, would be captured within the
secondary envelope and subsequently removed with a much smaller and less
expensive secondary containment cleanup system (TRIA). However, this NET
systems study offers a sample of the conventional ADS with some
non-tritium extraction functions which in the ultimate design can be
taken over by the conventional heating ventilation and air conditioning
systems (HVAC).

Air Detritiation Systems (ADS) for fusion reactors generally comprise a
catalytic recombiner for the oxidation of HT, and molecular sieve driers
for the removal of HTO from air by two processes: 1) adsorption, and 2)
isotopic HTO/H2O exchange between water vapour and water adsorbed on
molecular sieve. The second is an optional process, commonly called
isotopic swamping. Applied where it is appropriate this process greatly
increases the drier detritiation factor. The air detritiation system
must reduce airborne tritium emissions and occupational tritium exposure
below the regulatory limits. ADS design parameters, however, are usually
determined by much stricter site targets for the control of tritium
release and exposure. In addition to providing a reassuring design
margin over the regulatory requirements, the site targets must also
conform with the policy of reducing tritium dose rates to As Low As
Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). An ADS assessment therefore must provide
a balanced view of radiological and economic considerations. The NET ADS
were designed to satisfy at least the following building air quality
control functions:

(a) Control the potential impact resulting from chronic tritium
releases into the building during:
Case ttl- normal operation;

Case #2- unscheduled maintenance condition;

Case tt3- scheduled maintenance condition;

(b) Case tt4- Control humidity of the building;

(c) Case tt5- Control acute releases.
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Tritium Control Targets for Fusion Reactors

Some targets are easier to attain than others. The maximum ADS capacity
generally is required to reduce the tritium concentration to about
5 x 10-6 Ci/m3 (1 MPCa) for access to the reactor area without protective
clothing.

In the absence of formal guidelines for fusion devices design, the tritium
control functions are subject to the Radiation Exposure Guidelines assumed to
be related to the NET conditions as shown in following Table 5.7.1.

Table 5.7.1. European Radiological Exposure Guidelines

Probability of
Occurrence
per Annum

Maximum Dose
Guideline for
Occupational
Exposure

Maximum Dose
Guideline
for Off-site

Comments on
Guidelines
for NET

1 (normal)

0.1 - 1

10'1- 10~3

100 mrem/a
(uncontrolled area)

1 rem/a
(controlled area)

25 rent

10 mrem/a sets guideline for
annual off-site
exposure at 10 mrem/a

100 mrem/a sets guideline for
occupational exposure

at 1 rem/a
5 rem sets guideline for

acute low-probability
incidents

The resulting design guideline for the NET suggests that:

normal emission of less than 250 Ci/d will not exceed the design
guideline of 10 mrem/a to the public,

an acute release of less than 1.5 x 10^ Ci will not exceed the
design guideline for the maximum (5 rem) off-site exposureC*).

It is estimated that a dose of less than 1 rem will occur for a
release of 2 x 105 Ci of tritium oxide from a 20 m stack at 1 km
distance from the release point.

(*) 1 Ci = 37 GBq. In converting tritium mass to activity, an
approximation 1 g T = 10 000 Ci is used in this report. On the
basis of tritium half-life of 12.33 years, specific tritium
activity is 9621 Ci/g T.

Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPCa):

The MPCa equivalents used in this report for occupational (40 h/wk)
exposure are: for tritium oxide (HTO) 1 MPCa = 5 x 10~6 Ci/m3 and for
elemental tritium (HT> 1 MPCa = 0.2 Ci/m3.
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The MPCa equivalent for HT was estimated by Gorman [70] on the basis of
the lung being a critical organ. Inhalation of air at this concentration
of HT would give rise to a lung dose of 15 rem/a.

Reactor areas which require ADS service are listed in Table 5.7.2.

Reactor Hall

On the reactor hall, the largest tritium inventory is in the fuel
preparation and pellet injector systems:

Sub-system Estimated Tritium Maximum Credible
Inventory (q T) Release (q T)

Fuel preparation 50 - 300 50
Pellet injection 10 - 100 30

Ail components of these systems will be doubly contained, reducing the
probability of tritium release to the reactor hall. Each system will be
sufficiently compartmentalized in order to minimize the inventory and the
size of a release. The maximum credible release, as shown, is a release
of tritium from the largest single compartment of the system.
Simultaneous release from two or more major units or compartment systems
is not considered in this study. The chronic leaks in this hall are
limited to the small confinement for blanket and diverter connections.

Primary Cooling Hall.

The Primary Cooling hall contains also the system for the recovery of
tritium from blanket coolant. This system comprises three molecular
sieve driers, a regeneration and condensate recovery circuit, a catalytic
hydrogen-water exchange column (L.PCE) and/or an electrolytic cell in
double containment, and tritiated water feed and storage tanks. Release
of tritium from molecular sieve under fire is very improbable as there
are no flammable materials. Maximum credible release of 2 g T in the
form of T2O in the building is attributed to a break in the condensate
collection section. This is based on the accumulated inventory of
condensate containing the equivalent of one days permeation into the
coolant which is estimated to be up to 20,000 Ci/d. Tritium inventory of
the helium coolant system is small, 0.5 to 1 g T. On t:.e basis of helium
escape rate of 0.05%/d in the UK Dragon reactor, the chronic tritium
release from the helium coolant circuit could be up to 5 Ci/d of which
the confinement is expected to be collected In the Reactor Hall.

Considering other potential sources of tritium release (pumps,
diagnostics, permeation), and higher tritium release rates during
maintenance, as estimated for INTOR [30], the combined chronic leakage
for all the areas is as shown in Table 5.7.2.
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TABLE 5.7.2

ATMOSPHERIC CLEANUP REQUIREMENTS FOR NET
Tot. Room Part of total [m^]
Volume DT Clean-Up HTO Clean-Up

Room/Area [m^] Contents Chronic Chronic Comment
/Acute /Acute

Tritium Syst. 54,000

Vacuum Pumping

Vacuum Pumping

(A)

(B)

Active Lock Areas

Active Storage
Active Storage

(A)
(B)

Primary Cooling
& Breeder Tritium
Extraction

Warm workshop &
Transfer Area

Laboratories

Hot Cells (A)
Hot Cells (B)

31.200

16,000

24,500

52,500
8,000

45,000

80,500

11,500

19,000
&,200

DT process lines (70%) -/38000
Tritiated Water Proc. 8000/8000

Turbopumps and/or cryo.
valves, vacuum ducts -/16000
Roughing, backing pumps -/ 4000 (1)

-/24000 (2)

Detritiated components (52500)/- (52500)/ - (3)
Tritium containing comp. (8000)/- (8000)/ - (4)

Circ. pumps. Heat exch. (45000/45000)(45000/45000) (5)
Valves, Instr., for solid breeder only
Coolant Purification,
Breeder tritium extr.

(6)

(6)

"Low" trit. components 19000/ -
"High"trit. components 6200/6200

Air Detritiation 9,000 Dryers, cat. convert. - /9000

Air Conditioning (A) 9,000
Air Conditioning (B) 15,000

Reactor Hall 253,000

React.ha11 + Vac. pump. - /9000
Air cond. + Purge
active storage 15000/ -
area air detrit.

Fuel inject.. Torus,
Transfer Area (below) - /253000
Conf. for Blanket 5000/ -

19000/ -
6200/6200

- /9000

- /9000

15000/-

-/253000
- / 5000

(7)
(8)

TOTALS (max.) mJx 1000 150700/404700 158700/330200

(1) Confinement = 25% VOL.
(2) Normally to active ventilation
(3) Purge Balance
(4) Exhaust with tritium removal
(5) DT Clean-Up only for solid blanket option (0.1%/day leakage He)
(6) Active ventilation
(7) Normally Active Exhaust HTO Accident probability depends on blanket/divertor
(8) 10 kg/day nominal water leakage rate to confinement
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TABLE 5.7.3

Summary of Tritium Release Estimates:

Building Area:

reactor hall*
steam generator building*
cooling system hall

Source:

pellet inj.
one cooling loop
cond. from coolant
one cooling loop
isotope separation

Acute Release
(CD

tritium systems building

* (need not be accessed during normal operation)

105
103
104

. .. 103

5 x 105

5 x
3 x
2 x
3 x

Building Area:

reactor, piping
and cooling loop
trit. syst. (accessible)
ceils and other accessible
areas listed in Table 8-2

Misc.

TOTAL

**

Source: Chronic Release

coolant leak
T from coolant

(Ci/d)

5
1
2

2

2

12

Form

T2
T2°T2°
T2°
T2O

Distribution**
(1)

1.5
0.33
2.0

-

1.0

4.83

(2)

2.0
0.33
-

2.0

1.0

5.33

(3).

1
0
-

-

-

1.

.5

.33

.88

(1) Release into accessible areas;
(2) Release into confinement;
(3) Release into environment.
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Tritium Systems Building

This building contains cryogenic distillation system for hydrogen isotope
separation. The distillation columns are in a vacuum jacket (cold box),
which provides a secondary containment. In case of refrigeration loss, a
rundown gas tank would prevent pressure buildup due to vaporization.
Maximum credible release due to double containment failure on
DT-distillation column, which contains the largest tritium inventory, is
estimated at 50 g T. Chronic leakage would be small, 1-3 Ci/d. An
occasional entry to the building would be required during the operating
state.

Cells, Decontamination Oven and Other Areas

The major source of tritium is the transfer of large components such as
breeder blanket modules to the decontamination oven via the hot cell
listed in Table 5.7.2. The blanket module may contain up to 0.2 g T.
Tritium liberated from the blanket during bake out in the decontamination
oven will be collected by a small, dedicated air or inert gas cleanup
system. Such detritiation system differs from a typical ADS design for
large duty. It would be comparable to a TSTA- type Tritium Waste
Treatment (TWT) system, which includes provisions for the oxidation of
tritiated organics and other tritiated impurities. This system is
considered under TRIA in Subsection 5.8.2. In spite of the dedicated
cleanup feature, it is considered that 0.011 percent of tritium contained
in two blankets would be released to the building, or: 2 x 0.2 x 104 x
0.01 x 10~2x 24 = 0.96 Ci/d during or after the scheduled maintenance
activities.

Design of APS to meet the individual tritium control functions

CASE #1 Normal operating condition

Chronic release into the building could reach up to 12 Ci/d
(Table 5.7.3). The only tritium escape pathway is in the form of air
escape which amounts to 0.5 %/h of the building content or 800 m^/h.
In order to control this loss at such low level, a set of ventilation ADS
will be provided as shown in Figure 5.7.1. In order to maximize the
utilization of ADS, the building air, for the purpose of tritium control,
could be cascaded from the accessible areas to the inaccessible areas
such as the confinement for blanket and diverter connections and/or the
hot cells. The confinement rooms will, under normal operating condition,
have limited access and consequently the tritium concentration will be
allowed to establish at a level permitted by the cleanup flow required to
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FIGURE 5 . 7 . 1 .
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control the environment in the accessible areas. Tight building design,
with loss of 0.5% of the building volume into the atmosphere was assumed
in spite of the deliberate operation with excess exhaust. The losses
from individual rooms will be as follows:

Room:

Hot Cells

Confinement

Loss to:

reactor hall

environment
to React. V.

[nrVh]

125

0.0
25

HPCa

1

as req.
as req.

Ci/mJ

5xlO~6

as req
as req

Primary coolant environment 225 1 5xlO~6
& breeder ext.

Active Storage building 250 1 5xlO~6

environment 0.0
hot cells 50 1 5X10"6

Tritium Systems environment 20 1 5xlO~6

building 20 1 5xlO"6

For each of the investigated rooms the following mass balance applies:

Tritium inleakage = T lost to the environment + Tritium removed in ADS,
neglecting the environmental loss and the gain between the rooms. Since
the equivalent tritium concentration in Ci/m3 for one MPCa is much
higher for T2 than for T2O, the ADS flow (FADS) will be calculated
for the T2O component. Then:

Tritium gain from chronic leak = Tritium removed in ADS

For accessible areas at 1 MPCa:

4.83/24 [cl/h] = FADS x 5 x 10~6 and
FADS = (4.83/24) -r (5 x 10"6) = 40,250 m3/h

The equivalent tritium concent-ation in the confinement rooms which see
the flow of all chronic leaks (12 Ci/d) less the amount lost to the
environment (1.88 Ci/d) or 10.12 Ci/d:

10.12/24 = 40,250 x C; c = 1.05 x 10"5 Ci/m3

Based on 55% being in T2O form, the equivalent MPCa level in these
inaccessible rooms will be:

0.55 x 10.5 x 10~6 = 1.16 MPCa

and if total oxidation is assumed, the concentration could reach 2.1 MPCa
@ 5 x 10~6 Ci/m3 = 1 MPCa
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Since the steam generator vault has approximately similar tritium gain,
the corresponding FADS will be identical.

The tritium lost from these two rooms into the environment is:

for ehe reactor hall: (1.5 Ci/d in T2 form).
and (0.33 Ci/d in T2O form).

CASE B2 Unscheduled Maintenance:

The background condition for a minor event of unscheduled maintenance is
characterized by conditions similar to Case #1. If unscheduled
maintenance results from an equipment failure resulting in tritium
release, this case will be similar to Case #3 or #5.

CASE tt3 Scheduled Maintenance:

There is a reasonable probability that during the shutdown maintenance a
sudden release of up to 500 Ci of tritiu/n could occur in spite of the
purge ;---tivities undertaken prior iu entering the equipment intended to
be maintained.

Such release can- occur only in the Reactor Hall where such equipment
exists. The tritium concentration can rise from the very low background
concentration to: (500/253000)xl06 = 1,976 micro Ci/m3, or 395 MPCa.
If such release occurs, the room would be evacuated and cleaned through
the ADS and/or, within the environmental release limits, vented. The
resulting cleanup time dependence on the everyday ADS flow is:

Cleanup time [h] ADS flow [m3/h]
to 1 MPCa to 50 MPCa

14
28
36
55

6
13
17
26

.5

.4

80
40
30
20

000
•000
000
000

The limit of 50 MPCa (250 micro Ci/m3) would, under present
regulations, allow work with purged bubble suits.

CASE tt4: Control of Building Humidity:

In addition to the tritium control function, the ADS must control the
humidity of air in part of the building. This reference design assumes
that the ADS will take over the dehumiditying and air circulation
function usually assigned to the HvTVC system.

Sources of humidity during normal operating condition:
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(a) Air inleakage from:

the environment: 0.5 %/day;
instruments and hose connections: 0.5 %/day.

Since the instrument air is usually dried to a dew point of at least
-40°C, this will compensate for the moisture gained from the ambient air.

(b) Leaks from the aqueous process systems:

(1) Process coolers for removal of fusion

heat steam generator leaks - approximately 20 kg/h;

(2) small coolers etc. - approximately 4 kg/h;

Total humidity gain during normal operation: 24 kg/h.

Sources of humidity during unscheduled shutdown condition:
During such event it is expected chat the background humidity gain from
process leaks would remain as described under previous cases b-1 and -2.
However, it has been experienced that due to increased maintenance
traffic the moist air inleakage could rise up to 5 % of the largest room
volume per hour or 7,590 m3/h. Since for the NET most of the increased
maintenance traffic occurs between the decontamination room and reactor
vault, this design consideration is rather conservative.

(a) Humidity carried in the air inleakage:

7590-0.5% of total air compensated by the dry instrument air and
multiplied by the humidity content of 73% humid air or saturated
at +16 °C (0.0144 kg/m3) = 85 kg/h of water

(b) Leaks from process lines = 24 kg/h of water

Total humidity = 109 kg/h of water

The resulting dew point in the building during unscheduled shutdown
condition would, depending on the ADS flow be:

ADS flow [m3/h] Humidity [kg/m3] Dew Poi.t [°C]
60 000 0.001817 -11
40 000 0.00725 - 7
20 000 0.00545 <-2.5

Since in summertime the lowest equipment temperature in the building is
always significantly above 0°C, even a 20000 m3/h ADS system securing
dew point +2.5°C should be adequate even if the HVAC system is not
operational.
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CASE #5: Control of Acute Tritium release

Ideal Case Calculation for Instantaneous Tritium Release

For an Ideal case with no leaks, no exhaust, 100 percent efficient system
and no surface tritium adsorption, the ADS flow, F, can be expressed by
two parameters:

t = cleanup time, [h];
R = ratio of initial and final tritium concentrations (Co/Cf) or

inventories (I0/If) in the area.

From final concentration Cf = c 0 e"
E^-t, substituting for

\ = F/V, where V = volume of the area, and rearrangement of the
equation gives:

AOS flow F = (V/t) ln(R), m3/h.

This equation shows that for the chosen R, the ADS flow is inversely
proportional to the cleanup time.

Secondly, the flow F is proportional to the volume under detritiation.
Since the reactor hall is by far the largest, it sets the ADS
requirements (the tritium systems and other parts of the building
therefore need not be considered in this calculation). For the reactor
hall, the acute release Io = 5 x 105 Ci,

V = 253 000 m3.

As discussed earlier, the ideal case equation is inaccurate for low final
concentrations of less than 500 Ci/m3. Furthermore, the first priority
after the incident would be to enter the area with bubble suits for
examination and repair of the problem, instead of waiting for a few more
days for further reduction of the concentration. As discussed for Case
#3. the reasonable tritium level for bubble suit entry is 50 MPCa or 250
micro Ci/m3. Tiie ideal case equation therefore examines meaningfully
only the flow versus time relation and for NET it can be expressed as
follows:

Cleanup Time in hours to ADS Flow*

1 MPCa 50 MPCA 100 MPCA [ml/h]

80 000
40 000
30 000
20 000

* for reactor hall, I o = 5 x 10
5 Ci and Cf = 250 yCi/m3 or 50 MPCa for

entry in bubble suits.
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INTOR's target of gaining entry to the area 24 hours after the incident would
also be good target for NET's high capacity operation. During the
emergency cleanup, all ADS units could be used for this service.

Ideal Case Calculation for Non-Instantaneous Release

For a differential equation dC/dt = S - vC Ci/m3.h

where:

S = leak rate, Ci/m3.h

Solution is

C = l/X[expCln(xco ~ S)-U] + S ] , ci/m3, if XCO is
larger than S, or:

C = l/X[-exptln(s " XC0)-Xt] + S ] , ci/m3, if S is
larger than XCO,

where:

C and Co = tritium concentrations at time t and t = 0,
respectively.

Co = 0 wCi/m3 and C = 250 pCi/m3.

It will be assumed that 5 x 10^ Ci are released into the reactor hall
(V = 25300 m3) over a period of 6 hours,

S = 0.329 Ci/m3.h

For the detritiation flow of 60000, 40000 and 20000 m3/h the values of
detritiation time constant X are 0.24, 0.16 and 0.08 [h"1]. For
these cases the reactor hall cleanup times to concentration of 500 micro
Ci/m3 have been calculated to be 20, 28 and 60 hours respectively.

Trltlur.1 Losses During Emergency Cleanup

Tritium losses during the cleanup of both instantaneous and
non-instantaneous release will be calculated for the 3-column system with
3 units in emergency service. Calculation parameters are as follows:

Instantaneous tritium release Io = 5 x 105 Ci

Non-instantaneous release Io = 5 x 10^ Ci per 6 hours
ADS flow F = 80,000; 40,000 and 20,000 m 3 /h
Reactor hall volume V = 253 000 m 3

Detritiation time constant X = 0.32, 0.16 and 0.08 h"1

Detritiation factor. Area ADS Do1 = 150
Overall detritiation factor Do = 5 x 105

(area and exhaust)
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Outleakage time constant \^ = 1 x 10^ h~*
Reactor hall exhaust E = 6 000 m3/h
Exhaust fraction r = E/F = 0.024

Reactor hall detrltiation efficiency

e = [1 -(1 - r)/D0] = 0.999

Cleanup time

t = 20, 28 and 60 h

For instantaneous release, equations for the calculation of losses follow:
Outleakage losses:

ALd = (X.L/XL + cXXl - e~<
eX + k'flt) I o (Ci)

The total tritium loses, depending on the ADS flow, will amount to 10,
20, or 40 Ci per event. The corresponding 24 hour losses during such
events will amount to 10. 17 or 16 Ci.

The losses are relatively low as a result of tight containment assisted
by a large exhaust of 4 000 m3/h to maintain high negative pressure, and
large combined area/exhaust system detritiation factor. The same oxhaust
taken directly from the area units (no exhaust ADS) would increase losses
in nearly direct proportion to detritiation factors or to approximately
220 Ci.

Effect of Tritium Adsorption on Detritiation Requirements

The rate of tritium oxidation in air increases with the square of its
concentration. The reaction is of second order with a rate constant
k = 1.0 [m3/Cixh]. This increases significantly the toxicity of the
atmosphere during acute tritium release. XNTOR data assume that tritium
releases in excess of 10 Ci (concentration 0.07 Ci/m3) greatly increase
detritiation requirements due to adsorption of tritium on reactor hall
surfaces.

For example, applying the INTOR assumptions for the NET could result in
increasing the time required to reduce the reactor hall tritium
concentration from 500 to 5 Ci/m3 from 10 up to 35 hours, with a 60,000
m3/h ADS. As the concentration is reduced to about 50 Ci/m3,
ventilation could be used for final cleanup and desorption of tritium.

Overpressure Conditions and Potential for Acute Exposure

In the case of a large helium leak from a single helium coolant loop, the
overpressure may result in sudden escape of tritiated air. This,
combined with the coinciding acute release already in effect, could
release up to 6 % of building air which, under such condition contains
approximately 3000 Ci.
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The resulting site boundary exposure would be less than 0.02 rem, still
much below the customary guideline of maximum 5 rem.

The greatest risk to personnel Is In the Tritium Systems building which
would require occasional entry during on-power operations. Since this is
also a small building, release of 5 x 10-* Ci would increase the tritium
concentration in the area to 5 x 105/3.9 x 104 = 13.15. However, it
must be realized that all systems containing tritium with such release
potential will be under double containment of pressure vessel quality.
Using Gorman'sf^OJ data, the rate of dose accumulation from unprotected
exposure would be as follows:

Rate of Dose Accumulation in Tritium Systems Building
(Acute Release of 5 x 10D Ci)

Condition (rem/h) Hazard

Tritium Gas without Oxidation 0.34 medium
Release with Ignition and Complete
Conversion to HTO 2],550 lethal

A reasonable argument could be made that the conventional (chemical)
consequences of such failure would exceed the severity of the nuclear
consequences of the same event.

Characteristics of ADS

The ADS design proposed for the NET incorporates the latest drier
technology, which led to simplification of process systems, cost
reduction and enhancement of reliability. Secondly, the design uses,
where needed (such as for the ventilation ADS), the concept of in-situ
isotopic exchange on a single molecular sieve column to increase the
detritiation factor to above 104.

ADS Service Units for NET

Two sets of independent ADS units, 20,000 m3/h each would be used.
These could work interchangeably in chronic release control service or
together in emergency or shutdown service respectively. Each service
unit comprises one recombiner and three drier columns. For the effective
normal unit design capacity of 20,000 m3/h, the individual drier bed
capacity will be approximately 8,000 m3/h.

There will be an additional 6,000 m3/h (3000 m3/h per bed)
ventilation ADS unit with isotopic swamping in series with the main ADS.
A typical unit with three drier columns is shown in Figure 5.7.2. The
main drier and recombiner parameters are given in the following Table:
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(Two Units for Continuous Detrltlation Service)

Drier Column Recomblner for 3-Cplumn Unit

Number of columns/unit
Adsorption flow/ unit
m3/h
Regeneration flow/bed
fled depth
Bed diameter
Superficial velocity
Sieve weight
Sieve type
Heater
Regeneration temperature
Outlet dewpoint

- 3
-20,000 m3/h

- 2,000 m3/h
- 0.84 m
- 2.40 m
- 0.40 m/s
- 2.000 kg
- 5A
- 200 kW
- 285 C
- -70 C

Number per unit
Average air flow

Detritiation factor
Heat Exchanger
heat transfer
heat transfer surface

Electric Heater
installed capacity
normal heat input
temperature increase

Recombiner
temperature

- 1
- 20,000

- 500

- 800 kW
- 1 800 m2

- 200 kW
- 150 kW
- 16 C

- 150 C

Figure 5.7.2. shows two drier columns on adsorption and one under
regeneration. The heating cycle starts on closing the outer two
adsorption valves, opening the inner regeneration valves, and closing the
heater contacts. About 70% of the flow recirculates back to the blower.
The cooling cycle starts on lifting the heat contacts once the desired
bed temperature is reached. The adsorption cycle resumes on closing the
regeneration valves and opening the adsorption valves. The blower
operates without interruption. Generally, duplication for reliability is
not required largely for two reasons: (1) design eliminates hot valves,
regeneration fans, cycling on-off heaters and other failure-prone
equipment, and (2) one service unit can assist another as required.
Although each service unit can operate on hot standby (via start-up
recirculation shown in Figure 5.7.2.), the flexibility of the arrangement
reduces the demand for this mode of operation. The expected availability
factor for each unit is 99%.

In-Situ Isotopic Exchange.

Options for the isotopic exchange system were evaluated using a model
which calculates tritium concentration profiles across the molecular
sieve bed as a function of time. The exchange rates were calculated
using kinetic exchange rate constants published by researchers at the
University of TokyoC"]. This study showed that separate isotopic
swamping beds and refrigerated or sacrificial regeneration beds are not
required to meet design objectives. For the selected in-situ isotopic
exchange, the bed is prepared by displacing tritium with steam during the
regeneration-heating cycle, and saturating 15% of molecular sieve with
water vapour during the cooldown cycle to form a mini-swamping section at
the drier inlet. The total regeneration time is 12 to 14 hours.

The quantity of steam added (and recovered by cooler/condenser) for the
displacement of the residual tritium following thermal regeneration
depends on the operating requirements.
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Quantity of Steam Residual Tritium
Steam-Out for Displacement of Reduction
Time Residual Tritium-Area Driers Factor
(h) (kgj

2 300 15
3 400 35
4 500 95

A reduction of tritium concentration by a factor of 35 would normally be
sufficient. For the larger area driers, 90 kg/ bed of light water would
be added to form the mini-swamping section.

The isotoplc swamping increases dilution of tritium in the recovered
water by a factor of 2.7. It may be operated during normal operating
condition but it may be shut down during the high humidity recovery
service under the condition described in Case »4.

Isotoplc swamping would nonnally be used on the exhaust driers and
towards the end of emergency cleanup to reduce the higher residual
concentration of tritium adsorbed earlier. The exhaust driers process
dried air from the area driers humidified to increase the inlet air
dewpoint to -21 C. Nearly all the water processed by the exhaust drierr
is swamping water, totalling approximately 700 kg per cycle. The normal
cycle time for the exhaust driers is 6 days, and the total swamping water
addition during normal operations is approximately 200 kg/d.

Exhaust Air Detrltiation System

Without the exhaust ADS, a larger-scale isotopic swamping would be
required for the area units to reduce HTO losses with the exhaust. Also,
a detritiation factor of about 20 000, and a larger catalyst volume would
be required for all area recombiners, compared to the detritiation factor
of 500 with a separate exhaust system. Most important, the exhaust ADS
increases the overall system reliability by preventing high tritium
losses in the case of malfunction and breakthrough of tritium from the
area units.
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FIGURE 5.7.2

AIR DETRITIATION UNIT
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5.8 TRITIUM REMOVAL FROM INERT ATMOSPHERES (TRIA)

Inert gases, such as argon or helium, are used In gloveboxes and
secondary containments (e.g. jackets around process vessels). These
gases have to be detritiated. The TRIA system also removes air or
moisture, which leaks or permeates into these atmospheres. Where
necessary, the TRIA System will provide sufficient gas flow to remove the
heat generated by the processes occurring inside small secondary
containments or gloveboxes. One 1700 m^/h independent TRIA unit will
be dedicated to servicing the decontamination ovens. The secondary
containment effluent may contain elemental tritium, tritium oxide, carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, and tritiated organics. Tritiated organics
(particularly methane) can be generated by hydrocarbons in seals,
lubricants and pump fluids. Tritiated methane, tritiated water, carbon
monoxide and carbon dioxide are known to exist in the presence of tritium
and stainless steels. They are produced by radiolytic reactions between
tritium and the trace quantities of carbon in stainless steels (0.05 to
0.08 wt/% in 316 SS, and 0.03 wt % in 304 SS), and the surface oxides in
the stainless steels. The rate of methane generation by stainless steel
surfaces varies with the degree of surface cleanliness.

5.8.1 Design Requirements

The TRIA System will perform the following functions:

(a) Maintain air and moisture below 1 ppm;

(b) Maintain the tritium level in these atmospheres below
1000 uCi/m3;

(c) Provide a decontamination factor of 1000 per pass for a tritium
inlet concentration of 1 ppm in the elemental form.

5.8.2 Process Options

Three main options are available for removing tritium from gas streams.
They are:

(a) Direct removal by organic reactants in the presence of metallic
catalyst;

(b) Direct removal by metal getters;

(c) Indirect removal by catalytic oxidation and moisture adsorption.

These options are compared in Table 5.8.1. The combination of catalytic
oxidation and adsorption is the recommended process, since it is
efficient, flexible and incorporates existing technology. However, it
has a major disadvantage in necessitating the conversion of tritium into
the more hazardous oxide form.
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5.8.3 Process Description

The purge gas from the inert atmospheres is initially filtered, to remove
airborne particulates up to four microns. It then enters a blower, which
provides the driving force through the TRIA System.

Next, a charcoal trap removes hydrocarbon contaminants. After the trap,
hydrogen is measured in the gas stream. The stream then passes to the
recombiner preheater, which is activated by the blower outlet hydrogen
concentration. Below 0.1% hydrogen the blower heat of compression is
insufficient. Therefore, the preheater is activated to heat the gas to
150°C and ensure recombination in the platinum catalyst recombiner.
Oxygen is added to the recombiner in excess of the stoichiometric amount
required for recombination. This ensures the reaction of all the
hydrogen isotopes in the recombiner to form water. Oxygen addition is
limited to an excess of 100 ppm. The water formed in the recombiner is
condensed by the recombiner condenser and drained to the tritiated water
storage tank. The purge gas continues to the molecular sieve dryers,
where the dew point is reduced, and then to the oxygen removal beds,
where residual oxygen is removed. Copper-oxide beds, hopcalite or a
similar catalyst, such as BASF R3-11, and DOW 0,1 in its reduced state,
can be used to remove oxygen from the inert gas. The capacity for oxygen
is largely dependent on the reaction temperature and to a lesser extent
on the space velocity. The oxygen removal reaction in a CuO bed is given
by:

Cu + 1/2 02 ̂  CuO A H = -37.1 kcal

The exhausted bed of CuO can be regenerated by reacting with hydrogen:

CuO + H 2 % Cu + H2O A H = -20.7 kcal

The moisture generated will not be radioactive, if only hydrogen is
added. Therefore, the regenerating stream can be vei;ted directly.

Finally the purge gas is heated to 760°C, passed through the nitrogen
removal bed, which consists of titanium. It is then cooled and
recirculated back to the glovebox. Two 100% capacity molecular sieve
dryers and oxygen removal beds are provided for process capability during
regeneration. Regeneration of both the dryers and the beds is by a
common closed loop system consisting of a blower, heater and a cooler.
Tritiated water collected in the regeneration condenser is drained to the
tritiated water storage tank.

At the stoichiometric ratio for 2 percent hydrogen, more oxygen is not
^dded to the recombiner and the oxygen and the nitrogen removal beds are
bypassed. The oxygen removal bed is bypassed to prevent excess hydrogen
combining with oxygen in the bed (essentially regenerating it) forming
water vapour, which could flow to the downstream equipment and back to
the inert atmosphere. The nitrogen bed is bypassed to prevent oxygen or
water vapour from oxidizing the bed.
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TABLE 5.8.1

COMPARISON OF THE PROCESS OPTIONS FOR THE TRIA SYSTEM

Remarks

Direct
Absorption by

Organic Reactants
Direct Absorption

by Metals

Removal by Catalytic
Oxidation and
Adsorption

1. Cost

2. Effects Caused
by Radiation,
Impurities,
Thermal
Cycling

High operating
cost. tow
capital cost.

Damageable by
radiation and
other reactive
impurities.

3. Operating
Temperature

4. Operating
Experience

Room
temperature.

Only laboratory
experience.

High operating cost.
If the metal is not
regenerated for re-
use; low capital cost.

Thermal cycling and
repetitive regenera-
tion can cause
flaking, spalling;
metal and tritide may
be pyrophoric upon
contact with oxygen;
can be easily poisoned
by oxygen, nitrogen,
and other impurities.
Not suitable for
removal of organics.

About 300°C.

Experience available
for very pure inert
gases and higher
tritium concentra-
tions.

5. State of the
Product

Tritiated polymer. Metal tritide, mostly
in particulate forms
after several absorp-
tions concentrations
are high.

6. Decontamination Low.
Factor

Low if the carrier is
air; medium if the
carrier is very pure
inert gases and the
metal is sufficiently
activated.

High capital cost
especially if pre-
cious metal catalyst
is used which is 10
times more expensive
than Hopcalite; low
operating cost.

Impurities may
damage catalyst,
could be removed
upstream.

but

About 500°C for
the oxidation of
organics.

Large scale,
extensive experience
is available.

Tritiated water
which may be re-
leased .

103 to 108 even
at low inlet
tritium concentra-
tions.
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TABLE 5.8.1 (Cont'd)

COMPARISON OF THE PROCESS OPTIONS FOR THE TRIA SYSTEM

Remarks

Direct
Absorption by

Organic Reactants
Direct Absorption

by Metals

Removal by Catalytic
Oxidation and
Adsorption

7. Reaction Rate Slow, requires Rate depends on the
activation period, surface areas of metal

exposed; and on the
stage of activation;
presence of protective
oxide film will impede
the reaction.

Fast at high temp-
eratures; can be
designed for large
throughputs.

8. Application

9. Capacity

Can be used for
both air and
inert gas
streams.

Suitable for
medium
throughputs, if
the absorbers are
properly designed;
efficiency may be
inversely propor-
tional to the gas
flot» rate.

Can be used for inert
gas streams without
oxygen and nitrogen.

Not suitable for high
throughputs.

Can be used for both
air and inert gas
streams.

Suitable for very
high throughputs
with little,
sacrifice in
efficiency.
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5.8.4 Operation

All the valves are remotely operated, and the storage vessel connections
are external to the glovebox, so that the use of gloves is minimized.

The TRIA System may be shutdovm provided that:

(a) the gloves are not in use and they are capped and sealed;
(b) the glovebox monitors indicate sufficient leak tightness;
(c) no heat removal requirement exists in the inert atmospheres.

Normal startup and shutdown is automatic and is controlled by the preset
level of impurities in the glovebox. The TRIA System is capable of
continuous operation. During operation, high tritium levels may be
present in the TRIA System. The design and operation of the TRIA System
will comply with radiological safety requirements.
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5.9 TRITIATED WASTE PROCESSING AND MANAGEMENT (TWPM)

Tritium bearing wastes in the gaseous, liquid and solid form will be
generated during the operation and maintenance of the NET fusion fuel
cycle. To minimize tritium emissions to the environment, these streams
must all undergo appropriate detritiation processing.

The TWPM System will treat the solid, liquid and gaseous wastes from
various systems. The solid and the liquid wastes will be conditioned for
storage and/or disposal. The gaseous waste streams will be suitably
treated, so that they may be discharged to the environment. Quantitative
requirements cannot be defined at this time.

5.9.1 Treatment Philosophy

In most cases, the NET tritium systems design integrates the treatment of
process waste streams with the processes where they are produced. The
waste streams are treated to a level, where they can be released to the
environment or they can be packaged for off-site disposal.

Individual cases are tabulated below:

Waste Stream

(a) impurities from the plasma
exhaust

(b) helium from the plasma

(c) steam generator blowdown

(d) condensate from air cleanup

(e) hydrogen from cryogenic
distillation

(f) blanket structures

(g) air from building atmospheres

(h) inert gases from secondary
containment

The TWPM System will treat other minor
streams from various systems.

System with which the Treatment
Is Integrated

Plasma Exhaust Purification
(PEP)

PEP

permeation from the coolant is
controlled to a releasable level

Tritlated Water Processing (TWP)

Isotope Separation System (ISS)

bake-out in the decontamination
ovens

Air Detritiation System (ADS)

Tritium Removal from Inert
Atmospheres (TRIA)

solid, liquid and gaseous waste
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5.9.3 Types of Wastes

The types and radioactivity levels of the liquid, solid and gaseous
wastes will vary according to their source and circumstance of release.
The wastes, according to today's standards, are categorized as follows:

(a) Gaseous effluents are not categorized. Their acceptability
depends on the chemical form of the radionuclides
(e.g., containing elemental tritium or tritium oxide), the
maximum permissible body burden for occupational workers and the
Derived Emissions Limits (DEL) for environmental discharges.
The presence of tritium oxide in the plant is less desirable,
because it is 10^ times more hazardous than elemental tritium.

Chronic or acute release of tritium gas into the reactor hall
atmosphere will be handled by the Air Detritiation System and
not considered as part of the TWPM System.

(b) Liquid wastes can be inorganic or organic, or to a certain
extent an emulsion of both, if mixing occurs (e.g., floor sump
discharge). Liquid wastes are categorized as:

Type 1 - with activity less than 10~2 Ci/m3;

Type 2 - greater than 10~2 Ci/m3 and less than 102

Ci/m3;

Type 3 - greater than 10^ Ci/m3.

(c) Solid wastes are generally divided into processible and
non-processible wastes. Like liquid wastes, solid wastes are
categorized into:

Type 1 - less than 200 nominal mCi/m3 or gross
beta-gamma activity;

Type 2 - greater than 200 nominal mCi/m3 but less than
100 nominal Ci/m3;

Type 3 - greater than 100 nominal Ci/m3.

A nominal Ci is a quantity of beta-gamma emitting radioactive
material, which emits 3.7 x 10 i 0 photons of 0.8 MeV energy per
second. In the case of pure beta emitters, such as tritium, the
nominal curie does not apply (Radiation Protection Regulations -
Part 1, Section 7.1.1). However, the categorization may be
adapted for tritium on the basis of Ci/m3 only.
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5.9.4 Process Description

A brief description of wastes, other than those described above, which
may be generated by the various systems of NET, is given below:

(a) Gaseous Wastes

Gaseous wastes from processes will be treated, wherever possible, at the
source of these wastes to a tritium level low enough to be acceptable for
release to the environment. For example, the hydrogen gas released from
the ISS will be suitable for discharge to the environment. However,
other minor, miscellaneous waste gas streams may exist at NET, which will
have to be collected, analyzed and treated, if necessary.

A Gaseous Waste Treatment System (GWTS) similar to the system at TSTA is
envisaged for the NET. A schematic flow diagram of the proposed GWTS is
shown in Figure 5.9.1.

Miscellaneous tritium bearing gaseous waste streams from various sources
such as the experimental loops, analysers, purge interconnections between
equipment items and systems and secondary containment will be treated in
the GWTS to reduce the concentration of tritium in this effluent to a
level that will permit discharge of this effluent safely to the
atmosphere.

Tritium bearing gaseous effluents from various sources will flow through
a gaseous waste collection manifold and an activated charcoal filter into
a large Low Pressure Tank (LP Tank). The charcoal filter will remove a
majority of vacuum pump oil residue in the effluent. Pressure in the Low
Pressure Tank will be maintained between 30 kPa and 80 kPa, which will
permit gaseous waste streams to flow freely from sources which are
nominally at atmospheric pressure. Hydrogen and oxygen concentrations in
the LP Tank will be monitored and hydrogen and/or oxygen will be added to
ensure efficient recombination of hydrogen isotopes to water. The
maximum hydrogen concentration will be maintained below 2 percent (lower
flammability limit of hydrogen in air is 4 percent). The LP tank will
have a relief valve set at 102 kPa, relieving to stack. This will be
done to prevent damage to seals or leakage through seals of vacuum pumps
discharging to the LP tank. Other relief valves in the GWTS will
discharge into the IP tank.

When the pressure in the LP tank reaches the upper operating limit of
80 kPa, a pressure switch will actuate the compressors and the heater,
causing gas to flow to the recombiner via the heater where the gas is
heated to 510°C. Two 50 percent capacity compressors will be used to
provide redundancy and increase reliability. The recombiner contains a
precious metal catalyst. It will combine oxygen with hydrogen isotopes
to form water. It will also oxidize hydrocarbons to form carbon dioxide
and water. The exhaust gases of the recombiner will be cooled in a heat
exchanger with cooling water. The water in the exhaust gases will be
removed on a dryer containing type 5A molecular sieve. One dryer will be
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on-stream while the other is in the standby mode. Provision will be made
to inject water vapour upstream of the dryer to improve the
decontamination factor, if necessary. Downstream of the dryer, a
real-time tritium monitor will measure the effluent concentration and
route the effluent to the stack if the tritium concentration is lower
than the discharge limit or return the effluent to the LP tank for
recycle. The concentration in the LP tank will also be continuously
monitored. Downstream of the compressors, the LP tank contents can be
diverted to the stack directly if the tritium concentration is acceptable
for discharge. The compressors will switch off automatically when a
pressure of 30 kPa is reached in the LP tank.

Regeneration of the dryers will be performed using bottled, dry air or
nitrogen. The gas will be heated to 310°C and passed over the molecular
sieves. Downstream of the dryer, the gas will be cooled with chilled
water and the condensed water will be collected and sent to Tritiated
Water Processing.

With equipment of a reasonable size cleanup of a batch can be
accomplished in 30 minutes.

(b) Liquid Wastes and Treatment of Tritiated Liquid Wastes

Tritiated aqueous waste may be contaminated with dirt or oil. The liquid
may be treated with cartridge filters, activated carbon beds and
ion-exchange resins. If the activity is sufficiently low, it may then be
discharged or recycled for tritium removal.

In addition to vacuum and air sweeping treatment, decontamination of
tritiated equipment can be accomplished by liquid scrubbing and
electrolytic treatment. Liquid scrubbing may employ acidic or alkaline
solutions, water, detergent solutions or other decontamination
solutions. The scrubbing liquid is usually heated, in order to obtain a
higher decontamination factor. Tritium concentration in the scrubbing
liquid will vary widely, depending on the degree of contamination of the
equipment. The decontamination activities may generate waste in the
form of various cleaning fluids. Other tritiated liquid wastes from the
maintenance and service areas includes oils, lubricants, etc. from the
contaminated equipment. Tritium concentrations in these liquids are
expected to be in the Type 1 and Type 2 range.

Organic Liquid Waste Treatment

This will require different handling methods than inorganic liquid
wastes, because of their combustibility and their physical/chemical
properties.

A few of the more important treatment methods are given below:

Immobilization with an inorgnic adsorbent.
Immobilization with cement.
Incineration.
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FIGURE 5.9.1
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Inorganic Liquid Waste Treatment

The alternatives for treating inorganic tritiated liquid wastes are:

Immobilization in organic adsorbents.
Immobilization in cement.
Immobilization in cement with a coating.
Immobilization in cement with polymer impregnation.

(c) Solid Wastes and Treatment of Tritiated Solid Wastes

Breeder Blanket Modules

The largest quantity and size of solid waste is likely to be composed of
used breeder blanket modules containing significant quantities of trapped
tritium.

The present concept calls for baking and degassing these modules to
release and collect the tritium which may have been trapped in the
structure either via adsorption, solution or in the form of a metal
hydride.

This docontamination, therefore, calls for the application of heating and
pumping-off of evolved tritium. Before tritium, which may be bound up in
structural matrix of the breeder blanket, can be released, the tritium
has to be made to diffuse to the surface of the structure. This may
require an inordinately long baking and desgassing period. Therefore,
increasing the surface area by cutting up the blanket modules is thought
to be necessary prior to decontamination.

There are two options for the atmosphere in the bake-out ovens - vacuum
or inert gas. A large vacuum chamber could be very much more expensive
than an inert gas purged enclosure. However, it would lower the heating
requirements, be necessarily leak-tight, require less insulation and make
tritium recovery easy. For these reasons, a large vacuum chamber is the
preferred choice for bake-out and decontamination of breeder blanket
modules. Before and after decontamination, the blanket sectors could be
stored in water pools until radioactive levels have decayed to a
sufficient level where the pieces of blanket material can be permanently
stored. Preparation for permanent storage would involve encapsulating
the pieces of blanket material in cement or other solid matrix in steel
drums to contain residual radioactivity.

Other solid wastes generated may include spent activated carbon,
molecular sieves, filter cartridges, getter beds and spent catalyst,
which is used in converting hydrogen oxide to hydrogen gas.

Tritium activity of the catalyst, activated charcoal and molecular
sieves, may range from low levels (Type 1) to medium levels (Type 2),
depending on the effectiveness of the regeneration process, and the
tritium concentration in the process streams.
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Additional solid wastes are associated with normal operation and
maintenance, such as wiping towels, used equipment and tools, empty
containers, vermiculite from respirators, gloves, cotton and plastic
coveralls, etc. The type and activity levels of these wastes will be
similar to those of a nuclear generating station. In most cases, the
wastes will be of Type 1.

Treatment of Trltlated Solid Waste

Low activity solid wastes, such as paper towels, coveralls, etc. may be
incinerated, in compliance with permissible tritium release levels.
Solid waste, which cannot be incinerated, may be volume reduced
(chopping, high pressure compression) and stored for future disposal. In
all cases, the waste must be suitably packaged for storage or disposal.
The disposal technique (e.g. land burial, deep-sea dumping, deep-well
injection) must meet all regulatory requirements.

5.9.5 Immobilized Trltiated Waste Products

Analyses of leach test data and observations on the immobilized products
have led to the following conclusions:

(1) Inorganic hydrates and desiccants alone are not suitable for
immobilizing tritiated water.

(ii) Neither chemical hydration nor physical encapsulation of
tritiated water by cement should be relied upon as a barrier to
tritium migration. Ion exchange mechanism can rapidly take
place between tritium and hydrogen.

(ili) Incorporation of hygroscopic substances such as silica gel,
vermiculite, gypsum (plaster), super slurper imbiber beads, etc.
increases the quantity of tritiated water which may be
immobilized, but does not improve the leach rate nor the quality
of the product over the long-term. Nevertheless, preliminary
data suggests that molecular sieves may provide marginal
improvement.

(iv) Coating of the cured cement surface and impregnation of the
cement block with polymer can impede the migration rate of
tritium, when the organic coating and the impregnated polymer
are in their proper conditions. They are however, subject to
deterioration by physical means and radiation. As a result,
there is no significant improvement in leach rate compared to
uncoated or unimpregnated cement over the long-term.
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(v) Immobilization by organic polymers is not yet fully developed.
The product is characterized by an initially high leach rate,
followed by a very low rate afterwards. The complexity of the
immobilization process and the presence of by-products make this
method not completely satisfactory.

(vi) None of the immobilized products should be deemed reliable
without adequate packaging. Leach test data demonstrate that
significantly low leach rates can only be achieved by proper and
stringent package design.
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6.0 TRITIUM INVENTORY AND COST ESTIMATES

In this section, a summary of tritium inventories and cost estimates is
presented for the tritium systems described in Section 5.

6.1 Tritium Inventory Estimates

These estimates are calculated for the recommended process options for
the various systems and are shown in Table 6.1

The inventory in the Plasma Exhaust Buffer tank and Fuel Storage System
is shown as 1800 g for each day of NET feed requirement. Thus, the
inventory in these systems is dependent on the NET operating philosophy.

6.2 Cost Estimates

A detailed breakdown of cost estimates for individual systems is given in
the appropriate subsections of Section 5.0. Table 6.2 presents a summary
of equipment cost estimates derived from Section 5. These are
order-of-magnitude estimates only and do not include engineering,
installation, commissioning or interest charges.
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TABLE 6.1

Tritium Inventory Estimate for NET Tritium Systems

System

Tritium
Inventory
q of T? Comments

1. Tritium Recovery from
Liquid Ll/Pb Blanket
- Blanket Structure

- Removal Process:
Uranium Beds

200 NET team estimate^
- mostly in blanket
wall

0/750 Regeneration/Adsorption
10 day cycle

2. Tritium Recovery from
Solid Li-Ceramic Blanket
- Blanket Structure

- Recovery System

2000

500

Dalle-Donne
Estimatet71l
Regeneration/Adsorption
60 h cycle

3. Plasma Exhaust Purification
- Process System 10
- Buffer Tank (Optional) 1800/day

8 h Dryer Cycle
For Plasma Exhaust
Storage if PEP out
of service

4. Isotope Separation System 120

5. Tritiated Water Processing 18 Mainly in Electrolysis
Cells

6. Fuel Storage 1800/day 1800 g/day of fuel
feedrate

7. Air Detritiation System and
Tritium Removal from Inert
Atmosphere 0 to 5
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TABLE 6.2

Summary of Capital Costs

Section
No. System

Cost
(M ECU)
1985

5.1 Tritium Removal from the Liquid Ll/Pb Blanket: **

5.2 Tritium Removal from the Solid Li-Ceramic Blanket

(a) Purification Flow of 9.3 kmol/s: 15.0

(b) Purification Flow of 0.935 tanol/s: 9.6

5.3 Tritiated Water Processing:

(a) TWUP: 23.5
(b) DE: 22.0

5.4 Plasma Exhaust Purification: **

5.5 Isotope Separation System: **

5.6 Fuel Storage System: **

5.7 Air Detritiation System: 21.00

5.8 Tritium Removal from Inert Atmospheres: **
5.9 Tritiated Waste Processing and Management: **

** To be determined later.
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS AMD RECOMMENDATIONS

Preferred process options have been selected for each of the NET Tritium
Systems. It is concluded that it Is possible to design these systems
with existing knowledge and to estimate budget costs and tritium
Inventories for them. For the NET system, the following are the
preferred process options:

(1)

(2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

Tritium Removal
Li/Pb Blanket

from

Tritium Removal from
Solid Li-Ceramic
Blanket

(3) Tritiated Water
Processing (TWP)

Plasma Exhaust
Purification (PEP)

Isotope Separation
(ISS)

Fuel Storage (FSS)

Air Detritiation (ADS)

Preferred Option

Counter-current exchange with helium,
followed by trapping on U-Beds

Adsorption/Catalytic Exchange on
Molecular sieve followed by
Electrolysis at high curie concentrations

Electrolysis using conventional cells
with possibility of pre-enrichment by
water distillation

Permeation through Pd-alloy diffuser,
catalytic oxidation of impurity stream,
cold trap and Electrolysis

Cryogenic Distillation

Tritium Removal from
Inert Atmosphere (TRIA)

Tritium Waste Processing
and Management (TWPM)

Metal matrix storage

Catalytic Oxidation and drying on
molecular sieve beds

Catalytic oxidation and drying on
molecular sieve beds

Bake-out ovens and conventional
nuclear decontamination

Gaseous waste collection, catalytic
oxidation of hydrogen isotopes and
organic materials, and drying on
molecular sieve beds

Some of these systems are considered to be technically mature, and are
available as developed 'off-the-shelf designs. The TWP, ISS, ADS and
TRIA systems belong to this category.

For parts or most of the other systems, varying degrees of uncertainties
remain, associated with the preferred or other candidate options. This
section presents the authors' view of what should be the R&D priorities
for these systems.
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For tritium recovery from the Li-Pb blanket, the design of the
counter-current Li-Pb/He exchange tower remains uncertain. The optimum
helium purge rate and tower design parameters need to be determined
experimentally in order to confirm theoretical design calculations.

In the case of the solid Li-Ceramic blanket, the tritium removal concept
is based on isotopic exchange between HTO and H2O on molecular sieve.
The basis of this process is experimental work done with small laboratory
scale equipment. The scale-up characteristics of this exchange process
should be investigated to confirm its feasibility. Development of
high-curie electrolysis cells also needs to be pursued in support of this
process and also for Plasma Exhaust Purification. A literature search
was conducted unsuccessfully to determine if helium at 8 HPa pressure
interferes with the adsorption of water on molecular sieves. If it is
confirmed that information is unavailable on this subject, an
experimental program should be carried out to determine this effect.

For the PEP system, the reference process, Pd-alloy permeation should
continue to be investigated with respect to impurity effects, scale up of
modules etc. At the same time, suitable cryogenic freezer designs should
be developed because of the attractive possibility of a completely
cryogenic-based fuel processing system.

Research on metal hydrides also should continue since there are a number
of storage and purification, recovery applications for these in the fuel
systems.

While the design of ADS and TRIJV systems is mature, the effectiveness of
these systems is dependent upon the interaction of tritium with surfaces
in enclosures and reactor halls. Thus, a need exists to conduct
decontamination experiments in chambers with differing characteristics
and humidity levels.

In conclusion, while feasible design concepts are available for the NET
Tritium Systems, supporting R&D work, some of which has been outlined
here, is necessary in order to develop these concepts into detailed
engineering designs.
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